**John McCrady plat collection, 1696-1924**
**SCHS 510.00**

**Description:** 8 linear ft. (7 boxes + 4 oversized drawers)

**Scope and content:** This collection consists of over 600 primarily eighteenth and nineteenth century plats (some are copies of earlier plats) pertaining to properties in the Lowcountry, including the parishes of St. Thomas & St. Denis, St. Andrews, Prince Frederick, St. Stephens, St. Luke, St. Peters, St. Johns, St. Bartholomew, St. Paul, St. George Dorchester, St. James Goose Creek, and Prince William Parish. Areas named include Charleston, Edisto Island, Johns Island, and Wadmalaw Island. Several plats relate to properties outside the Lowcountry.

In 2007, the South Carolina Historical Society was awarded a grant through SCHRAB which provided funding for three graduate students to create an inventory of the John McCrady Plat collection. The information provided in this finding aid is the result of their labor.

**Preferred citation:** McCrady, John, 1884-1955. John McCrady Plat Collection (0510.00) South Carolina Historical Society.

*To conduct a keyword search: PC users- Control + F and MAC users- Command + F.*

**BOX 1:**

**Folder #1**
Date: 1881
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Holmes, George (property owner) / Simons (surveyor) / Meetze, J.
Geographical Names: None
Notes: 25 acres of land owned by George Holmes south of lands owned by J. Meetze.

**Folder #2**
Date: 1771
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Webster, Henry (property owner) / Wrixam, James / Branford, E. / Peter, Christopher / Morgan, P. /

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 1: (cont.)

Geographical Names: Colleton County, Pon Pon River  

Notes: Copy of a plat for 150 acres of land butting and bounding west on land of P. Morgan, South on lands of E. Branford. "Being part and parcel of a larger tract of 300 acres belonging to P. Morgan" conveyed to Henry Webster ***very fragile. Part of the plat has been ripped off.

Folder #3  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: 1839  
Parish: N/A  
Types: C  
People’s Names: De Borr  
Geographical Names: Church Street, Philadelphia Street, Cumberland Street, Corr Alley  
Notes: copy of a plan of lots No.1-7, 9-11 Cumberland Street in Charleston, Ward No.3. Indicates some buildings including a brick stable at No. 9.

Folder #4  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Cripps, John / Nau, Thomas  
Geographical Names: Road from Rantowles to Charleston, Hickory Hill  
Notes: copy of a tract of land belonging to John S. Cripps containing 277 1/2 acres.

Folder #5  
Date: 1797  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Andrew’s  
Types: A  
Geographical Names: None  
Notes: copy of tract of land containing 200 acres, butting and bounding south and west by William Elliott, and on the East by Clay, and to the north by John Rivers.

Folder #6  
Date: 1886  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Andrew’s  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Martin, W.G., DuPont, G.G.  
Geographical Names: Wappoo Road, Mill Track  
Notes: 31 acres of land for Dr. R. H. Martin in Berkeley County.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 1: (cont.)**

**Folder #7**
- **Date:** 1774
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** N/A
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Rupell, Mary / Robertson / Atkin / Dr. Brabangs / Withers
- **Geographical Names:** Cooper River
- **Notes:** copy of a plan of 195 acres of land near the Cooper River.

**Folder #8**
- **Date:** 1789
- **Date of Copy:**
- **Parish:** St. John’s Parish
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Johnston, Chas / Castell / Simpson
- **Geographical Names:** Wadboo Barony, Murray Road
- **Notes:** 876 acres of land west of Murray Road.

**Folder #9**
- **Date:** 1721
- **Date of Copy:** 1795
- **Parish:** St. Thomas Parish
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Broughton, Thomas / Singletary, Breton / Beresford, Richard
- **Geographical Names:** Wambaw, Craven County
- **Notes:** true copy of a plan surveyed for an Island plantation for Breton Singletary containing 500 acres situated in Craven County butting and bounding northerly on late William North, southerly by Singletary and all other sides on lands not yet laid out.

**Folder #10**
- **Date:** 1770
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** N/A
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Sinkler, Peter / Taylor, Robert / Mitchell, Ephraim / Pyre, Rene / Porcher(_), Isaac / Ravenel, Rene
- **Geographical Names:** Santee River, Craven County
- **Notes:** true copy of Peter Sinkler plat book 11, page 355; contains 310 acres in Craven County bounding northwest on land of Isaac Porcher and Rene Pyre, southeast on land of Robert Taylor and Rene Ravenel, and north west on Santee River.

**Folder #11**
- **Date:**
- **Date of Copy:**

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 1: (cont.)
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Atchison(_)
Geographical Names: Santee, Four Mile Creek, Santee River
Notes: copy of plat granted to John Atchison. "the plat annexed to the grant dated March 2, 1736.

Folder #12
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: B
People’s Names: Middleton, Lowndes, Richard / Maxwell, W.R. /
Geographical Names: Belle Isle, Four Mile Creek
Notes: plan of Belle Island north of Four Mile Creek.

Folder #13
Date: 1732
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Woodward, Thomas / Woodward, Elizabeth / St. John, James / Billinger
Geographical Names: Ashepoo River, Fish Pond Creek
Notes: 1100 acres of land belonging to Thomas Woodward on the east and west side of fish pond Creek
known as Ashepoo River. ***very fragile, torn in several pieces

Folder #14
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Bennett, Robert / Cambel, Martin
Geographical Names: None
Notes: very general plat of land. No descriptions.

Folder #15
Date: 1732
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Cordes, Thomas/ Woodward, Elizabeth/ Gibbes, Captain John
Geographical Names: Fishpond Creek/ Ashepoo River
Notes: 650 acrs belonging to Thomas Cordes on eastwest side of Fishpond Creek/ Ashepoo River
bounding northwest on Elizabeth Woodward and south by Captain John Gibbes.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory
notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple
buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural
elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

Folder #16
Date: 1837
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Atkinson / Pauget, Joel / Black, Robert
Geographical Names: None
Notes: very general plan of land belonging to Robert Black.

Folder #17
Date: 1733
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Presly(_, Bryan / Bull, John / Hendrich
Geographical Names: Pon Pon River, Colleton County
Notes: copy of plat of 230 acres granted to Bryan Presly(_) in Colleton County on Pon Pon River

Folder #18
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: 1793
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish
Types: B
People’s Names: Ferguson, Thomas / Haig, George / Farr, Joseph / Williams, Mary / Smith
Geographical Names: Stono Swamp, Stono Plantation, public drain
Notes: copy of plan of a plantation on Stono Swamp commonly called Stono Plantation belonging to Thomas Ferguson. Contains 630 acres.

Folder #19
Date: 1719
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Keating, Edward / Norman, William
Geographical Names: Goose Creek
Notes: plat of 100 acres of land conveyed by William Norman to Edward Keating situated at Goose Creek
***fragile, in 4 pieces.

Folder #20
Date: 1735
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

People’s Names: Whitaker, Benjamin / Pinckney, Thomas / Flemming, Thomas / Seabrook, John / Dear, John / Woodward, Richard / Hutchins, John / Godfrey, John / Larrington, Samuel

Geographical Names: Ashepoo River, Dear’s Creek
Notes: 960 acres of land situated lying and being in Colleton County, butting and bounding to the north on part of John Seabrook’s land to the east on Ashepoo River to the South on land of Captain Thomas Flemming and part of John Dears Land.

Folder #21
Date: 1716
Date of Copy: 1804
Parish: Colleton County
Types: A
People’s Names: Ladson, Thomas / [Hanscome]
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Plat of 342 acres on Johns Island. Very little detail, just an outline of the property with a few trees on the edges.

Folder #22
Date: 1770
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Smith, Thomas / Oglethorpe / Smith / Elliott, Thomas
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of 4883 acres belonging to Thomas Smith. Very little detail, only the outline of the property is included.

Folder #23
Date: 1735
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Horry, Elias / Izard
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: Plat of 222 acres granted to and acquired by Elias Horry on the Santee River. Very little detail. Only the property line and the river sketch are included.

Folder #24
Date: 1696
Date of Copy: 1806
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Butler, Thomas / Barker

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 1: (cont.)**

**Geographical Names:** Ashley River [Clear Spring]

**Notes:** Plat of 200 acres on the neck of the Ashley River belonging to Thomas Butler. Only property outline and a few notes about the edges of the property are included.

**Folder #25**

- **Date:** 1705
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** Colleton County
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Mitchell, George
- **Geographical Names:** Edisto River

**Notes:** Plat of 500 acres belonging to George Mitchell in Colleton County near the Edisto River. Includes the outline of the property and the location of trees on the property line.

**Folder #26**

- **Date:** 1761
- **Date of Copy:** 1795
- **Parish:** St. Bartholomew’s Parish
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Smith, Francis/ McIntosh, Laughlin
- **Geographical Names:** Chickaw

**Notes:** Plat of 400 acres belonging to Laughlin McIntosh. Only the property lines and the trees on them are included in the details.

**Folder #27**

- **Date:** 1793
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** Colleton County
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** McPherson, Sarah/ Spense, William
- **Geographical Names:** Ashepoo River

**Notes:** Plat of 127 acres in the marsh on the Ashepoo River belonging to Sarah McPherson. Little detail included in the plat.

**Folder #28**

- **Date:** 173-
- **Date of Copy:** 1744
- **Parish:** Colleton County
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** French, Alexander
- **Geographical Names:** N/A

**Notes:** Plat of 500 acres in Colleton County. Very little detail included. *Plat is in very bad condition. It is tearing along the sides and on the folds. A bottom corner has torn completely off and is included in the folder.*

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 1: (cont.)

Folder #29
Date: 1796
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Types: B
People’s Names: Gibbes, Robb Reeves/ Heyward, Nathaniel/ Gibbes, John
Geographical Names: Combahee River
Notes: Plat of 237 acres belonging to Rob Reeves Gibbes. Detailed marsh and high land along with the location and outline of a house.

Folder #30
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: 1801
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: Cattell, Benjamin/ Bedon, Richard
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of 200 acres in St. George’s Parish. The property lines and various trees located on them are the only details included.

Folder #31
Date: 1707
Date of Copy: 1799
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Wagner, G./ Jones, Samuel
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Plat of 100 acres of marsh and high ground on the Stono River belonging to Samuel Jones.

Folder #32
Date: 1789
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: [Mansfield]
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Plat of approximately 300 acres of marsh and farm land on the Stono River. Marsh and high land are denoted on the plat with few other details.

Folder #33
Date: 1796
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

People’s Names: [Purcell], Rose, Thomas
Geographical Names: Tiger Swamp
Notes: Plat of land which includes a marsh and creeks, very little other detail.

Folder #34
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Fitch
Geographical Names: Dorchester Road
Notes: Plat of 53 acres off of Dorchester Road which is divided into lots. Very little details or information.

Folder #35
Date: 1859
Date of Copy: Feb 1845
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: [Perry], James
Geographical Names: Dorchester Road
Notes: Plat of 19 acres in St. Andrew’s Parish. A corn field is noted as is a public road along with the neighboring property owners. Little other detail.

Folder #36
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Birkman
Geographical Names: Dorchester Road
Notes: Farm of 54 acres for sale by Rutherford, individual plots numbered A-S.

Folder #37
Date: 1844
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: John Schmierle
Geographical Names: Ashley River, Wappoo Creek, Ashley Bridge,
Notes: small description of a 264 acre land, near Wappoo Creek, including land description.

Folder #38
Date: June 1883

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Parker
Geographical Names: Johns Island
Notes: Lands of Paul Guerard, shows a public road and creeks, includes measurements.

Folder #39
Date: 1716
Date of Copy: 1799
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Edward Catting
Geographical Names: Goose Creek, Cooper River
Notes: 355 Acres of land in Berkeley County near the West side of Cooper River, shows surrounding properties, doesn’t include land type or detailed notations.

Folder #40
Date: Aug 3, 1899
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Karl W. Ruth
Geographical Names: Meeting Street
Notes: 3.71 Acres of highland near marsh adjacent to Meeting Street Road.

Folder #41
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Samuel Adams
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 400 acre land with a pair of 100 acre plots, some lakes outlined, no location detailed

Folder #42
Date: Sept 1790
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: John Green
Geographical Names: Waccamaw Neck
Notes: 82 Acre plat of land, shows some trees with minimal notation

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

Folder #43
Date: Sept 25, 1852
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Beauford, William Byrd
Geographical Names: Boggy Gully
Notes: 100 square plot sold by Beauford, Boggy Gully runs through the southwest corner of the property, no land type identification

Folder #44
Date: 1796
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: B
People’s Names: Pamplat(_,), Peter / Gray, Peter / Snow / Middleton
Geographical Names: Cooper River, Red Branch
Notes: sketch of the survey ad laying out of a small tract called Red Branch on the west side of the Cooper River containing 6 acres lately sold by Middleton to Leval part of 400 acres tract granted to Dr. Snow

Folder #45
Date: 1735
Date of Copy: 1789
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Michau, Abraham / St. John, James (surveyor)
Geographical Names: Santee River, Georgetown, Craven County
Notes: copy of a plat granted to Abraham Michau north side of Santee and containing 213 acres in the Georgetown district in Craven County

Folder #46
Date: 1752
Date of Copy: 1789
Parish: Prince Frederick
Types: A

BOX 1: (cont.) People’s Names: Michau, Abraham / Pedro(_), John
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: copy of a plat of 250 acres laid out to Abraham Michau on the north side of Santee River and 'now belonging to John Pedro(_)"

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

Folder #47
Date: 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Stephens
Types: A
People’s Names: Izard, Ralph / Sinkler, James / Sinkler, Peter
Geographical Names: Santee River, White Oak Plantation
Notes: plan of the land claimed by James Sinkler on Santee River and comprehended with the claim of White Oak Plantation belonging to Ralph Izard

Folder #48
Date: 1770
Parish: St. Stephens
Types: A
People’s Names: Cooper, Samuel / Sinkler, James / Sinkler, Peter
Geographical Names: Wall Eye Swamp, Craven County
Notes: plan of a tract of land in Wall Eye Swamp in Craven County

Folder #49
Date: 1785
Parish: St. Stephens
Types: A
People’s Names: Manigault, G. / Mell, Thomas / Ellis / Moultrie (governor) / Wilkie
Geographical Names: Charleston district
Notes: 174 acres laid out to George Wilkie in Charleston.

Folder #50
Date: 1775
Parish: St. Luke
Types: A
People’s Names: Pears( ), J. / Crawford, Bellamy
Geographical Names: The Thickets, May River, The Mile Swamp
Notes: plan of 500 acres of land south of the Mile Swamp and near the May River

Folder #51
Date: 1775
Parish: St. Luke
Types: A
People’s Names: Crawford, Bellamy
Geographical Names: May River, The Mile Swamp
Notes: plat of land belonging to Bellamy Crawford possibly called the Thickets

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 1: (cont.)**

**Folder #52**
- Date:
- Date of Copy:
- Parish: Prince William's Parish
- Types: B
- People’s Names: Huguenin, C. / Martin, John / Heyward
- Geographical Names: Inverness, Pocotaligo Bridge
- Notes: plat of a part of Inverness sold from the estate of C. Huguenin to John Martin containing 538. Plat includes a railroad, a fort, a public road and fence.

**Folder #53**
- Date: 1817
- Date of Copy: 1859
- Parish:
- Types: B
- People’s Names: Weston, William / Runnel(_, Jonathan / Clarks, James
- Geographical Names: Wadmalaw River, Wadmalaw Island, Bain Bluff(_)
- Notes: plat of 288 acres of land situated on Wadmalaw Island

**Folder #54**
- Date: 1725
- Date of Copy:
- Parish:
- Types: A
- People’s Names: Mitchell, George / Bayly, John / Andrews, John
- Geographical Names: Colleton County
- Notes: 156 acres laid out to John Bayly and granted to the said John Bayly in 1698 in Colleton County

**Folder #55**
- Date: 1733
- Date of Copy: 1792
- Parish:
- Types: A
- People’s Names: Williams, Susannah / Ferguson, Thomas / Bennett, Moses
- Geographical Names: Santee River, Craven County
- Notes: copy of plat of 300 acres of land situated in Craven County on the north side of the Santee River bounding north east on Bennett's land, the other sides on vacant land. Copy taken from record book Vol I. page 407

**Folder #56**
- Date: 1735-1736
- Date of Copy:
- Parish: Prince Frederick
- Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 1: (cont.)

People’s Names: Gibbons, Daniel / Newman, Robert / St.John, James / Broughton, Thomas / Childs, Margaret /  
Geographical Names: Georgetown district, Weetee River, Christal Spring  
Notes: two small plats of land. One containing 200 acres of land laid out to Margaret Childs situated near the head of Weetee Branch. Bounding on the NE, NW, and SE, and West on vacant lands. Southwestardly on land formerly laid out to Daniel Gibbons. The second plat is 78 acres of land laid out to Robert Newman in Craven County bounding to the north of Orochone(_). and on all other sides by vacant land.

Folder #57  
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish:  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Gadsden / Kinloch / Alston, Gadsden, Thomas  
Geographical Names: Black River, Georgetown  
Notes: plan of lands on Black River near Georgetown part now belonging to Kinloch and Gadsden

Folder #58  
Date: 1760  
Date of Copy: 1794  
Parish: St. John  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Carsen, John / Jones, John / Carsen, James / Chambers, William / Young, James / Winborns, Thomas / McDoul / Winborn, Abigail . Gibbs, John /  
Geographical Names: Bohicket River, Wadmalaw River  
Notes: "plan of parcel of land of late belonging to John Jones and now sold and conveyed by the said Jones to James Carsen for 850 acres but the request of the said Carsen I have resurveyed the said tract of land and find it to contain but 805 acres of land or there about, so that the original survey must have taken in 45 acres of the marshes of Bohicket River...true copy taken from the original plat in the property of Mr. Carsen in June 1794”

Folder #59  
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish: St. James  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Colleton, John / Howes, Jobe  
Geographical Names: Hickory Hill Plantation, Goose Creek  
Notes: copy of a plat of 150 acres and granted to Jobe Howes(_). now forming part of Hickory Hill plantation in St. James Goose Creek and part in St. John and St. James parish

Folder #60  
Date: 1752  
Date of Copy: 1791

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
BOX 1: (cont.)

Parish:

Types: A

People’s Names: Green, Daniel / Farr, Thomas / Gibbs, Elizabeth / Wilkinson, Christopher / Smith, Joseph / Smith, Andrew / Smith, Thomas / Haig, George / Farr, Joseph / Sommers, Humphrey

Geographical Names:

Notes: copy of a plat annexed to the original grant for 1153 acres of land to Thomas Farr.

Folder #61

Date: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Parish: N/A

Types: A

People’s Names: Lynch, Thomas / Moultrie, William / Singleton, Benjamin / Kinloch, Francis

Geographical Names: Santee, White Oak, Six Mile Creek

Notes: copy of two plats. 1) 300 acres conveyed by Thomas Lynch to William Moultrie April 1, 1762, afterwards conveyed by the Moultrie to Benjamin Singleton. 2) 53 acres conveyed by Francis Kinloch to William Moultrie on the 8th February, 1765 now belonging to Benjamin Singleton

Folder #62

Date: 1717

Date of Copy: 1790

Parish: Colleton County

Types: A

People’s Names: Gaillard, Peter / Brown, Bruneau, Henry

Geographical Names: Santee River, Dohov Swamp and Creek

Notes: plat of two tracts of land adjoining each other on the north side of the santee river now belonging to the estate of Brown. Copy from the plat annexed to the original grants from lord proprietor

Folder #63

Date: 1717

Date of Copy: N/A

Parish: Colleton County

Types: A

People’s Names: [Hoxt], Francis

Geographical Names: Stono Island

Notes: Plat of 88 acres near Stono Island in Colleton County. Little detail drawn into the plat. *The plat is in bad condition. It seems to have gone through extensive water damage and the ink is faded and a little blurred.

Folder #64

Date: 1735

Date of Copy: 1790

Parish: Craven County

Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 1: (cont.)

People’s Names: Swinton, William/ LaBruce, Joseph/ White, John
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River, Black River, Weehaw Plantation, Kensington Plantation, Weehaw Creek, Georgetown
Notes: Plat of 130 acres on the Pee Dee River. Explains the plat and the surrounding area, drawing itself has very little detail.

Folder #65
Date: June 1777
Date of Copy: June 1795
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: William Campbell
Geographical Names: Georgetown District, Kingston Lake Swamp
Notes: 500 acre plat given to William Campbell in the Georgetown District on Kingston Lake Swamp, shows highlands, swamp, indigo area, and an area named food provision, shows details and surrounding property owners

Folder #66
Date: February 1714
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: William Willersby
Geographical Names: Colleton County, Stono River
Notes: Sipros Openen plantation, 342 acre plantation in Colleton county near Stono River, an island plantation, shows property lines and no land detail, also shows surrounding area outside of the plantation

Folder #67
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Paul
Types: B
People’s Names: Baring
Geographical Names: Edisto River
Notes: plat of land that is owned by several people, shows the Edisto river and an unnamed settlement, labels the land in the center as uncleared land, a road called Willtow road appears to be on the right side of the plat

BOX 2
Folder #1
Date: Surveyed December 21, 1805
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 2: (cont.)

People’s Names: Bunbridge, Jonathan (owner) Darby, Artemer B. (Surveyor General) Izard, Ralph/Stepens, William/Stephens, Dr. William (Butting and Bounding Properties) Byrne, Michael (surveyor)

Geographical Names: N/A

Notes: "Jonathan Burnbridge 310 acres certified for him the 24th day of December 1805 Recorded in State Records Vol 36 fol. 578. "Pursuant to a warrant from Artemer B. Darby D. S. G. dated the 20th day of December 1805 I have admeasured and laid out unto Jonathan Bunbridge a tract of land containing 310 acres situated in Charleston district bounded by a lain_ running NW and NW by land of Ralph Izard NE on land of William Stephens NE and E on land not known and by all other lines on land of Doctor William Stephens and hath such form and marks as the above plat represents Surveyed the 21 day of December 1805 Michael Byrne Dep Surveyor”*plat is in good condition

Folder #2

Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A

Types: A

People’s Names: Cahousac, Robert (owner) Cooper, Samuel/ Gignclist, Gabriel/Mitchum/Witten/Villlyontorse, Zachariah/Mazych,William/Juxbury Lumber Co,=, (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Geographical Names: N/A

Notes: Plat of 500 acres granted to Robert Cahousac January 10,1771 Reg. Office Charleston Co Book k 6 Page 12”*plat is in excellent condition but lacks much information

Folder #3

Date: Surveyed June 15, 1753
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s

Types: A

People’s Names: DuPont, Gideon (owner) Elliot, William Thomas/ Godins, Capt. Daniel (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Geographical Names: Deer Creek/Ashepoo River/Cap Middleton Corner

Notes: Plat in includes 624 acres surveyed for Gideon DuPont. Plat does not contain structures. *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #4

Date: Certified April 25, 1793
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Fairfield County

Types: A

People’s Names: Grigg, John (owner) Jones, William/Burens, William/Cromptons Land(Butting and Bounding Properties) Kennedy H. J._, (surveyor)

Geographical Names: Fairfield County

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 2: (cont.)

Notes: BACK: John Grigg 69 Acres Certified for him Feb 28th 1793 Dated to the Secretary Recorded in State Records Vol. 31 Page 553 "John Grigge 69 acres Recorded in book E page 247 24 September 1793" *plat is in good condition

Folder #5
Date: Certified June 26, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Griggs, John (owner) Tate, William (surveyor) Ladson/Smith (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Ashepoo River
Notes: Pursuant to a War- Mitchell Esquire Surveyor General I have admeasured and laid out unto John Griggs a tract of land containing one hundred and ninety (190) acres situated in Charleston District on the South side of Ashepoo River Bounded South-Westwardly on Lands of _Ladson, and party on Mr. Smiths lands on all other sides upon the said Ashepoo River and hath such form and marks as the above plat represents. Certified by me this 26 day of June 1786 William Tate D. S." *plat is in excellent condition and easy to read

Folder #6
Date: Certified May 10, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Griggs, John (owner) Mitchell, Ephraim (Surveyor General) Doyley, Daniel (Dept Surveyor) Belling, Edmund/Gochran/Shock, Gabriel (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Ch__aw River
Notes: BACK: John Griggs 1220 acres Charleston 1 June 1786 _Peter Freneau Recorded in Plan Book Page 56 FRONT: Pursuant to a warrant from Ephraim Mitchell Esquire Surveyor General and laid out unto John Griggs a Tract of land containing one thousand two hundred and twenty acres (1220) situated in St. Bartholomew’s Parish Charleston District and has such shape forma and marks as the above plat represents Likewise butting and bounding as the said plat specifies"

Folder #7
Date: December 9, 1904
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Paul's
Types: A
People’s Names: Izard, John (owner) Mitchell, William B. (new Owner) Cattle, William/Pherm, Isaac W./Brisbans, James/Miles, Mep Martha/Wainwright, Samuel/Huhy_, Gum (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 25 acres granted to John Izard in September of 1766 then sold to William B. Mitchell.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

**Folder #8**
Date: May 1796  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Paul's  
Types: B
People’s Names: Champney, John/Mitchell, Dr. John/Bee, Thomas (Butting and Bounding Properties)  
Geographical Names: Penny Creek/ Edisto River/ Pon Pon River  
Notes: "A Plan of a Plantation or Tract of Land on Penny Creek a Branch of Ponpon or Edisto River late the property of Joseph Bee Esquire now belonging to John Champney Esquire" Plat contains 687 acres on the north side of Penny Creek the plat is divided by use of lands and the location of structures on the property *excellent map in its identification of land use and roads

**Folder #9**
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Paul's  
Types: A
People’s Names: Gibbs, Robert (Surveyor General) Lowall, Samuel (owner)  
Geographical Names: Calleton River  
Notes: 600 acres located in Calleton County on the north side of Colleton River. There is a note stating that Samuel Lowall was also granted 200 acres "situated on this side or here, dated 19th Feb. 1711"

**Folder #10**
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Paul's  
Types: A
People’s Names: Rutledge, Hugh (owner) Pinckney, Charles/ Hanyuin, James_ (Butting and Bounding Properties)  
Geographical Names: N/A  
Notes: Plat includes 110 acres sold to Hugh Rutledge and surrounded by other properties owned by him. Property sold to Rutledge in July of 1791. *plat is in excellent condition

**Folder #11**
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A
People’s Names: Smith, Thomas (Owner)  
Geographical Names: Medway River  
Notes: "350 acres granted to Thomas Smith on the 28th March 1694, Bounding _ On Medway River South on land formerly laid out to Robert Skelton and went north _”  
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Gerardeau, William John (owner) Stock, John/ Livingston, William (Butting and Bounding Properties) Broughtors, Thomas (Surveyor General)  
Geographical Names: South Edisto River  
Notes: Plat contains 500 acres on the Edisto River *plat is in excellent condition

**Folder #13**  
Date: Feb 1714/5  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: John Gerardeau  
Geographical Names: South Edisto River  
Notes: 150 acre plot budding and bounding on the east side of the Edisto River, shows south Edisto River and surrounding plot owners, no land type or detail

**Folder #14**  
Date: Feb 1714/5  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: John Gerardeau  
Geographical Names: South Edisto River, Colleton County  
Notes: 500 Acre plantation, on the northeast side of the south Edisto River, neighbors the 416/2-13 plat, the 416/2-13 is added in pencil over the writing at the bottom of the plat, no land type or detail

**Folder #15**  
Date: Feb 25, 1777  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: William Whayman, William Sandy, Joseph Hodge, William Hodgson  
Geographical Names: River May  
Notes: 1050 Acres surveyed for William Whayman in London, shows two separate plots (No. 12 and 13), shows the River May, shows different types of trees, creeks, and swamps that run through the property

**Folder #16**  
Date: Sept 1787  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Paul’s  
Types: A  
People’s Names: William Williamson

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

*Geographical Names:* Stono River  
**Notes:** 83 acre parcel of land that shows the land belonging to the estate of William Williamson, shows rice fields, swamp in woods, public drains, and roads.

**Folder #17**  
*Date:* March 1880  
*Date of Copy:* N/A  
*Parish:* St. James  
*Types:* A  
*People’s Names:* T. Hataway  
*Geographical Names:* Ocean Bay  
**Notes:** 319 acre plot of land situated on Ocean Bay in St. Paul’s Parish, part of the “Hodge Grant”, shows some land details like creeks and cypress ponds.

**Folder #18**  
*Date:* N/A  
*Date of Copy:* Feb 1845  
*Parish:* N/A  
*Types:* A  
*People’s Names:* Rich Jenkins  
*Geographical Names:* Bear Bluff  
**Notes:** pencil sketch of a plot of land that includes roads, creeks, and ponds, shows surrounding neighbors and little land detail.

**Folder #19**  
*Date:* July 16, 1697  
*Date of Copy:* April 1797  
*Parish:* N/A  
*Types:* A  
*People’s Names:* John Freer  
*Geographical Names:* Colleton County  
**Notes:** 200 Acre plot of land laid out to John Freer, shows some creeks and trees, no land type or details.

**Folder #20**  
*Date:* N/A  
*Date of Copy:* N/A  
*Parish:* St. James  
*Types:* A  
*People’s Names:* John Michael, J H Alston  
*Geographical Names:* Santee River  
**Notes:** sketch of land with no measurements or names, shows some trees and unnamed road/creeks.

*types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 2: (cont.)

Folder #21
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Major Ladson
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: three separate 211 acre plots of land that are budding and bounding on the south side by the Santee River, shows some trees at the property border and surrounding neighbors

Folder #22
Date: Aug 7, 1785
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Arch_Taylor
Geographical Names: Boggy Branch
Notes: 732 acre plot of land with Boggy Branch River running through the middle of it, includes some trees and run off creeks, shows surrounding neighbors and their properties

Folder #23
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: N/A
People’s Names: Adam Jordan_
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: not a plot of land, shows dotted lines making a small triangle with no measurements or indications of what it represents

Folder #24
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Prince Williams
Types: A
People’s Names: [Luna], Cuthbert
Geographical Names: Pocotaligo River
Notes: Plat of land belonging to General Cuthbert in the Beaufort District on the Pocotaligo River. Little other detail included in the plat besides the property lines and the river.

Folder #25
Date: 1875
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Beaufort

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

Types: A
People’s Names: Johnson, N. H
Geographical Names: Savannah River
Notes: Plat of 89 acres in the Beaufort District. Plat shows the location of several ponds. Little other detail is included.

**Folder #26**
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Georgetown District
Types: A
People’s Names: Bull, Thomas
Geographical Names: Black Mingo River
Notes: Plat of 320 acres in the Georgetown District on the Black Mingo waters with marshes surrounding it. Little detail included.

**Folder #27**
Date: 1766
Date of Copy: 1802
Parish: Johns Island, Colleton County
Types: A
People’s Names: Jones, John/ Simmons, Ebenezer
Geographical Names: Keiwaugh (Kiawah) River/ Colls Creek
Notes: Plat of 230 acres on Johns Island. Little detail included on the plat, but there is an short explanation of the deed.

**Folder #28**
Date: 1711
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Georgetown District
Types: A
People’s Names: Daniel, Robert
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River
Notes: Plat of 500 acres in Craven County on the Pee Dee River annexed to the original 40,000 acres orginally granted to Landgrave Robert Daniel.

**Folder #29**
Date: 1848
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Types: B
People’s Names: [Gelyer], Daniel
Geographical Names: Wasamasaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 2: (cont.)

Notes: Plat of 1126 acres in St. James Goose Creek on Wasamasaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp. Plat is in pencil and is difficult to read the few details, although there are a few outlines of buildings included, but difficult to tell what they are.

Folder #30
Date: 1790
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Coachman, Joseph
Geographical Names: Mary Creek Swamp/ Broad Road
Notes: Plat of 383 acres on Mary Creek Swamp belonging to Joseph Coachman. Details include the property lines, the location of the swamp, and location of a few trees.

Folder #31
Date: 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Craven County
Types: A
People’s Names: [Luck], John
Geographical Names: Black River
Notes: Plat of 220 acres on the Black River belonging to John [Luck]. Details include the areas of the river and marsh, and the location of trees on the property lines.

Folder #32
Date: 1753
Date of Copy: 1773
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: McDowel, Hugh/ McDowel, James/ Carson, James
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Creek
Notes: Plat of 250 acres on Wadmalaw Creek. Includes short explanation, but plat itself includes very little detail.

Folder #33
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Johns Island
Types: A
People’s Names: Jones, Abram
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Vague outline of land on Johns Island. Plat includes no details

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 2: (cont.)

Folder #34
Date: 1805
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Parker, John/ Wood, Benjamin/ Boswood, James/ Wood, Benjamin
Geographical Names: Goose Creek
Notes: Plat of 419 acres near Goose Creek sold to Benjamin Wood by John Parker. Only the trees located on the property line and names on neighboring property owners are included.

Folder #35
Date: 1805
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Parker, John/ Wood, Benjamin/ Boswood, James/ Wood, Benjamin
Geographical Names: Goose Creek
Notes: Plat of 419 acres near Goose Creek sold to Benjamin Wood by John Parker. Only the trees located on the property line and names on neighboring property owners are included.

Folder #36
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Mazyck, Benjamin / Davis / Moore, James / Schenckingh / Smith, Thomas / Lawson
Geographical Names: Busharia(_)
Notes: copy of a plat laid out at Goose Creek now belonging to Benjamin Mazyck. 200 acres of land commonly called Busharia. Butting and bounding on the north and west on Col. James Moore land and the south on Capt. Schenckingh( _) and on the east on Madam Davis's land.

Folder #37
Date: 1777
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Colleton, John / Giles, John / Fairlaws
Geographical Names: Broad Road
Notes: tract of 514 acres of land conveyed by John Colleton to John Giles May 24, 1777. bounded on all sides of Fairlawn Barony

Folder #38
Date: 1777
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Summer, John / Summer, George / Bellinger / Fenwich, J / Bellinger, Edward / Wilkenson, Christopher / Owen, W. / Hyrne, Henry / Inch / Downs
Geographical Names: New Road, Stono
Notes: plan of a body of land now part belonging to Mr. George Summers and part to John Summers and part of the estate of Brigdon Smith lying at Stono adjoining lands of S. Matlock.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.*
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

**Folder #38**
- **Date:** 1785
- **Date of Copy:** 1805
- **Parish:** St. Paul's Parish
- **Types:** A
- **People's Names:** Bower, Alexander / Smith, John / Cattle / Blakeway, Sarah / Crum, Henry / Bremar, F / Moultrie
- **Geographical Names:** N/A
- **Notes:** copy of a plat of 500 acres originally laid out to John Smith, now (1805) belonging to Alexander Bower as nephew and heir to the grantee

**Folder #39**
- **Date:**
- **Date of Copy:**
- **Parish:**
- **Types:** A
- **People's Names:** Mackie / Stitt, William
- **Geographical Names:** Waccamaw River, Pee Dee River
- **Notes:** 161 acres of land southeast of Pee Dee River

**Folder #40**
- **Date:**
- **Date of Copy:**
- **Parish:** St. John's Parish
- **Types:** A
- **People's Names:** Ball, John / Huger / Gourdin / Ball, E. / Ball, May
- **Geographical Names:** Three Mile Head,
- **Notes:** tract of land belonging to May Ball in area known as Three Mile Head

**Folder #41**
- **Date:**
- **Date of Copy:**
- **Parish:**
- **Types:** A
- **People's Names:** Giles, John / Mitchele / Smith
- **Geographical Names:**
- **Notes:** tract of land containing 416 acres

**Folder #42**
- **Date:**
- **Date of Copy:**
- **Parish:** St. George's Parish
- **Types:** A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 2: (cont.)

People’s Names: Broughton / Smith, Archibald / Postell, May / Bedon, Richard
Geographical Names: Dorchester.
Notes: 500 acres of land surveyed for Richard Bedon

Folder #43
Date: 1716
Date of Copy: 1791
Parish: St. John’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Child, James / Dixs, Eliza / Johnson, Nathaniel / Archdale, John / Pawley, P. /
Geographical Names:
Notes: plan of the old field tract in St. John’s late belonging to Francis Huger now to John Ball. Compiled and copied from original papers

Folder #44
Date:
Date of Copy:
Parish:
Types: A
People’s Names:
Geographical Names: Wambaw Creek, Santee River
Notes: 690 acres of land along the Santee River and Wambaw Creek.

Folder #45
Date:
Date of Copy:
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: St. John, James / Westbury, William / Vincent, George / Sleigh, Samuel / Godfrey, John
Geographical Names: Colleton County, Pon Pon River,
Notes: plat laid out until James St. John containing 375 acres of land in Colleton County.

Folder #46
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Tucker, Thomas (owner) Cralls, Archibald/Cook, John/ Irland, Richard/ Levey
(Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Edisto River
Notes: plat is laid out for 200 acres of land but when surveyor toured the land contained 547 acres apparently the surveyor did not "run the lines" properly when the land was first laid out and not setting corners *plat is in excellent condition

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 2: (cont.)

Folder #47
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Colleton County
Types: A
People’s Names: Musgrove, John (grantor) Champneys, John (Grantee) Champneys, Sarah (current owner) Stend, William/ Adams, Robert/ Jackson, George/Grumball, Thomas/Elliott, Sherriff C.D, Jabina (owner at one time) Ball, Col. William/ Champney, William John/ Seads, William
Geographical Names: Near Edisto River
Notes: Plat of two tracts of land one for 360 acres and the other for 90 plat contains dates and names of the properties as well as a short chain of title. *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #48
Date: October 7, 1779
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Luke
Types: A
People’s Names: Anson, G./ Lambton, Richard/ Rivers, Thomas/ Guerad, Benjamin/ Roupell, George (all owners of the property at one time) Wright, Robert (originally granted to by Lords Proprietors) Hodgson (Butting and Bounding Property)
Geographical Names: May River
Notes: "This tract was conveyed by G. Anson Esquire thro his attorney, and Richard Lambton to Thomas Rivers February 15th 1775 and from said J. Rivers to Benj. Guerad Esquire October 7th 1779" 371 Acres laid out by William Jams January 21th 1774 by the request of William George Roupell attorney for Georg Anson Esquire Being part of a barony originally granted to Robert Wright __ Esquire by the Lords Proprietors. __ now by Ansons Barony and being part of Lot N 11 of said Barony situated near May River" Plat contains identification of a path and water ways but no structural information. *plat is in good condition

Folder #49
Date: 1799
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Wadmalaw Island
Types: A
People’s Names: Sam, Bonam/ Lowry, William/ Levingston, Henry (owners of property)Stangarn, Thomas (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island
Notes: Plat of 250 acres of land granted to Bonam Sam on Wadmalaw Island the 5 May 1704." William Lowry W. A. Sold by Henry Levingston" "William Sams land sold him by Henry Levingston 133 acres"

Folder #50
Date: Certified June 2, 1732
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 2: (cont.)

Parish: Colleton County
Types: A
People’s Names: Bath, Robert (owner) St. John, James (his Magesies Surveyor General) Ferguson, James (Dep. Surveyor)
Geographical Names: Round O/Savannah
Notes: Plat contains 700 acres in Colleton County on the north side of Round O Savannah. Grant dated September 30 1736.* plat is in good condition

Folder #51
Date: Surveyed September 1787
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Lewis, Isaac (owner) Broughtonm, John/ Glover, John (Butting and Bounding Properties) Diamond, John (Surveyor)
Geographical Names: Round Creek
Notes: "Copy of a plat of a tract now belonging to Richard Gough" the tract contains 500 acres and states that it was granted to Isaac Lewis on March 21, 1715 *plat is in good condition

Folder #52
Date: April 1794
Date of Copy: May 27, 1750
Parish: St. John
Types: A
People’s Names: Broughton, William John (owner and Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Doken Creek
Notes: plat contains 211 acres copied from a release form annexed to Nathaniel Broughton to Alexander Broughton. Part of Mulberry Tract *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #53
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: Made December 13, 1890
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Staney _, S. G. (owner) Rickenbacher, A. M. (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: Plat contain an unknown amount of land on the Santee River. No structures are included. *plat is in excellent condition but lacks much information

Folder #54
Date: 1875
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. John
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

People’s Names: La Roche, D. / Gray, W.H. / Jenkins, Steven

Geographical Names: Episcopal Church, Wadmalaw

Notes: plat of a tract of land. Very general with little information. Includes a street and placement of an episcopal church

**Folder #55**

Date: 1753

Date of Copy:  

Parish:  

Types: A  

People’s Names: Stanyarn, John / Gibbes, John  

Geographical Names: Johns Island, Marshall’s Creek  

Notes: 26 acres of land exchanged by John Stanyarn with Col. John Gibbes in the north side of Marshall’s Creek on John's Island. Bounding on the south on lands belonging to the said Stanyarn and on all other sides on lands of John Gibbes. Laid out in 1753

**Folder #56**

Date: 1734

Date of Copy:  

Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish  

Types: A  

People’s Names: Mitchell, George  

Geographical Names: Ashepoo River, Horseshoe Creek  

Notes: 340 acres of land laid out to George Mitchell on the east side of a branch of Ashepoo River called the Horseshoe Creek

**Folder #57**

Date: 1795

Date of Copy:  

Parish:  

Types: A  

People’s Names: Hill, Ambrose( _) / St. John, Miller / Floyd, Richard /  

Geographical Names: Johns Island, Ambrose Hill, Bohicket Creek, Colleton County  

Notes: copy of two adjoining plats of lands on Johns Island originally granted to Ambrose Hill now belonging to Miller St. John. Copied from the plats annexed to the original grants in 1795

**Folder #58**

Date: 1736

Date of Copy:  

Parish: St. George  

Types: A  

People’s Names: Varnod, Francis / Waring( _), Thomas / Boone, Joseph / Izard, Walter  

Geographical Names: Dorchester, Berkeley County,  

Notes: 187 acres of land laid out for Walter Izard in Berkeley County butting and bounding north and west on lands of Francis Varnod, south on Thomas Waring lands and E on George Boons land  

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes

BOX 2: (cont.)

Folder #59
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. George 
Types: A  
People’s Names: Kennedy, James / Droger, Thomas  
Geographical Names: Dorchester, 
Notes: sketch of lots near corchester now belonging to James Kennedy

Folder #60
Date: 1794 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A  
People’s Names: Legare, Thomas / Legare, James / Holmes, Isaac / Rush, Joseph / Stanyarn, William  
Geographical Names: Charleston district, Johns Island  
Notes: copy of a plan of a plantation or tract of land lately sold to Isaac Holmes by James Legare lying on Johns Island, Charleston District from a plan annexed to Arleas(_ ) from Thomas Legare and annexed to Isaac Holmes 1784. 380 acres

Folder #61
Date: 1762(_ ) 
Date of Copy: 1801 
Parish: 
Types: A  
People’s Names: Johns Island Society / Simmons, Ebenezer / Waight, Isaac / Stanyarn, John / Carson, James / Gibbes, Robert / Boone, William / Freer, John / Doyley, Daniel / Ward, Joshua / Scott, George  
Geographical Names: Johns Island  
Notes: copy of a plan annexed to a deed for 177 acres given by Ebenezer Simmons to the John's Island Society lying adjoining the church on Johns Island

Folder #62
Date: 1853 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A  
People’s Names: Thurdam(_ ), J.W.  
Geographical Names: Santee River, 
Notes: tract of land southwest of the Santee River

Folder #63
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

Types: A
People’s Names: Hardwick, John / Waring, Thomas / Broughton / Postell /
Geographical Names: Sandy Island
Notes: 58 acres of land laid out unto M. Belin situated on Sandy Island.

**Folder #64**
Date: 1735
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: McConnell, Thomas/ Mckechaw, Duyal (owners) Summerhoofs, John/ Staufiur, Eliza/
Whites, John (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat contains 200 acres conveyed to Thomas McConnell of W town 1814 Granted to Duyal Mckechaw in 1735. *plat is in excellent condition

**Folder #0**
Date: Surveyed May 14, 1883
Date of Copy: February 25, 1885
Parish: St James Goose Creek
Types: B
People’s Names: Jackson, E. J. (owner) Brailsford/ Caines, Mrs. Edon (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat contains 59 (1/2) acres. Plat contains the road to Ladson running west to east through the property the plat also includes the location of the house as well as the brick yard. *plat is in excellent condition

**Folder #0**
Date: 1774
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Johns
Types: A
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph/ Harleston, John/ Ball, Elias (plat concerns) Ward, John (surveyor)
Geographical Names: Cooper River
Notes: Plat to identify the boundaries between John Harleston, Elias Ball's property. West branch of Cooper River. *plat is in good condition

**Folder #66**
Date: 1857
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Markly, Thomas/ Smith, R.P./ Owens, David

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**BOX 2: (cont.)**

**Geographical Names:** Santee River/ [Northrace] Lake

**Notes:** Plat of 1,136 acres granted to Thomas W. Markley. Plat includes the Santee River, a lake, and various trees on the property line.

**Folder #67**
- **Date:** 1709
- **Date of Copy:** 1791
- **Parish:** N/A
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** [Michau], Peter/ Gaillard, Theodore/ Chardon, Isaac/ DeLavillette, Andrew/ Broughton, Thomas/ Mazyck, Paul
- **Geographical Names:** N/A

**Notes:** Plat of three tracts of land in a deed of conveyance from Peter Michau to Theodore Gaillard, the plats being 200, 300, and 500 acres respectively. Each plat contains a short explanation as to its conveyance and contains little geographic detail.

**Folder #68**
- **Date:** 1737
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** St. Peters
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Sutherland, James/ McKay, Patrick
- **Geographical Names:** Savannah Lands/ South Branch of a creek of the Savannah River

**Notes:** Plat of 500 acres off of the Savannah River granted to James Sutherland in 1737. Detail includes a creek of the southern branch of the Savannah River and various trees on the property lines.

**Folder #69**
- **Date:** 1854
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** St. James Goose Creek
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Headright, James
- **Geographical Names:** N/A

**Notes:** Plat of 202 acres in St. James Goose Creek belonging to James Headright. Details include trees on the property line and the names of neighboring property owners.

**Folder #70**
- **Date:** 1801
- **Date of Copy:** N/A
- **Parish:** St. James Goose Creek
- **Types:** A
- **People’s Names:** Drayton, Dr. Charles/ Michau/ Manigault
- **Geographical Names:** West Side of Goose Creek/ Goose Creek Road

**Notes:** Plat of land on Goose Creek belonging to Dr. Charles Drayton. Details include an area of marsh and the location of Goose Creek.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 2: (cont.)

Folder #71
Date: Sept 29, 1756
Date of Copy: Jan 27, 1855
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Thomas Haile
Geographical Names: Santee River, Berkeley County
Notes: 200 acre plot of land located in Berkeley County budding and bounding on the NW with the Santee River and Russell's Creek, shows tree types and surrounding swamps

Folder #72
Date: April 5, 1734
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: William Fuller, John Johnson
Geographical Names: Ashley River
Notes: 64 acre plot of land on the north side of the Ashley River, notes on the plat include some notes about stocks, shows surrounding tracts of lands, no land type or detail

Folder #73
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Johns
Types: B
People’s Names: G.S. Jayne
Geographical Names: Santee River, Berkeley County
Notes: unnamed plot of land that is divided into four parts, Santee swamp, ridge, Buck Swamp, and the section that includes a road and the house, no measurements or surrounding details

Folder #74
Date: Sept 30, 1789
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Johns
Types: B
People’s Names: Simpson
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 876 acre plot for Simpson, shows roads, houses, and rivers/creeks, no names on any of the details, includes surrounding tracts of lands and trees on the property boundaries

BOX 3
Folder #1
Date: Jan 1, 1790
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: David Elliot  
Geographical Names: N/A  
Notes: 400 acre plot of David Elliot that includes what appears to be a marsh called Great Bay, no land types or detail

**Folder #2**  
Date: April 25, 1891  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Stephens  
Types: A  
People’s Names: N/A  
Geographical Names: Hog Pen Island  
Notes: plot called Little Hell Hole Swamp, includes two islands and surrounding property owners, doesn’t include acre amount or land type

**Folder #3**  
Date: April 25, 1891  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. Stephens  
Types: A  
People’s Names: N/A  
Geographical Names: Hog Pen Island  
Notes: 483 acre plot also the Little Hell Hole Swamp, includes islands and surrounding property owners doesn’t include land detail, very similar to plat 2

**Folder #4**  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Gibbes  
Geographical Names: Stono River, Coweng Creek  
Notes: 300 acre plot being partly marsh and highland in Colleton County, on the south side it is budding with the Stono River, shows surrounding property owners and minor creeks

**Folder #5**  
Date: May 1802  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Jonathan Stock

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 3: (cont.)

Geographical Names: John's Island, Kywa [Kiawah] Creek
Notes: 200 acres laid out to Jonathan Stocks situated in Colleton County lying on the side of Hywa [Kiawah] Creek, shows surrounding properties with no land type or detail

Folder #6
Date: July 23, 1741
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Richard Floyd
Geographical Names: John's Island, Bohickett Creek
Notes: 600 acres plot granted to Richard Floyd residing in Colleton County lying and budding on the south side of Bohickett Creek, shows surrounding property names and creeks, shows land notes but no land type or details

Folder #7
Date: March 1775
Date of Copy: 1797
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Kent McCall, Thomas Parker
Geographical Names: Ashley River
Notes: 169 acre plot given to Kent McCall, shows roads and surrounding neighbors, shows the Ashley River and some trees on the property borders

Folder #8
Date: Dec 7, 1878
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Plenty White
Geographical Names: Dill's Bluff
Notes: Plat of a land containing ten acres, minimal detail showing the surrounding property owners and two roads; Dills Bluff and unnamed public road

Folder #9
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Johns
Types: B
People’s Names: Glisbe
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: rough sketch of property including roads and fields, includes some specific house names like Rectory house and W. Dotolhinese's house

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Folder #10
Date: May 1695
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Joan Gryce
Geographical Names: John's Island, Keywaw [Kiawah] Creek, Bohicket Creek
Notes: 200 acres laid out to Joan Gryce, on the northwest side of Keywaw [Kiawah] Creek in Colleton County, on the left side it is bordered by the Marshes of Bohicket Creek

Folder #11
Date: Feb 1855
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Barry Villeconteux
Geographical Names: Raccoon Pond, Mill Creek
Notes: 1432 acres of land given to Villeconteux(___) shows mill creek and Raccoon Pond, one area is colored in red labeled "Gardenes Old Field"

Folder #12
Date: July 1780
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: John Rivers, Dr. Jenkins
Geographical Names: Bohicket Creek, John's Island
Notes: 120 acre plot purchased by George Rivers, shows Bohicket Creek and several smaller creeks, also denotes some marsh, highland, and riverbanks, the plot of land is divided into six smaller plots with "Broad Road" running between them

Folder #13
Date: July 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: James Peach
Geographical Names: New River, Wrights River
Notes: 4000 acre plot of land for James Peach with its natural boundaries being rivers instead of property lines, also shows surrounding properties and their names

Folder #14
Date: August 8, 1769
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

Parish: St. Stephen
Types: A
People’s Names: Stuart, John (owner)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of 1000 acres is surrounded by vacant land. *plat is in good condition but difficult to read

**Folder #15**
Date: March 1772
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Andrew
Types: B
People’s Names: Mewhening, William (owner) Brandwill, N. (surveyor) Tuller, Whitenarth/Scotts, William/Izard, Ralph (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Ashley River
Notes: "Plan of a Plantation containing 240 acres in St. Andrew’s parish belonging to William Newbenny. Surveyed by N. Brandwill March 1772 Copy taken from the plan in the property of William Newbenny"
The plat also contains the location of a structure and a road leading to it. Plantation located on East side of Ashley River. *plat is in excellent condition.

**Folder #16**
Date: April 1788
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Andrew
Types: B
People’s Names: Harvey, William/ Charles, William/ Elliott, Thomas/ Harvey,William/ Linning, Charles (owners)
Geographical Names: Wappoo Creek
Notes: Tract of land includes 224 acres. Plat includes house and cemetery as well as a path and road.
*plat is in good condition

**Folder #17**
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Beneyor, Thully T.G._ (surveyor) Benncelt, Rebecca (owner) Smith, Frederick (Butting and Bounding Property)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: A quarter of an acre including a church on Marsh Field Plantation. *plat is in good condition

**Folder #18**
Date: BACK: May 7, 1754
Date of Copy: BACK: March 17, 1749
Parish: FRONT: St George

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes


**BOX 3: (cont.)**

**Types:** A


**Geographical Names:** FRONT and BACK: Ashley River

**Notes:** FRONT: Plat is on the north side of the Ashley River. Contains 200 acres BACK: Plat contains 36 acres on the North side of the Ashley River

**Folder #19**

**Date:** Certified May 3, 1796

**Date of Copy:** N/A

**Parish:** N/A

**Types:** A

**People’s Names:** Manlt, Mary (owner) Manlt, William (former owner) Postell, William / Neel, Patrich / Izard, Ralph (Butting and Bounding Properties) Clark, Thomas / Darby, A. (Surveyor) Vanderhorst, Amoldus (signed by governor)

**Geographical Names:** Langleys Branch

**Notes:** Plat includes Langley Branch Road going through plat as well as a road. Plat consists of 200 acres. *plat is in good condition

**Folder #20**

**Date:** May 1802

**Date of Copy:** N/A

**Parish:** St. George

**Types:** A

**People’s Names:** Osborn, Thomas (Sheriff) Dewitt, William (owner) Hart (current owner) Manll, David / Conard, John / Waring, Thomas (Butting and Bounding Properties)

**Geographical Names:** Cypress Swamp

**Notes:** "Release from Thomas Osborn a Sheriff Charleston District to Philip Hart dated 6 October 1794 for a tract of land containing 500 acres more or less sitting lying and being on the Cyprefs Swamp in the district of Charleston Butting and Bounding Westwardly on land now or late the property of David Manll. Southwardly on lands of John Conard, Eastwardly on lands of Thomas Waring and Northeastwardly on lands belonging to Major James Postell - Sold under __ in the property of William Doweth Considerate M_ L38 - 12 - 72

**Folder #21**

**Date:** November 1763

**Date of Copy:** November 1791

**Parish:** St. George

**Types:** A

**People’s Names:** Perry, William Perry (owner) Bradwell, William N. (surveyor) Archer/The Ministry Lands (Butting and Bounding Properties)

**Geographical Names:** Bach Hill

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Notes: Plat includes 272 Acres with the Broad Road bisecting the property *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #22
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St George
Types: A
People’s Names: Sanders, James_ (owner) Nelson, Mathew/Alraham, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Cypress Swamp
Notes: Plat includes 500 acres on the Cypress Swamp *Plat is in good condition

Folder #23
Date: July 1801
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St George
Types: A
People’s Names: Milis, William Allen/ Simner, Roger/ Perry, William Edward (owners of property)
Coachman, William Benjamin/ Glaize, William John/Blake, Daniel/ Drayton, William H. (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Cypress Swamp
Notes: "In the above delineated plat A represents a tract of land containing 120 acres originally granted to William Sanders the 10 May 1734 for 100 acres, now held by William Allen Milis B containing 134 acres is part of a tract granted to Roger Simner the 21st day of April 1733 for 4200 acres and now held by William Edward Perry - Situated on the Cyprefs swamp in St. George’s Parish Berkly County and __ a fo re said and butting and bounding and having such marks and shape as are about set the Certified the 23rd July 1775 by John Fenwick Copy taken from the original in July 1801"

Folder #24
Date: April 14, 1785
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Redhimer, William Peter (owner)Broughtin, Thomas/ Singleton, William/ Ansil, John William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: "Pursuant to a Warrant for, __ Mitchell Esquire Surveyor General Sha__ Admeasured and laid out unto William Peter Reahimer a tract of land containing 136 acres situated in Charleston District, bounding SW on land belonging to Thomas Broughton Esquire South on land belonging to William Singleton __ on Mr. John Ansil and has such shape and mark as the above plat represents Surveyed 9th day of April 1785"
Includes two water sources divided the property Recorded in State Records Vol. 111 Page 143 *plat is in fair condition (there are a couple of holes)

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Folder #25
Date: Surveyed July 1, 1785
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Redhimer, WilliamPeter (owner) Richardson, John (Surveyor) Motte, Col. Isaac/Singleton, Thomas/Ridhaimer, William Peter/ Simoner. Rating (Butting and Bounding properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Persuant to _ From Euphuism Melchell Esquire Surveyor General that admeasured and laid out un to William Peter Redhimer a tract of land containing 97 acres of land situated in Charleston District bounding NW __ as represented in the plat and hath such shape and marks as the above plat Surveyed this 9th day of April 1785.” Recorded in State Records Vol. 111 Page 144 *plat is in fair condition (there are a couple of holes)

Folder #26
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: Blare, Paul (currant owner) Diltone (old owner) Way, William (Butting and Bounding Properties) Scotte, _ (surveyor)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 500 acres surveyed for Thomas Ditom now Paul Blare Includes Becon Bridge Road *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #27
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Prince Williams
Types: A
People’s Names: [Luna], Cuthbert
Geographical Names: Pocotaligo River
Notes: Plat of land belonging to General Cuthbert in the Beaufort District on the Pocotaligo River. Little other detail included in the plat besides the property lines and the river.

Folder #28
Date: 1875
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Beaufort
Types: A
People’s Names: Johnson, N. H
Geographical Names: Savannah River
Notes: Plat of 89 acres in the Beaufort District. Plat shows the location of several ponds. Little other detail is included.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

**Folder #29**
Date: 1791  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: Georgetown District  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Bull, Thomas  
Geographical Names: Black Mingo River  
Notes: Plat of 320 acres in the Georgetown District on the Black Mingo waters with marshes surrounding it. Little detail included.

**Folder #30**
Date: 1766  
Date of Copy: 1802  
Parish: Johns Island, Colleton County  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Jones, John/ Simmons, Ebenezer  
Geographical Names: Keiwaugh [Kiawah] River/ Colls Creek  
Notes: Plat of 230 acres on Johns Island. Little detail included on the plat, but there is an short explanation of the deed.

**Folder #31**
Date: 1711  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: Georgetown District  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Daniel, Robert  
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River  
Notes: Plat of 500 acres in Craven County on the Pee Dee River annexed to the original 40,000 acres originally granted to Landgrave Robert Daniel.

**Folder #32**
Date: 1848  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: St. James Goose Creek  
Types: B  
People’s Names: [Gelyer], Daniel  
Geographical Names: Wasamasaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp  
Notes: Plat of 1126 acres in St. James Goose Creek on Wasamasaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp. Plat is in pencil and is difficult to read the few details, although there are a few outlines of buildings included, but difficult to tell what they are.

**Folder #33**
Date: 1790  
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 3: (cont.)

Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Coachman, Joseph
Geographical Names: Mary Creek Swamp/ Broad Road
Notes: Plat of 383 acres on Mary Creek Swamp belonging to Joseph Coachman. Details include the property lines, the location of the swamp, and location of a few trees.

Folder #34
Date: 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Craven County
Types: A
People’s Names: [Luck], John
Geographical Names: Black River
Notes: Plat of 220 acres on the Black River belonging to John [Luck]. Details include the areas of the river and marsh, and the location of trees on the property lines.

Folder #35
Date: 1753
Date of Copy: 1773
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: McDowel, Hugh/ McDowel, James/ Carson, James
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Creek
Notes: Plat of 250 acres on Wadmalaw Creek. Includes short explanation, but plat itself includes very little detail.

Folder #36
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Johns Island
Types: A
People’s Names: Jones, Abram
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Vague outline of land on Johns Island. Plat includes no details

Folder #37
Date: 1798
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Harrison, Christopher
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island, Wadmalaw River
Notes: copy of Plat of 157 acres of land laid out to Harrison on Wadmalaw Island at the head of Wadmalaw River.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

**Folder #38**
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. Peters 
Types: A 
People's Names: 
Geographical Names: Turtle Island, Wrights River, Dawfuskie Sound, Black Oyster Point, New River 
Notes: plan of 500 acres of land along Turtle Island

**Folder #39**
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. Peters 
Types: A 
People's Names: Roberts, Reubin / Box, T. 
Geographical Names: Savannah River 
Notes: 1170 acres of land along the Savannah River

**Folder #40**
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A 
People's Names: Huggins/ Alston, William/ Roshmahler, Job 
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River 
Notes: plat of land laid out to Huggins of 58 acres situated on the NE side of Pee Dee River butting and bounding to the North on William Alston's land and to the south and southwest on unknown land

**Folder #41**
Date: 1789 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A 
People’s Names: Mainville / Simmons, Thomas / Nicholas, James 
Geographical Names: Stono River, Johns Island 
Notes: 77 acres of marsh in two pieces situated on Johns Island along Stono River

**Folder #42**
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. John 
Types: A 
People's Names: Berry, John (surveyor) / Mitchell, Ephraim / Roberts, Thomas / Aremile, Nicholas / Miles, Robert / Gilbert, William / Homan(_,), Barfield

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 3: (cont.)

Geographical Names: Cooper River, Berkeley County
Notes: plat of 640 acres of land belonging to Thomas Roberts situated in Berkeley County on the Cooper River bounding to the North and NE on land laid out to Nicholas Aremile to the south and SW on lands of Robert Miles and all other sides on vacant land

Folder #43
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A
People’s Names: Parris, Alexander / Mazyck / Smith
Geographical Names: 
Notes: plat of land belonging to Alexander Parris

Folder #44
Date: 1764
Date of Copy: 1812
Parish: 
Types: A
People’s Names: Trough, John / Bauman, James /
Geographical Names: Craven County, Black River
Notes: copy of a plat of a tract of land containing 100 acres situated on the west side of branch of Black River in Craven County bounding on all sides on vacant land

Folder #45
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. George 
Types: A
People’s Names: Powell, Colonel / Saxby / Richfield
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River, Churning Crop Road, Richfield Plantation
Notes: copy of a plat of 765 acres of high land and swamp and 98 acres of swamp along Pee Dee River

Folder #46
Date: 1789
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A
People’s Names: Belin, A.
Geographical Names: Sandy Island
Notes: plat of land of 64 acres laid out for Allard Belin situated on Sandy Island

Folder #47
Date: 1809

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Date of Copy: 1865
Parish: St. Peters
Types: A
People’s Names: Stobo, Archibald / Stobo, James / Bullock, James
Geographical Names: Savannah River,
Notes: two plats of lands along the Savannah River belonging to Stobo and Bullock. Refer to book vol 1 page 367, 1732 and vol 3. page 507

Folder #49
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Luke
Types: A
People’s Names: Bolen, James
Geographical Names: Gray’s Hill, Grey’s Hill Landing, Bee Creek, Purrysburgh
Notes: Plan of lands at Bee Creek belonging to Mr. James Bolen called Gray’s Hill

Folder #51
Date: 1784
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Fitzsimons, Andrew
Geographical Names: Beaufort, Darres [Parris] Island, Broad River
Notes: plan of a tract of land containing 130 acres situated in Darres [Parris] Island in Beaufort.
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

**Folder #52**

Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A 
People’s Names: Chisolm, George / Scott, Jon / Andrew, A. 
Geographical Names: Ashley River, Kuskawah [Kushiwah] Creek 
Notes: plan of a tract of land belonging to George Chisolm

**Folder #53**

Date: 1795 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A 
People’s Names: Mathews, Thomas / Holmes, Isaac / Legare, Thomas / Stanyarn, William 
Geographical Names: Johns Island 
Notes: plan of a parcel of land situated on Johns Island and containing 86 1/2 acres. Being part of a body of land belonging to Thomas Mathews. Bounded northwardly by a public road, eastwardly on James Legare's land, and southwardly on land belonging to Isaac Holmes and Thomas Legare. Intended to be conveyed to Isaac Holmes

**Folder #54**

Date: 1786 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: Prince William's Parish 
Types: A 
People’s Names: Doiley, Daniel / Smith / Garrett, Gordon / Philips 
Geographical Names: Combahee River, Farr Bluff 
Notes: Plat of land along the Combahee River containing 5567 acres laid out for Daniel Doiley

**Folder #55**

Date: 1704 
Date of Copy: 1789 
Parish: N/A 
Types: A 
People’s Names: Williams, William / Pinckney, Thomas / Smith, Christopher / Daulton, Thomas 
Geographical Names: N/A 
Notes: Plat of 210 acres belonging to William Williams surrounded by land owned by Thomas Pinckney, Christopher Smith, and Thomas Dalton. No other notes written as to the location of the land. Very little detail on the plat included.

**Folder #56**

Date: 1727 
Date of Copy: 1795

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 3: (cont.)

Parish: Johns Island
Types: A
People’s Names: Prescot, John/ Mathews, Anthony
Geographical Names: Colleton County/ Kywah [Kiawah] Creek/ Johns Island
Notes: Plat of two tracts of land on Johns Island, both are 300 acres. Notes give a brief description of the properties, the drawings include very little detail.

Folder #57
Date: 1757
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Berkeley County
Types: A
People’s Names: McKelvey, James
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of 300 acres in Berkeley County. Very little detail included in the plat.

Folder #58
Date: 1805
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Johns Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Packer, James
Geographical Names: Strawberry Bay
Notes: Plat of 1,000 acres on Strawberry Bay granted to James Packer. The bay and marsh area is marked but there is little other detail included.

Folder #59
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Prince William’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Cuthbert
Geographical Names: Augusta Road/ Cossawhatchie [Coosawatchie] / Pocotaligo
Notes: Plat of land near Pocotaligo. Very little information and explanation are included. The land looks to be near a crossroads and some form of water.

Folder #60
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Carson/ [Waight]
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of land with rice fields and high lands noted along with the neighboring properties. Very little other detail or explanation given.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Folder #61
Date: 1706
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Beaufort District
Types: A
People’s Names: Laurence, James
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat and abstracts of deeds belonging to James Laurence.

Folder #62
Date: 1760
Date of Copy: 1807
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: Bradwell, Nathaniel
Geographical Names: Berkeley County, St. George’s Parish
Notes: Plat of 42 acres in St. George’s Parish belonging to Nathaniel Bradwell. Very little detail included with the plat

Folder #63
Date: 1755
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: [Run], David/ Woodrich, John
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of 163 acres in the St. George District. Very little detail or explanation provided on the plat.

Folder #64
Date: Plat certified October 2, 1786
Date of Copy: Copied 1793
Parish: N/A
Types: B
People’s Names: Gamble, John (owner) Fishero, Gideon/ Donoly, Amos/ Deas, John/ Cobia, Francis
(Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Goose Creek/ Bay
Notes: Plat contains 310 acres layer out for John Gamble granted November 6, 1706. Plat contains location of house. *plat is in good condition but missing a corner lacks information about location except that it is on Goose Creek

Folder #65
Date: February 12, 1789
Date of Copy: June 1796
Parish: St. James, Goose Creek

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Types: B
People’s Names: Heekeley, William Conrad (owner) Fulmer/ Shubrick/ Hewart/Hapensack/ Izard, Richard (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Goose Creek/Wolf Castell
Notes: Plat contains 420 acres But is to the estate of Fulmer and Shubrick and to Shubreck and Hewart also bounding to Hapensack and Izard. Plat includes the location of the house and paths connecting the property to its neighbors. *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #66
Date: Certified July 14, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: Goose Creek
Types: B
People’s Names: Glen, John (owner) Mitchell, Ephraim (Surveyor General) Crip/ Cannon, Daniel (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Goose Creek
Notes: Plat contains 360 acres. Plat includes sketch of house *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #67
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St George
Types: A
People’s Names: Liott__, William (owner) Celiphairch__, David (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat contains 1000 acres. *Does not include much detail but plat is in excellent condition.

Folder #68
Date: April 26, 1775
Date of Copy: Copy taken January 1801
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: Walter, William/ Kittlebum, William (owner) Walter/ Cachman (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat consists of 100 3/4 acres *Plat is in good condition but lacks much information.

Folder #69
Date: April 24, 1845
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. George
Types: A
People’s Names: Johnson (owner) Middleton/ Ancrum, N. W./Ingraham, G. H. (Butting and Bounding Properties)

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat consists of 50 acres titled __vington Plantation bounding on Middleton plantation *plat is in excellent condition

Folder #70
Date: Granted July 1731
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Peters
Types: A
People’s Names: Blake, Joseph (owner) Horrey (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Savannah River
Notes: Plat consists of 4,000 acres in St. Peter’s Parish belongs to Joseph Blake granted July 1731

Folder #71
Date: October 3, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Markly, Henry (owner) Fushrow, William George/ Dens, John/ Danelly, Amos/Colun, Francis (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Goose Creek
Notes: Plat consists of 152 acres Recorded in Book VII page 111 in Surveyor General office. *Plat lacks much information but is in excellent condition

Folder #72
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Peters
Types: A
People’s Names: Stoble, Rero A. _ (owner_) B__ Yar__ Bullock, Jas (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Geographical Names: Savannah
Notes: Rero A. Stoble_ Plat consists of 900 acres *plat is in good condition but lacks much information.

Folder #73
Date: July 1, 1780
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Paul's
Types: A
People’s Names: Thomas Ferguson, James Yarborough,
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Stono River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #74
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: 
Types: A
People’s Names: Stanyarn, Archibald / Down, Andrew / Williamson, J. / Bellizer, Edmond / Clifton, Thomas
Geographical Names: Colleton County, Stono River,
Notes: 222 acres sold by Archibald Stanyarn to Andrew Down in 1772. Reverse side includes notes on various conveyences.

Folder #75
Date: 
Date of Copy: 1793
Parish: St. Paul's Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Berry, Benjamin / Bull, Colonel / Martin
Geographical Names: Edisto River, Parkers Ferry, Public Road to Charleston
Notes: plan of a tract of land on the NE side of Edisto River called Riverside Plantation and contains 1100 acres belonging to estate of Thomas Ferguson lately sold to Martin

Folder #76
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. Paul's Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Farr, Thomas / Sommers, Humphrey
Geographical Names: 
Notes: plat of a tract of land with 443 acres sold by Thomas Farr to Humphrey Sommers. It is the westernmost part of a tract of 1153 acres granted to said Farr in 1752.

Folder #77
Date: 1797
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. Paul's Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Maxwell, James / Ladson, Jane / Smith / Boyles, John / Somers, John
Geographical Names: Jerico Plantation, Bretton Hall Plantation, Bay Swamp,
Notes: 128 acres situated in the Charleston district.

Folder #78
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Parish: St. Paul's Parish

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Types: A  
People’s Names: Downes, Richard / Bellinger, Edmond / Mellichamp, Thomas / 
Geographical Names: Stono  
Notes: 300 acres of land belonging to Richard Downes at Stono

Folder #79  
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish: St. James  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Motte, Rebecca / Collin, Jonah  
Geographical Names: Washo Plantation, Santee  
Notes: two parcels of land (A & B) on the south side of the south branch of the Santee River

Folder #80  
Date: 1703  
Date of Copy: 1798  
Parish:  
Types:  
People’s Names: Adams, Barnet / Bellinger, Edmund (surveyor) / Stanyarn, John / Green, William / Tobias, Joseph / Williamson, Christopher / Mill, John /  
Geographical Names: Bohicket Creek, Wadmalaw Island  
Notes: copy of a plat of annexed to the original grant to John Stanyarn for 300 acres on Wadmalaw Island now belonging to Barnet Adams.

Folder #81  
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Downs, Richard / Smith / Stanyarn, Joseph / Coats  
Geographical Names: Broad Road to Jacksonborough, Stono  
Notes: 296 acres of land conveyed to Alexander Walker to John Suer and M. Weston executors of the last will and testament of Richard Downs (1705).

Folder #82  
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish:  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Smith, Archer / Water, Thomas / Livingston, Abraham /  
Geographical Names: Black River, Pee Dee  
Notes: copy of plat of land belonging to Archer Smith. Handwriting difficult to decipher.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

**Folder #83**  
Date: 1735  
Date of Copy:  
Parish:  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Vanderhorst, A. / Stone / Jennings, Elizabeth / Raven, Elizabeth / Stone, John / Pawley, George / Birch, Joseph /  
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River, Craven County, Lynch's Creek Ferry  
Notes: 1000 acres granted to Elizabeth Jennings situated in Craven County about 14 miles above Lynch's Creek Ferry, about 3 miles below lands of Joseph Birch. Bounding to the SW on Pee Dee River, NW on John Stone's land, and on all other sides on lands not yet laid out.

**Folder #84**  
Date: 1761  
Date of Copy: 1850  
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Fenwick, Edward / Leigh, Egerton / Brown, John / Crawford, Hugh / McQueen, John /  
Geographical Names: Godfrey’s Savana  
Notes: copy of a plat of land containing 200 acres situated near Godfrey Savana. Refer to Book vol. 7 page 157

**Folder #85**  
Date: 1736-1787  
Date of Copy: 1848  
Parish:  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Hutchinson, John / Chardon / Laroche / Foijsin / Gail, Huger / Huger, Isaac / Hugin, Mark / Ford / Rothmaklen, Job / Purcell, Joseph (surveyor) /  
Geographical Names: Mosquito Creek, Four Mile Creek, Belin Creek Duck Creek, Minim Creek, Santee River, Winyaw Bay, Georgetown  
Notes: copy of two tracts of land A and B. A containing 1144 acres, and B, containing 580 located north of the Santee River and Duck Creek

**Folder #86**  
Date:  
Date of Copy: 1798  
Parish:  
Types: B  
People’s Names: Fraser, Colonel P. / Hasell  
Geographical Names: Pawley’s Island, Georgetown District, Sash Creek  
Notes: tract of land on Pawley's Island containing 20 acres situated to the south west of Hasell, known as Lot No.6

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
BOX 3: (cont.)

Folder #87
Date:
Date of Copy: 1798
Parish:
Types: A
People’s Names: Chambers, Gilbert
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island
Notes: copy of a plan of a tract of land on Wadmalaw Island being part of a plantation belonging to Gilbert Chambers

Folder #88
Date:
Date of Copy:
Parish: St. John’s Parish
Types: A
People’s Names: Gibbs / Wescot
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island, Colleton
Notes:

Folder #89
Date:
Date of Copy: 1879
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Colburn, A. / Gardner / Germain, Anthony / Buneli / Skipper, B. / Skipper, Isaac
Geographical Names: Santee
Notes: plan of land in St. James Santee

Folder #90
Date: 1787
Date of Copy:
Parish:
Types: A
People’s Names: Brown, Charles
Geographical Names:
Notes: 192 acres of land laid out for Charles Brown

Folder #91
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: [Thobhar], Henry/ [Burger Masters]
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of land belonging to [Thobhar]. Very little explanation and pertinent details on the plat.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Folder #92
Date: 1742
Date of Copy: 1799
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Bull, Stephen/ Jones, Thomas/ Wagner, George
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Copy of a plat of land in St. Andrew’s Parrish, 103 acres are marsh land. Little other detail or explanation. At the time of the copy belonged to George Wagner.

Folder #93
Date: 1799
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Branford, William/ Elliott, Benjamin/ Wagner George
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: Plat of land annexed to a release from Benjamin Elliott to William Brandford. Little other detail and explanation on the plat. At the time of the copy belonged to George Wagner

Folder #94
Date: 1737
Date of Copy: 1799
Parish: Berkeley County
Types: A
People’s Names: Jones, Dorothy/ Wagner, George
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Plat of 57 acres belonging to Dorothy Jones on the Stono River. At the time of the copy belonged to George Wagner

Folder #95
Date: 1763
Date of Copy: 1799
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Branford, William/ Wagner, George
Geographical Names: Stono River
Notes: Plat of 300 acres in St. Andrew’s Parish on the Stono River originally granted to William Branford. At the time of the copy it belonged to George Wagner. Little other detail in the plat.

Folder #96
Date: September 1786
Date of Copy: Dec 28, 1801
Parish: St. James

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
BOX 3: (cont.)

Types: A
People’s Names: Middleton
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: a 550 acre plot of land given to Francis Middleton, the entire plot is labeled as marsh located on the banks of the branches of the Santee River

Folder #97
Date: April 1771
Date of Copy: July 1804
Parish: St. Paul’s
Types: A
People’s Names: Mr. Webster
Geographical Names: Pon Pon River
Notes: 179 acre plot of land given to Mr. Webster, shows the property lines and no land type detail

Folder #98
Date: February 1791
Date of Copy: April 1807
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Types: A
People’s Names: Radcliffe, Nathaniel Heyward
Geographical Names: Cuckolds Creek, Combahee River
Notes: 56 acre plot of land given to Radcliffe, the plot of land is bordering Cuckolds Creek, shows surrounding property owners, no land type detail or identification

Folder #99
Date: July 1758
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: St. James
Types: A
People’s Names: Peter Lesesne
Geographical Names: Santee River
Notes: 250 acre plot given to Peter Lesesne on the 20th of February 1760, butting and bounding on the south side of the Santee River,

Folder #100
Date: July 1717
Date of Copy: N/A
Parish: N/A
Types: A
People’s Names: Thomas [Pennison], Elisa [Pennison]
Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 180 plot of land given to Elisa [Pennison], shows the budding and bounding of neighboring plantations with no land type or detail

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

**Folder #101**
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: Feb 4, 1734  
Parish: St. James  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Elias Horry  
Geographical Names: Santee River  
Notes: Elias Horry's 454 acre plot in the St. James parish near the Santee River, shows property boundaries, no details on the property or type of land

**Folder #102**
Date: 1711  
Date of Copy:  
Parish:  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Elliott, William / Sullivan, Elizabeth / Wells, Allen / Stock, Thomas  
Geographical Names: Stono River  
Notes: 430 acres laid out for Thomas Stock in Berkeley County on the north side of Stono River.

**Folder #103**
Date: 1764  
Date of Copy:  
Parish: St. James  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Sinclair, Peter / Lowndes, Susannah / /morison, Peter / Dupree / Withers, Richard  
Geographical Names: Santee  
Notes: 1000 acres of land laid out for Peter Sinclair; refer to vol.8

**Folder #104**
Date:  
Date of Copy:  
Parish: St. James  
Types: A  
People’s Names: Egan, John / Gredless  
Geographical Names: Santee, Egan Hall, Bunker's Hill  
Notes: resurvey of a tract of land called Egan Hall belonging to John Egan.

**Folder #105**
Date: Sept 16, 1843  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Parish: N/A  
Types: A  
People’s Names: James Bowman

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**BOX 3: (cont.)**

Geographical Names: N/A
Notes: 1300 acres surveyed for James Bowman, no land type or detail, shows property boundaries and neighboring plots

**OVERSIZED MATERIALS:** (Folders 1-120 are located in flat file drawers.)

**Folder #1**
Surveyor: Girardeau, J. B.
People’s Names: Dr. Deas/ Gregorie, A. F., Esq.
Title: Dr. Deas's Plantation on Combahee River adjacent to Green Point
Date: 1765
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 525
Notes: Plat of Dr. Deas plantation on the Combahee River, adjacent to Green Point along the Combahee River including simple property boundaries. The date written in pencil is 1765 and is signed by J.B. Girardeau.
Types: A
Parish: Prince William
Geographical Names: Combahee River, Green Point

**Folder #2**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Cythas, D.B./ Lorpin, W./ Donnelly, Paddy/ Bochet, John/Dunham, J. Walker/ Lewis, Henry/ Rothmahler, Erasmus/ Screven/ Hardwick
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 405 by 500
Notes: Plat of 4112 acres on the North Santee with simple property lines and geographical notes on the location of swamps, islands and forests. A public road and bridge is also noted. There is no date given and no artist name signed on the plat.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: North Santee

**Folder #3**
Surveyor: Ravenel, Stephen
People’s Names: Norman, William/ Perry, Susannah/ Finley, Sarah/ Hamlin, Samuel/ Smith, James/ Smith, Archer/ Blake, Daniel/ Ravenel, Stephen (copied the plat)
Title: N/A
Date: 1767
Date of Copy: 11/20/1802

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Notes: Plat of 550 acres belonging to William Norman in Colleton County, includes simple property lines with notations on the location and type of tree on the property line. Also includes a scale and light tinting. A true copy taken from book S No. 3 page 419.

Types: A
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish, Colleton County
Geographical Names: Broad Road, Buck Hill

Folder #: 4
Surveyor: Diamond, John
People’s Names: Ball, Isaac/ Ball, John/ Kensington, John/ Diamond, John (surveyor)
Title:
Date: May 1819
Date of Copy:
Size (cm): 540 by 430
Notes: Plat attached to release of Limerick Plantation. Isaac Ball sold the 4 and 18 hundredths of an acre plantation to John Ball.
Types: A
Parish: St. Johns Parish
Geographical Names: Line Canal, Limerick Plantation

Folder #: 5
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Guerard, John
Title:
Date: ca. 1776
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 510 by 415
Notes: Great Swamp/ Ford's Island Road. Plat of land belonging to John Guerard with very simple property lines with a grid. Drawn on a thin sheet of paper in pencil the writing is very hard to make out and has faded with time.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 6
Surveyor: White and Ramsey
People’s Names: Patterson, William/ Porcher, Philip, esq./ Addison, James/ Mr. Villeponteaux
Title: Plan of Eighteen Hundred and seventy two acres of Land in St Stephen’s Parish, the property of Mr. William Paterson.
Date: June 1, 1816
Date of Copy: November 12, 1859
Size (cm): 432 by 430
Notes: Plan of a plantation known as Whiskinboo originally the property of Francis Cordes of Lot No 2

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
1872 acres in St. Stephens Parish belonging to William Patterson. Includes geographical landmarks of branches of Wallie Bay and other rivers and bays. Also includes types of trees on the property line and the butting and bounding properties. *(tearing on the edges and a few small holes in the center.) Original recorded in RCO office Q No 8 page 203.

Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen’s Parish
Geographical Names: Wallie Bay, Lanes Branch

**Folder #: 7**

Surveyor: Diamond, John
People’s Names: Roper, Ben/ Diamond, John (surveyor)/ Legare, Thomas/ Legare, James
Title: Plan of a Plantation on Johns Island containing 700 acres, including a number of islands, to the Southward of and in the marshes of Kiawah River now property of Benj. Roper.
Date: February 1816
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 490 by 425
Notes: Plat of a plantation of 700 acres on Johns Island owned by Ben Roper. Property includes a number of islands in the marshes of the Kiawah River, a section of cleared land, and a forest is noted by an area of sketched trees. Also includes the outline of possible buildings, roads, and notes about previous property lines.
Types: B
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Coles Creek, Creek from Kiawah River

**Folder #: 8**

Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Robins, William
Title: Land belonging to Mr. Wm. Robins
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 585 by 460
Notes: Plat of the upper half of Calf Pen Plantation belonging to William Robins. Includes the outline of Calf Pen Settlement, location of rice field, reservoirs, dams, rivers (colored blue) and different sections of land, possibly crops. Also includes drawings of trees and roads and a property line with a note of property dispute with Radcliff. *(detailed plat is on very delicate paper and is tearing on the edges and on the folds and there are a few holes which interrupts writing details)*
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Calf Pen Plantation, Crooked Hill Plantation, Broad Rd, Road to Charleston, Walnut Hill Plantation

**Folder #: 9**

Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Purry, Peter

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Title: The Plan of Chachan belonging to Theodore Gaillard, Esq.
Date: April 16, 1798
Date of Copy: February 1804
Size (cm): 543 by 430
Notes: Plat of Cochans Plantation belonging to Thomas Gaillard subdivided into plots of different sizes, some are noted as rice fields or woods - 774 acres in all. There are also a few outlines of buildings on the property, one noted as a barn. There are three separate additions of the sections of the property to get the total acreage, all different numbers. *(the plat is in pieces along the folds and has been glued to another sheet of paper)*

Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: swamps, highlands, and woods

**Folder #: 11**

Surveyor:
People’s Names: Dr. Richardson
Title: Plan of the Public Road from Strawberry Ferry to the Goose Creek Road and thence by Monks Corner and Biggin Church to Strawberry again

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Date: 1819
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 710 by 367
Notes: A plan of the public road that goes from Strawberry Ferry to Goose Creek Road and goes by Biggin Church and Moncks Corner and then back to Strawberry. Very simple map includes above locations. *(plat is tearing along the folds and there are several holes)
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Mepkin Creek, Cooper River, Strawberry Church, High Swamp, Santee Canal, Biggin Church, Moncks Corner, Bonneaus Ferry

Folder #: 13
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Skene, Alexander/ Williams, John/ Cattle [Cattell], Peter
Title: A plat of the Wragg Barony containing 6000 acres from paper now in possession of John Michel, Esq. Surveyor
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: 1872
Size (cm): 490 by 515
Notes: Plat of 6000 acres in the Wragg Barony. Includes the location of marshes, rivers, and various types of trees on the property line along with the name of the adjoining property owners.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wampee Swamp, Ashley River, Wragg Barony, Long Savannah

Folder #: 14
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hughes, Edward/ Harkley, Henry/ Poppingham, Lewis/ Est of Keller, D.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 710 by 410
Notes: Simple plat of land adjacent to Edward Hughes plantation. Includes property lines and the owners of the adjoining properties. There is no date and very little information.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 15
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Porcher, Peter/ Ravenel, Henry/ Ravenel, Daniel/ Porcher, Philip/ Prioleau, J./ Sabb, Thomas/ Bannester, William/ Greenland, John
Title:
Date: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 16
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Jones, Abraham (grantee) /Hume, William (surveyor)/Gerras, Paul/ Rivers, Cyrus/ Smith, F./ Murray, James/ Fraser, Diana/ Brown, Noah/ Legare, Richard
Title: Plan of Ravenswood Tract with Cape Field attached of late sold to Abraham Jones, Johns Island, Charleston County
Date: January 12, 1874
Date of Copy: 1881
Size (cm): 700 by 480
Notes: More detailed copy of the plan of Ravenswood Tract and Cape Field sold to Abraham Jones, John's Island, Charleston County. Contains 134.74 acres. Original plan drawn by William Hume January 12, 1872. Tract is located north of an extensive creek leading to Stono. References Plat Book B 76-Feb.16, 1876. Signed 1881
Types: A
Parish: St. Johns
Geographical Names: Ravenswood Tract, Cape Field, John's Island, Charleston County, Public Road, Creek, Stono

Folder #: 17
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Legare, James/ Stanyarne, William/ Jenkins, Micah/ Witter, James/ Rivers, George/ Mathews, Benjamin/ Hearn, Peter/ Fripp, Paul/ Townshend, Thomas/ Humphrey, Benjamin/ Fickling, George
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 685 by 560
Notes: Plat indicating various properties. References: A" -233 acres bought by James Legare of Peter Hearne which he bought of the Executor of William Stanyarne. B. 372 acres to lot C. 597 acres bought by D. of Benjamin Mathews." Includes a settlement of two structures at the southern end of plan. Extensive rice field runs through the entire property.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island

Folder #: 18
Surveyor:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
People’s Names: Loundes, Thomas O. (property owner)/Wilson, A./ Saul, B./ McPherson, Isaac/ Miles/ Middleton, Williams/ Drayton, Charles/ Ancrum, James Hasel/ Lelue, Thomas/ Wilson, John
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 610 by 490
Notes: Copy of a copy of a plat of lands the property of Thomas Loundes [Lowndes] Esquire consisting of a total of 5,708.89 acres. The Poplar Grove Plantation 710.84 ac, Winners 460.00 ac, Williamson Tract 470.10 ac, Fraser Tract 107.09 ac, Tom Cains 638.00 ac, Oaks 599.86 ac. and Oakland Tract 2723.00 ac. Several settlements, roadways, canals, bridges, etc included.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Poplar Groves plantation, The Winners Plantation, Williamson Tract, The Fraser Tract, Oaks, Oakland, Old Reserve, North Branch Stono River, Parker's Ferry, Wallases Bridge, Road to Ashley Ferry, Pine Road, Old Tar Kiln, Old Public Canal, Road to Parker's
Folder #: 19
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Baker, Steven (land owner)/ Ruler, Benjamin (grantee of 5 3/4 acres)/ Lacosta, I./ Petrey, Edmund/ Wood, William/ Fuller, Major/ Starks, John
Title: A plan of a plantation tract of land situated on the East side of Ashley River the State of South Carolina containing 1070 3/4 acres of high land and about 98 acres of marsh land.
Date: July 1782
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 520 by 490
Notes: "At the request of Steven Baker Esq., I have made a survey of a plantation or tract of land lying and situated on the east side of the Ashley River in ____ Parish, Charleston District and State of SC containing in the whole 1070 1/4 acres of highland and about 98 acres of salt marsh..." ***extensive folding has caused paper material to start to fall apart.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Ashley River, Bay Swamp, old rice fields

Folder #: 20
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Pinckney, Roger/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Fuller, Thomas/ Middleton, Thomas/ Drayton, John/ Monteruf, Richard/
Title: Plan of two tracts of land called Liberty Hall
Date: 1773
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 693 by 510
Notes: "Plan of two tracts of land called Liberty Hall. Roger Pinckney. 771 acres of which 452 are cleared. Small tract 156 acres." The Haig 773 acres.
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Stono River, Liberty Hall, Road from the Ashley Ferry, Elliott Plantation, Bay Swamp, Ashley Ferry Road

**Folder #: 21**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Perroneau, Edward/ Captain Bull
Title: 
Date: 
Date of Copy: 1867
Size (cm): 610 by 410
Notes: copy of survey. Old Town. Very general map with a focus on a main road.
Types: A
Parish: 
Geographical Names: River and tidal creeks

**Folder #: 22**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Evans/ Varnon/ Black/ Hildon/ Fenwick/ Walker
Title: Haigs Point, St. Luke
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 575 by 400
Notes: Plan of Dawfuskie Island, Haig’s Point and Bloody Point. **very worn and difficult to read.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Dawfuskie Island, Haig’s Point, Bloody Point, Hagues Point, Port of Dayaskee Island, New River

**Folder #: 23**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Middleton, Arthur/ Odingsell, Charles/ Ball, Arthur/ Sealy, Joseph
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 425 by 525
Notes: "1000 acres granted to Joseph Sealy on the west side of Port Royal River." " 539 acres granted to Colonel Arthur Hall on the S. W. side of Port Royal River to the N. W. on Ocketee [Okatie] Creek. Very general and difficult to decipher.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Ocketee [Okatie] Creek, Port Royal River

**Folder #: 24**
Surveyor: Blythe, Thomas
People’s Names: Michie, James (land owner)/ Wright, James (land owner) /Blythe, Thomas (surveyor)/

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Golightly/ Hurt, Benjamin/ Wragg, Joseph/ Izard

**Title:**

**Date:** March 30, 1756

**Date of Copy:** N/A

**Size (cm):** 600 by 485

**Notes:** Detailed plat of lands of James Michie and James Wright to the west of Cooper River. Includes surrounding properties, marshes, waterways, dams, houses, roads, etc. *Very Fragile and worn due to extensive folding.*

**Types:** B

**Parish:** St. James

**Geographical Names:** Goose Creek, Oak Grove, Broad Road to Goose Creek, Cooper River

---

**Folder #: 25**

**Surveyor:** none

**People’s Names:** T.B. Seabrook (Plantation) Whaley, Ben (Attorney), Estate of Edward Whaley, Green Bluff lands of Joseph Eddings, Middleton (Butting and Bounding Properties)

**Title:**

**Date:** N/A

**Date of Copy:** N/A

**Size (cm):** 720 by 515

**Notes:** The T.B. Seabrook Plantation Plat made for Plantation owner and also given to attorney Ben Wholy on February 12, 1881. It includes many measurements. Areas of the plantation are divided into four sections labeled with large capital letters (A-D). Also includes notation of dwelling in bottom middles of plat. Two roads of listed on plat (Public Road and Middletons Avenue); however, there is no notation of a north arrow.

**Types:** B

**Parish:**

**Geographical Names:** Stono (word River not listed), "Gun Bluff"

---

**Folder #: 26**

**Surveyor:** none

**People’s Names:** Algernoon Wilson, John Brailsford, Alesander Bethune, William Williamson, 200 acres to Young

**Title:** Plan of lands at Stono in St. Paul’s Parish now belonging to Mssrs. Brailsford Willson and Bethune at Wallace’s Bridge on middle branch of Stono

**Date:** March 1706

**Date of Copy:** N/A

**Size (cm):** 550 by 450

**Notes:** Plan of Lands at Stono in St. Paul’s Parish and Belonging to William Brailsford, Willson and Bethune at Wallace's Bridge on Middle Branch of Stono a Copy taken from a plan in the hands of William Brailsford March 1706 Location of property lines in coordinates and tree identification. Also includes north arrow.

**Types:** A

**Parish:** St. Paul’s Parish

---

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Geographical Names: Stono River, Middle Branch (water tributary), Willtown Road, Log Bridge Creek, Stono River

**Folder #: 27**
Surveyor: John Diamond
People’s Names: William Smith (estate lands) Benjaman Reynolds (requested drawing and butting and bounding) Hugh Wilson (Butting and Bounding), John Diamond (Surveyer)
Title: 1170 acres the Estate of William Smith On Wadmalaw Islands at Bear Bluff
Date: March 1816
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 463 by 460
Notes: Includes plat of 1,170 acres of land in the estate of William Smith includes small notation of structure (main house), line of small structures (slave homes) and indication of levy in the top left of the plat
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono River, Middle Branch (water tributary), Willtown Road, Log Bridge Creek, Stono River

**Folder #: 28**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Perry, William/Postell, Captain William (Butting and Bounding)
Title: Plat of 860 acres
Date: April 1810
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 600 by 560
Notes: Plat of 860 acres includes property lines with coordinates.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wadmeaaw River, Bear Bluff, W George Rivers

**Folder #: 29**
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: from notes on back of plat - Plat of E Seabrook Plantation on Wadmalaw Island near the Rocks
Title: Plat of E Seabrook Plantation on Wadmalaw Island near the Brooks Surveyed December 1838
Date: December 1838
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 510 by 630
Notes: Plan of E Seabrook Plantation on Wadmalaw Island near the Brooks Surveyed December 1838
Some measurements, possibly distances from water to water. Also includes indication of structures; all are in a row and therefore probably slave homes. At end of line is a larger structure with numbers around (it could possibly be the main house and its measurements.)
Types: C
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Folder #: 30
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Gerras, Paul (Butting and Bounding Property), Calls Tract now the property of Est of Trenholm, Charles L./ Jones, Abraham/Gervais, Paul
Title: Plat of Ravenswood Tract
Date: January 12, 1872
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 560 by 245
Notes: McCall’s Tract now the property of Charles L. Trenholm Plat of Ravenswood tract with Cape Field attached of late sold to Abraham Jones situated on Johns Island Charleston County, State of South Carolina Contains in the whole 134 14/100” Some measurements notation of Public Road. Property lines identified using coordinates.
Types: A
Parish:
Geographical Names: Johns Island

Folder #: 31
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Hume, William (Surveyor)/ Chadnick, John (owner)/ Jenkins, Richard/Whaley, Frank
Title: Plat of Rose Bank Plantation
Date: April 12, 1872
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 505 by 595
Notes: Rose Bank Plantation consisting of 1037 46/100 acres and a break down of the type of land (woods, swamp exc.) many buildings are identified on plan as well as drive. Property lines are identified using coordinates.
Types: B
Parish:
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island

Folder #: 32
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Izard, Ralph (scroled and sealed) Horry, Job (sealed)/ Jonathan Amory (estate of or owned by _)
Title:
Date: September 12, 1703
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 
Notes: Sale of land to Jonathan Amory At the "T" on the Cooper River Water. Includes seal of Ralph Izard and Job Horry in wax at bottom of document. *Water damage on much of the document makes it difficult to decipher.
Types: Deed of Sale
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 33
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Sloan, Earle (Grantor)/ Etiwan Fertilizer Co. (Grantee)
Title: A plat showing lands conveyed by Earle Sloan to Etiwan Fertilizer Co
Date: 118
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 685 by 310
Notes: Location of lands conveyed to Etiwan Fertilizer Co. Butting and bounding to Charleston Oil Manufacturing Co. and Kennerty Lands. Includes location off of State Road and directly off of Magazine Street. Recorded in Plat book D. Page 134
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Shipyard Creek, State Road, SCRR, NERR,

Folder #: 34
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: N/A
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 565 by 415
Notes: Information is cut off on backside of document. Indicated residence mill and some buildings as well as other buildings on the property and on Mill/Nill Island. Also includes road leading to public road. Property lines are indicated by compass coordinates.
Types: B
Parish: _ Parish (Cut off)
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw River, Nill or Mill Island

Folder #: 35
People’s Names: Hertz, M.E./
Title: Plat of Two Tracts of land on Pon Pon River, S. C. known as Hope and Bee Hive Tracts
Date: 2426
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 460 by 760
Notes: Plat of two tracts of land on Pon Pon River known as Hope and Bee Hive Tracts. Consists of 1666.1 acres and includes river swamp, rice fields, old road, dam, and bank.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Pon Pon River, Bee Hive Tract, Hope Tract, Cypress Avenue

Folder #: 36
Surveyor: Simons & Howe
People’s Names: Bailey, L.C.(land owner)/ Whaley, Benjamin/ Simons and Howe (surveyors)/ Jenkins, Hector/ Green, Sam/ Smith, Prince/ Gadsden, Jack/ Youngblood, Friday/E., Frederick/ Glenn, Daniel/ Grant, Jacob/ Eddings, Peter
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Plat of body of land being part of the lands of Wm. C Bailey, Esq situate on Wadmalaw Island
Date: Jan 1879
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 555 by 430
Notes: "Plat of a body of land being part of the lands of L.C. Bailey Esq. Situated on Wadmalaw Island, now about to be conveyed…several lots and containing 162 17/100 acres"
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island, Public Road, Creek

Folder #: 37
Surveyor: none
People’s Names: Horry, E.L/ Horry, W.H./ Deas/ Horry, Thomas
Title:
Date: 1797
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 600 by 320
Notes: "Plan of two pieces of land on the north side of Santee. Part of the west body of land belonging to E.L. Horry. One piece sold to Deas and the other leased to W.H. Horry from a survey in May 1797"
Swamp, rice fields, waterways, architecture included in plan.***In a fragile condition. Due to extensive folding, the paper is now divided down the center into two pieces.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: The Point Plantation, North Santee River, Six Mile Creek, Bear Hill Plantation, Minim Creek, Mill Dam Plantation, Pleasant Meadows Creek, Baxtell's Dam, Bluff Back Creek, Kinloch Creek,

Folder #: 38
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Johnson, Andrew (landowner)/ Deas, David (landowner)/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Tydiman, Esther/ Tydiman, Philip
Title:
Date: Dec 1783
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 790 by 450
Notes: Survey of lands belong to the estate of David Deas and Andrew Johnson includes 709 acres in Georgetown District. Includes a reference of explanations. Lands are North of Menimim Creek and Duck Island. Depicts a small settlement including a "Negroe House." ***In a fragile condition. Due to extensive folding, the paper is now divided down the center into two pieces.
Types: B
Parish: Prince George's Parish
Geographical Names: Duck Island, Menimim Creek, Duck Creek, North Santee, Path to Cat Island, Georgetown

Folder #: 39
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Laurens, Henry/ Ball, Elias/ Ball, John/ Broughton/ Shriver/ Dower for widow of Broughton, Wm./ Smalls Plantation
Title: Elwood Plantation
Date: February 20, 1795
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 595 by 325
Notes: Plan of Elwood Plantation on east side of western branch of Cooper River adjoining Strawberry containing 734 acres. Details marshlands, fields, settlement, slave settlement, pine lands, etc. *very fragile. Top right quarter is close to separation
Types: B
Parish: St. John’s Parish
Geographical Names: Western Branch of Cooper River, Small’s Plantation, Road from Strawberry to Walleye

Folder #: 40
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ball, Isaac/ Diamond, John (surveyor)/ Ball, John/
Title:
Date: 1819
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Deed and small map. Map triangle "represents 2 1/2 acres of land…late part of a plantation called Kensington, belonging to John Ball. Measured in May 1819."
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s Parish
Geographical Names: Limerick, Kensington,

Folder #: 41
Surveyor: Hardwick, John
People’s Names: Trapier, Benjamin / Hardwick, John (surveyor), Trapier, Paul/ Wragg, Joseph
Title: Plan of Plantation call Richland belonging to Benjamin Trapier
Date: May 1794
Date of Copy: 
Size (cm): 565 by 460
Notes: plan of Richland Plantation between the Black River and Pee Dee River. Sketches and table of contents. Rice fields and swamps detailed
Types: A
Parish: Prince George’s Parish
Geographical Names: Black River, Pee Dee River, Richland Plantation

Folder #: 42
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Trenholm, C.L.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 43
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Penny, John / Ferguson, Edward / Hays, John / Peters / Fulton, James / 
Title: Plan of lands on Edisto River on Penny Creek 
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Size (cm): 570 by 415 
Notes: Plat of land on north side of Edisto River on Penny's Creek. Detailed notes on land conveyances 
Types: A 
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish 
Geographical Names: Edisto River, Penny Creek, Bee's Creek

Folder #: 44
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Godin, Benjamin 
Title: Palmentaer's Island on Tybee River 
Date: 
Date of Copy: 
Size (cm): 423 by 530 
Notes: Plat of 356 acres of land along Tybee River. Very little detail 
Types: A 
Parish: St. Peters Parish 
Geographical Names: Tybee River, Palmentaer’s [Parmenter] Island

Folder #: 45
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Middleton/ Wragg / Cattell / Izard / Perry / Elliott / Pendarvis / McQueen/ Mile, T. / Miles, R. / McPherson / Nichols, H. / Ladson / Litch / Winners, Parsons 
Title: 
Date: N/A 
Date of Copy: N/A 
Size (cm): 800 by 390 
Notes: Large Scale plan of several family lands. Includes an elaborate drainage system. Good condition. 
Types: A 
Parish: N/A 
Geographical Names: Wallnut Hill, Cat Tills, Mackewn Hall, Mount Pleasant, the Public Road to Stono Bridge, Road to Dorchester

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder #: 46**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Deaman (surveyor) / Manigault, Gabriel (land owner) / Champney, John / Campbell, David / Wilmer
Title:
Date: 1802
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 260 each
Notes: Plan of Savanna Plantation on Pon Pon River near Jacksonborough belonging to Gabriel Manigault. Contains 1456 acres and includes field layout and reference. *paper has been torn down the center into two pieces
Types: A
Parish: St. Paul's Parish
Geographical Names: Savanna Plantation, Clayhole Plantation, Pon Pon River, Road from Charleston to Jacksonborough

**Folder #: 47**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: N/A
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 570 by 325
Notes: general map/plat. Paper is falling apart and difficult to interpret. Hell Hole Swamp appears to be the prominent focus of the survey as well as some creeks and roads. *Bottom right corner is separated.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Hell Hole Swamp, Savanna Creek, Savanna Bridge, Strawberry Road

**Folder #: 48**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Perquer, Frances Augustus / Seabrook, Thomas / Wright, Abraham / Gibbs, Robert / Simmons, Thomas
Title:
Date: 1802
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 305 by 515
Notes: very general plan of the area. Includes some roads and creeks.
Types: A
Parish: St. John's Parish
Geographical Names: John's Island

**Folder #: 49**
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Hume, Willaim (surveyor) Dubose/ Gaillard’s (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: Copied 1859
Size (cm): 250 by 390 each
Notes: "Plan of a tract of vacant land in St. Johns Parish claimed by the Santee Canal Company. Containing 288 acres of which 10 acres are swamp. The remainder Pine and oak lands." *plat is in good condition
Types: A
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 50
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Lynch, Thomas/ Horry, Daniel (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 460
Notes: Romney Plantation, Oak Hampton, and Ferry Tract are the properties of concern in the plat. The plat also gives a detailed notation of high land, rice fields and cleared/not cleared land. Only one building is shown in the plat (Bellfields Barn) the section that is missing could have had more. *buildings/section of plat is missing
Types: C
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Fork Island/ Montgomery Creek Swamp/ Hickory Hill Tract/ Wambaw Creek

Folder #: 51
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ward, James M. (grantor)/ Lynes
Title:
Date: Surveyed August 1872
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 455 by 515
Notes: *plat is in good condition but lacks much identification
Types: A
Parish: St James
Geographical Names: NERR (Northeast Rail Road line)

Folder #: 52
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Simmons, Col./ Smith, John Geddes/ Loyd, Henry John/ Seabrook, Ben/ Middleton, Arthur/ Bull, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: December 20 1904
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 735 by 460
Notes: Multiple buildings are indicated including a settlement. *plat is drawn on fragile paper.
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Cam Brake Swamp

**Folder #: 53**
Surveyor: Campbell, Archibald
People’s Names: Sampson, S. (owner of plantation)/ "Elliott's Estate of S. Verdier" Praser, E. (Butting and Bounding properties) Cambell (Surveyor)
Title: Plan of S. Sampson's Plantation of 850 ac
Date: Surveyed 1854
Date of Copy: July 14, 1883
Size (cm): 525 by 445
Notes: Located in Book M1 page 275 at the Registrar’s Office Colleton County July 14, 1883. *plat is in good condition but lacks much identification
Types: B
Parish: 
Geographical Names: Horse Shoe Creek/ Lairds Creek

**Folder #: 54**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: N/A
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 695 by 450
Notes: Penciled in is the name Sweet Hope (possibly the name of the plantation but there is no other indication on the plat. *very good plat in good condition but it has few identifying notations.
Types: B
Parish: possibly St. James Parish
Geographical Names: Michaus Islands/ Sweet Hope

**Folder #: 55**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Manigault/ Cole, David (property listed)
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 650 by 520
Notes: Manigault's Barony property lines are indicated by coordinates. *Plat of property is in good condition but it is on thin paper
Types: B
Parish: St. Luke's
Geographical Names: The Line of Purisburg Township/ "Marshes between the main land and Caliwassee [Callawassee] in which Ocketee [Okatie] and Chechelsee [Chelsea] Creeks both head, the Caliwalsee

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Flats/ Chechessee Bluff/ Bluff Settlement/ Port of Belmger's Neck/ Patney Settlement/ Laurel Point Settlement/ Chelsea

**Folder #: 56**
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People’s Names: Hanckel, T. M./Simons, S. Lewis (Surveyor)
Title:
Date: November 1885
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 410 by 410
Notes: Johnston Tract. Property lines are indicated by coordinates. Butting and *Plat is in good condition
Types: B
Parish: St. Paul
Geographical Names: Johnston Tract 586.22 acres

**Folder #: 57**
Surveyor: Brailsford, William
People’s Names: Bull/ Frampton, James (Butting and Bounding) Brailsford, W(1861)/ Bacot, Richard H. (1855)
Title: Plan of a Tract of Land Called Cedar Grove
Date: January 22 1841
Date of Copy: December 1, 1855
Size (cm): 560 by 455
Notes: Cedar Grove is very good at identifying the use of the land even what each field was growing. Includes area titled settlement. There are some indications of buildings. *plat is in good condition on very thin paper
Types: B
Parish:
Geographical Names: Cedar Grove/ Pocotaligo River/ Road to Zachary Island

**Folder #: 58**
Surveyor: Guerard, W. B.
People’s Names: Guerard, B. Elliott (Butting and Bounding Property) Guerard, A.C./ Heyward/ Guerard, Harry/ Guerard W.P. (Four names penciled in on the four lots of property)
Title:
Date: February 6, 1889
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 520 by 385
Notes: There is only the indication of a brick chimney (no note on if it is a rice mill or house chimney) no other structures are indicated. Also the property is divided in to four lots with names penciled in (they are difficult to read) the property lines are measured but the coordinates are not indicated. *plat is in good condition on wax paper
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke’s Parish in Bluff Town, Beaufort County
Geographical Names: Road to Bluffton/ May River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**Folder #: 59**

Surveyor: Diamond, John

People’s Names: Broughton, Matthew (owner of property) Diamond, John (surveyor) Gentlebury Plantation/ Laurens, Col. Henry/ Ball, Elias/ Cords, Samuel and James/ Harleston, Edward/ Broughton, Thomas/ Parsonage Land/ R. Gaugh (Butting and Bounding property) Gibbs, William

Title: September 1, 1797

Date of Copy: Corner copied February 8, 1821

Size (cm): 520 by 450

Notes: Notes indicate that the property was granted to George Austin on June 19 1772 the property consists of 2,790 acres but it really consists of 2,530 acres (the difference is that he is encroaching on the lands of Henry Laurens) the land was subdivided into four tracks (with measurements) and belong to various individuals. No structures indicated *Plat is in good condition

Types: A

Parish: St. Johns Parish (on the north side of Cooper River)

Geographical Names: Cooper River

**Folder #: 60**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Roberts, John/ Purry, William/ Hodgdon, William Mary dela Fountain in Granville County (Butting and Bounding Properties) Werdea, Andrew/ Zurnch Settlement (house depicted)

Title: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 500 by 610

Notes: Huge tract of land (9,000 + acres) depictions of Andrew Werdea and Zurnch's house/settlement. Fields and the type of crop are included as well as large areas of swamp*plat in good condition however ink is eating through paper

Types: B

Parish: Colleton County (not indicated but the plat says that it is next to Granville County)

Geographical Names: Deas Creek/ Ocetee [Oktatie] Creek/ Zurnch's Settlement

**Folder #: 61**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: [E.J.] Rose/ James Postell/ Grimball, John (Butting and Bounding properties) Colcock (plat holder)

Title: August 1835

Date of Copy: April 1868

Size (cm): 695 by 540

Notes: It is a culmination of several tracts of land the property of T. Drayton. Notation of settlement near rice fields (possibly slave houses) with no indication of a main house (but there is a large circle near the settlement). Notations on land grants with names and dates but they are difficult to read "now or formerly James [Pose] Now or formerly [E.J.] Rose” *Plat in good condition on very thin paper and the handwriting is difficult to read.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: B  
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: Road to Eukseor/ Coosawatchie River/"Magg. Now called Bees Creek"

Folder #: 62  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Wright, Robert/ Frazer, William/ Debordieu, Judith/ Shubrick  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 545 by 285; 275 by 95 (2)  
Notes: Plat showing one property line clearly, other notes are in pencil and are difficult to read and interpret. The one line does show different settlements, swamps, rice fields, trees, and a portion of the Savannah River. *(The plat is in very bad condition, there are tears along the folds and one piece has fallen off)  
Types: A  
Parish: St. Peters  
Geographical Names: Savannah River/ Sisters Ferry Old Settlement/ James Dupuis’s Settlement

Folder #: 63  
Surveyor: Buckner, W. B and Simons, W. Hume  
People’s Names: Jenkins, John/ Fripp, John/ Chaplin, Paul/ Buckner (original surveyor)/Simons, W. Hume (copied survey)  
Title:  
Date: 1824  
Date of Copy: 1875  
Size (cm): 365 by 505  
Notes: Plat showing the 600 acres belonging to the estate of Col. John Jenkins on Johns Island.  
According to the plat and the notes it contains highland along with marsh is bounded on two sides by the Stono River and Pew Cut Creek. Also includes the outline of some buildings including some settlements. *(The plat is falling apart, one fold is very close to coming off. It is all drawn in pencil and is difficult to see and read.)  
Types: B  
Parish: Johns Island  
Geographical Names: Stono River/ Pew Cut Creek/ Laudin Settlement

Folder #: 64  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Middleton, William/ Butler  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 705 by 405  
Notes: Plat showing the Cape and Washo settlements on mouth of the Santee River. Very little detail, no names or dates included. *(Plat is in very bad condition. There are several tears along the folds.)  
Types: A  
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: Santee River

**Folder #: 65**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Frampton, James/ Gillison, Sam/ Brickner, W. B. (Surveyor)/ Mains, William  
Title:  
Date: 1846  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 455 by 560  
Notes: Plat of land belonging to James Frampton totaling 1,760 acres called [Tullifinny] Plantation. The plat is divided and labeled with sections like Cleared Land, Cleared High Land, Old Rice Field, uncleared swamp, etc. The labels are very clear and there is a perspective in the sketch of the Blue House Settlement. *(The plat is in bad condition with spots and tears along the folds.)*  
Types: B  
Parish: Prince William’s  
Geographical Names: Hopewell Plantation/ Tullifinny Creek/ Blue House Settlement

**Folder #: 66**
Surveyor: Simons, William Hume  
People’s Names: Anderson, J.J./ Simons, W. Hume (surveyor)  
Title:  
Date: 1875  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 710 by 430  
Notes: Plat of 13 lots on Kibblesworth for J. J. Anderson. Very little detail, trees and creeks noted. *(Plate is tearing a little on the folds, but edges are good for the most part.)*  
Types: A  
Parish: St. John’s Berkeley  
Geographical Names: Kibblesworth

**Folder #: 67**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Whitford, Reid (asst. engineer)/ Abbot, Frederic (captain of engineers)  
Title: Map of Congaree River  
Date: 1889  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 535 by 355  
Notes: Map of the Congaree River from Columbia to the branches of the Wateree and Santee Rivers. Includes the various creeks and plantations along the way.  
Types: A  
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: Congaree River/ Columbia/ Childs Plantation/ Gill Creek/ Springers Plantation/ Wateree River/ Sampson Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Folder #: 68
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Neufville, Edward/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)
Title: Plan of a part of Rocky point Lands
Date: December, 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 815 by 530
Notes: Plat of Rocky Point Plantation on the Pocotaligo Neck owned by Edward Neufville. Includes Cotton Fields, reservoirs, marsh lands, high lands, and a few other details. *The plat is tearing a little on the folds, but the information is still intact and easy to read.
Types: B
Parish: Prince William’s
Geographical Names: Pocotaligo River/ Coosahatchie River/ Broad River/Tullyfinny River/ Devaux’s Creek

Folder #: 69
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ravenel, Henry/ Ravenel, Stephen
Title:
Date: April 1798
Date of Copy: 1800
Size (cm): 545 by 380
Notes: Plat of land belonging to Stephen Ravenel showing lands he inherited from Henry Ravenel and lands he acquired from the heirs of William Ball. Includes the location of trees and rice fields. * The plat is tearing along the folds and is in delicate condition.
Types: A
Parish: St. Johns
Geographical Names: Hanover Plantation/ Biggin Swamp

Folder #: 70
Surveyor: Parker, Charles
People’s Names: Lewis, Peter/ Kinloch, Frederick
Title:
Date: 1822
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 530 by 435
Notes: Plat of Cat Island, divided into various properties. Very little detail. *Written in pencil and difficult to read, small tears along the fold.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Mosquito Creek/ Four Mile Creek/ Branch of North Santee/ Winyaw Bay/ Cat Island/ Georgetown District

Folder #: 71
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hugh, Arthur/ Robinson, William/ Simmons, Thomas/ Bellinger, Edmund
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Plat of land on the Godfrey Savana divided into properties and subdivided into different types of land including high ground, fields, and swamps. Geographical details, no architectural details.

Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Blue House Tract/ Godfrey Savana/ The Great Swamp

**Folder #: 72**

Surveyor: Goddard, John

People’s Names: Goddard, John (Surveyor) William, P__

Title: Two landmarks are around the Village of Coosawhatchie: Gaul and Court House Lands of Captain ___. Proceeded by Mount Pleasant lacks information but covers a large tract of land there is also a road that begins northeast of the Village of Coosawatchie continues through the village, south over Little Bee Creek and Bee Creek and forks after it crosses the creek. In one direction the road leads toward the southwest and the other fork leads southeast toward Mount Pleasant. *plat in very good condition

Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Deroun’s Neck/ Bees Creek/ Mount Pleasant/ Village of Coosawatchie/ Gregorie/ Talbird/ Bee Creek/ Little Bee Creek

**Folder #: 73**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Pringle, John (owner) Waitiens, Thomas/ Estate of Livingstone, Abraham/ Cripps, John __/ Alston, William/ "Smith, W. or Livingstone" (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Title: Susan Field Plantation Note on back of plat indicates that part of the plantation is on the Island on the east side of river consisting of three fields with its measurements. Also part of the plantation is on the west side of the River with its measurements. A very good plantation layout with notation of many buildings and the identification of a lawn surrounding much of the main house and the possible slave houses (or where they were allowed to grow their own food). Also there is a formation of the buildings on John ___ Cripps property consisting of 6 buildings, 2 of which much larger then the other 4 (one labeled barn). The rice field and its drainage lines are also shown in the plat. The large letters correspond with the back of the document for the size of each section of crops. Types of crops not indicated. *Plat is in fair condition missing in some spots due to ink.

Types: B

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parish: George Town District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographical Names: Pee Dee River/ Black Creek/ Public Road from George Town to Ch__ (but not Charleston the word is too short)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Folder #: 74**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Williams (possible owner) Soddan (surveyor) Bethel (Butting and Bounding Properties)  
Title: Richfield  
Date: December 20 1904  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 420 by 525  
Notes: Richfield. Indication of two buildings but not labeled. Property lines are indicated by coordinates. *plat is in pencil and drawn very lightly (difficult to read) it is also on very thin paper  
Types: B  
Parish: Prince William’s  
Geographical Names: Saltcatcher B__/ Combahee River

**Folder #: 75**
Surveyor: Simons and Huger  
People’s Names: Shepard, C. W. (owner) Simons and Huger (surveyors) [Wes] Minott Duncan/Capt. [SelBeux](Butting and Bounding Property) Limehouse (property part of plat)  
Title:  
Date: Surveyed July 1, 1888  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 805 by 465  
Notes: Many roads indicated but not name. Includes small section of a town with Concord Street, Johnson Street, and Reid Street. Also, this section of the plat includes the names Vardell and Kesene. Includes proposed canal through swamp. Property lines are indicated by coordinates. Buildings are included but not identified. The plat appears to include 408 acres. Limehouse family has small area included consisting of about 8-1/2 acres. *plat in excellent condition on thick paper  
Types: B  
Parish: St. George Parish, Summerville, Dorchester ”portion of Newington”  
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #: 76**
Surveyor: Mellard, W. H.  
People’s Names: McCray, C.G. and A.J. / Ball/ Steele, PeterSound, Tom/ Mellard, W. H. (Butting and Bounding)  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 530 by 400  
Notes: Centered on the area of Long Bay and Ball Land the words ”Hell hole” are across the front of the plat also the words settlement are in the left most corner. The plat seems to be made for the McCray owners because in the top left there is a total of 22,491 this could be the total of all the acres owned by the  
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
family in the area. * plat is in fair condition there is damage where the document was folded. made out of thick paper.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Long Bay/ "Cooper River 4 miles away"/ "Santee River 8 Miles distance" 
D_rei_s Fort

Folder #: 77
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ball, Elias/ Harleston, John/ Burkly__. / Horry, Daniel/ Harleston, Nicolas (Butting and Bounding) Fullwood, Robert
Title:
Date: 1804
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 625 by 490
Notes: Includes cemetery near Cooper River and the word Richmond between the two (numerous structures/houses in this area) Large area along rover labeled rice field possibly more information could be gained from missing section "Absalom Lands 1804" *plat is in fair condition water damaged and missing a large section. Pencil on thin paper

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: "Euslom Branch of Cooper River" Boss Creek/"Road from Stanlery__ To Huges Bridge"

Folder #: 78
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ball, William/ Parker, William J. (plat indended for)
Title: Cypress Grove Plantation
Date: September 1789 or 1790 (difficult to read)
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 665 by 330
Notes: No structures on the plat just the area of the rice fields and the drainage ditches (with measurements) multiple notes (but again about drainage ditches) "A plan of the Rice field of Cypreys [Cypress] Grove plantation belonging to William J. Parker and ____ (blank space) Plantation belonging to William John Coming Ball situated on the Head __ Of Bach in St. James Goose Creek Parish of South Carolina, showing the canal dam ditch and Branch Road said fields." *plat is in fair condition (some holes and damage at right end) hand writing is difficult to read but paper is thick and ink is not damaging paper.

Types: A
Parish: St. James Parish, Goose Creek
Geographical Names: Spring Grove (Butting and Bounding)

Folder #: 79
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Middleton, William/ DuPont, Cornelias/ Heyward, Col. Daniel (Butting and Bounding properties)
Title: The Division between Richfield and Milden Hall
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Date of Copy: Copy of Original Papers
Size (cm): 215 by 410
Notes: Water marked paper with the names. Honig & Zoonen and also a seal with a lion (with a sword) and a man (with a staff) surrounded by a wooden fort fence and containing the words ProPatiæ. Large tracts of land with the dates and sizes granted to: J. Hartmien, William Greger, and Thomas Lynch. *plat in excellent condition on thick paper
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee River

Folder #: 83
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Laroche, Thomas and Daniel (plat made for) Swinton, William/ Fosters, William/ Hughes, Capt. Meredith/ Lanes, John (Butting and Bounding) ON THE BACK: Hartee, David/ Screven, Elisha (Butting and Bounding Properties) Simpson, William (owner of land)
Title:
Date: ON THE BACK: 1759
Date of Copy; N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 325
Notes: Santee path bisects part of the property. No structures or fields are listed on the property. ON BACK OF PLAT: is a small part of land consisting of 100 acres belonging to William Simpson dated 1759. It is Butting and Bounding to David Hartee and Elisha Screven's lands. *plat is in excellent condition; however, tape on the backside of the document covers up some of the writing
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Black River/ Santee Path

Folder #: 84
Surveyor:
People’s Names:Daniells, Robert/ (property owner) Higgis, Joseph/ Downs, William/ Weithers, William Francis (Butting and Bounding properties) Bell, John (to whom the property was originally granted) Daniell, Robert/ Huggins, Joseph (Butting and Bounding property original)
Title:
Date: Surveyed December 1788
Date of Copy; N/A
Size (cm): 470 by 500
Notes: Plat containing about 1315-1/4 acres. Butting and Bounding property holders are all deceased. Property originally granted to John Bell on March 14, 1705 for 500 acres. Property includes cemetery. Original owners of Butting and bounding property Robert Janiell [Daniell] and Joseph Huggins was originally settled at the request of William Downes and__ dated in a plat June 8, 1774. Key identifies what each structure was including: settlement with guard, barn, water machine, slave houses, Landry Plantation, school masters landing *plat is in fragile condition but well written and very informative
Types: C
Parish: Prince George Parish, Georgetown District
Geographical Names: Santee River (north side)/ Sandy Creek/ Buchanan's Creek

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 85
Title: Date: April 1826
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 550 by 415
Notes: pencil sketch of a tract of land. Property is divided in to sections and numbered *document is in excellent condition but it is difficult to read because the writing is light and paper is also very thin.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Santee

Folder #: 86
Surveyor: People’s Names: Johnson, William/ Flood, William/ Wragg, Paus/ Doajhly/ Mitchel, Sam/ Washington, John/ Nelson, Douglass/ Gaillard, Montfort/ Greeu, Henry/ Benhans, Abram and Cuffy (list of names corrosponding with a number on the plat)
Title: Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 810 by 430
Notes: "Subdivision of Fairfield for Dr, Baker Near Oakly, St Johns" Pencil sketch and amount of land owned by each individual. There are no geographical names or dates. *document is in excellent condition
Types: A
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 87
Surveyor: People’s Names: "Williams Black and Williams" (owners) Gourdin, John K. (surveyor) Bulow/ O'Hear (old owner) Bradely (New owner)/ Rose Mining Co.
Title: Date: Resurveyed 1882
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 700 by 590
Notes: Butting and Bounding to Stono River, Coatwright, Jackman, Rose Mining Co. and property formerly O'Hear and formerly Bulow now Bradely. Plat identifies Ashley Ferry Road. Also where the John's Island Ferry crossed the Stono River. *document is in excellent condition
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #: 88
Surveyor: *Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
People’s Names: Rav_ ville
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 455 by 560
Notes: Document does not have many identifying marks vague things like "Island," "Road," and "Marsh" there are no names.
Types: A
Parish: Prince William’s
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 89
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Kinloch, Frances / Kinloch, Cleland / Alston, Thomas / Alston, William / Purcell (surveyor) / Baird, Archibald / Windsor, Paul
Title: Plan of Weehaw and Kensington Plantation
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 750 by 540
Notes: "Plan of Weehaw and Kensington Plantations situated on Pee Dee and Black Rivers in Prince George Parish...exhibiting the shape and farm boundaries...Weehaw belonging to Cleland Kinloch containing 1060 1/2 acres and Kensington belonging to Frances Kinloch" Includes roads, settlements, and extensive notes.
Types: B
Parish: St. George’s Parish
Geographical Names: Pee Dee River, Black River, Weehaw Plantation, Kensington Plantation, Weehaw Creek, Georgetown

Folder #: 90
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Huger, Francis / Ball, John / Laurens, Henry / Harleston, John / Ball, Elias / Child, James / Marion, Benjamin / Parmor, John /
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 660 by 425
Notes: Plan of Pine Land tracts belonging to Elias Ball lying in St. John's Parish near Strawberry. Also two tracts belonging to John Ball and Three mile head tract belonging to ______ " ***Very fragile. Top left corner missing.
Types: A
Parish: St. John's Parish
Geographical Names: Three Mile Head, So-Boy Tract, Old Field Plantation, Strawberry Common, Strawberry, Mepkin Lands, Elwood Plantation, Bay Ocean, Great Bay

Folder #: 91
Surveyor:
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
People’s Names: Drayton, Thomas/ Fripp, John/ Hanson, John
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: 1787
Size (cm): 715 by 550 both sides
Notes: Copy of the certificate of Dansons Barony whereas John Lord ___late Palatine and the rest of the late proprietors of Carolina in and by the grant bearing date Dec. 5th, 1718…” General plat of lands.
Types: A
Parish: St Luke's
Geographical Names: Dansons Barony/ Coosawhatchie/ Port Royal/ Tullifinny

Folder #: 92
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Daniel, Lewis / Protor, Captain Stephen
Title:
Date: 1814
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 425 by 665
Notes: Two tracts of marshland situated in Beaufort District on Savannah River. Includes "negro houses", cotton and corn fields, marshes, etc.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Savannah River, Islands of Marsh, Creek to Red Bluff, Wright's River

Folder #: 93
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Cuthbert, R.B. / Pinckney, David/ Mazyck
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 480 both sides
Notes: Tract of land south of Nesbit Bay. Focus on Mexico Pineland
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Nesbit Bay, Mexico Pineland

Folder #: 94
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Colleton, John / Barker
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 750 by 325
Notes: General plat of a tract of land north of Fishing Creek
Types: A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: St John's
Geographical Names: Fishing Creek/ Jehosee Island/ Edisto Island

**Folder #: 95**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Jenkins, Isaac /
Title: Kean’s Neck
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 490 by 395
Notes: General plan of Kean’s Neck. ***writing is very light. Difficult to decipher
Types: A
Parish: Prince William's Parish
Geographical Names: Kean's Neck, North Kimbee Creek, South Kimbee Creek

**Folder #: 96**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Keith, John Alexander (surveyor) / Parker, Charles / Brown, Charles / Hardwick, John / Withers, Robert / Horry, Harriott
Title: 1822
Date: 1822
Date of Copy: 1848
Size (cm): 530 by 435
Notes: "Copy of plat of Skrimis Surveys of 74 acres guaranteed to Major John Keith in 1822 and also of 300 acres part of the Richland Company tract on Winway [Winyah]Bay and Musquitto [Mosquito] Creek - Cat Islands"
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Richlands, Winway [Winyah] Bay, Musquitto [Mosquito] Creek, Cat Island

**Folder #: 97**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Petiral, J.B (surveyor) / Mozzow / Mathews / Wells, John/ McClellan, Archibald
Title: 1820
Date: 1820
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 665 by 350
Notes: "Plat of a plantation belonging to Col. Berry Hunt. Situated in the St. Jame's ___ Charleston District, containing 88 40/100 acres woodland 949 84/100 acres
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: None

**Folder #: 98**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Gaillard, Bartholomew / Gaillard, Theodore / Faitsowe /

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Title: 1809
Date: 1809
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 645 by 335
Notes: 1045 acre plan of Umbria includes "negro houses", settlement, gardens, etc. ***very fragile
Types: B
Parish: St.John's
Geographical Names: Umbria

Folder #: 99
Surveyor: Purcell
People’s Names: Harleston, Edward / Purcell (surveyor)
Title:
Date: 1790
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 550 by 450
Notes: Plat of land includes rice fields, roads, creeks, etc.
Types: A
Parish: St. John's Parish
Geographical Names: Fish Pond

Folder #: 100
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Frampton, John / Buckner, D.B. (surveyor) / Hutson, Captain William /
Title:
Date: 1829
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 555 by 450
Notes: Plat exhibiting a plantation or tract of land belonging to John Frampton containing 750 acres of high land and 159 acres of salt marsh; includes reference
Types: B
Parish: Prince William's Parish
Geographical Names: Grahams Neck Road, Pocotaligo River, Road to Grahams Neck, Road to Coosawhatchie, Road to Inverness, Old Store, Mr. Gilber's Avenue, Pocotaligo Bridge, Mr. Martin's Store

Folder #: 101
Surveyor: Hardwick, John
People’s Names: Withers, May / Huger, Isaac / Belin, Peter / Lyme, John / Withers, William / Withers, Francis
Title:
Date: 1788
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 405 by 335
Notes: tract of land containing 800 acres situated near the Sea Beach called Long Bay on Wacamow [Waccamaw] Creek in the Big Swamp Community called the Eight Miles Swash Swamp butting and bounding as the plat represents and granted to May Withers.
Types: A
Parish: Prince George's Parish
Geographical Names: Long Bay, Sea Beach, Wacamow [Waccamaw] Creek, Big Swamp

Folder #: 102
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Drayton, Charles / Howard, Robert / Michaux, Andrew / Boland, Frank
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 455 by 285
Notes: Plat of lands south of lands owned by Charles Drayton and north of lands belonging to Robert Howard. Includes creeks, settlement, etc.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Goose Creek, Turkey Creek/ Frank Boland's Gardens

Folder #: 103
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Champneys, Sarah/ Price, William
Title:
Date: 1-7-1794
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 490 by 605
Notes: A contract of the sale of a plantation of 432 acres which was formerly James Watkins residence. The grantor being Sarah Champneys, the grantee is William Price, a merchant in Charleston. *The plat is tearing along the folds and there is water damage.
Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Colleton County

Folder #: 104
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Branford, Barnaby/ Blake, Daniel
Title:
Date: 11-12-1764
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 500 by 385
Notes: A contract for the sale of a 348 acre plantation on the Great Cypress Swamp at the head of the Ashley River. The contract of sale being between Barnaby Branford (grantor) and Daniel Blake (grantee). *Indenture in very bad shape. Large tears in the folds have deleted some of the words.
Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)
Parish: St. George’s
Geographical Names: Cypress Swamp/ Ashley River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder #: 105**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Singleton, Thomas/ Farquharson, James

Title: 2-7-1779

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 605 by 485

Notes: A contract for the sale of land of a 200 acre plantation in Berkeley County near Dorchester for 10 shillings. The contract of sale being between Thomas Singleton (grantor) and James Farquharson (grantee). *The contract is tearing a little on the edges, moreso on the folds.

Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)

Parish: St. Johns Berkeley

Geographical Names: Berkeley County/ Dorchester

**Folder #: 106**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Hepworth, Ann/ Crokatt, James

Title: 2-26-1731

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 395 by 405 and 230 by 515

Notes: A contract for the sale of 70 acres on the neck of Charles Town and two plantations or tracts of 155 acres on a creek stemming from the Cooper River. *The contract is in very bad condition. It has several tears and is in pieces.

Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)

Parish: N/A

Geographical Names: Neck of Charles Town

**Folder #: 107**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Hepworth, Ann/Crokatt, James

Title: 2-26-1731

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 395 by 405 and 205 by 350

Notes: (Page two of 33-416-106) A contract for the sale of 70 acres on the neck of Charles Town and two plantations or tracts of 155 acres on a creek stemming from the Cooper River. *The contract is in very bad condition. It has several tears and is in pieces.

Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)

Parish: N/A

Geographical Names: Neck of Charles Town

**Folder #: 108**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Freneau, Peter/ Diamond, John

Title: 2-7-1779

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 605 by 485

Notes: A contract for the sale of land of a 200 acre plantation in Berkeley County near Dorchester for 10 shillings. The contract of sale being between Thomas Singleton (grantor) and James Farquharson (grantee). *The contract is tearing a little on the edges, moreso on the folds.

Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)

Parish: St. Johns Berkeley

Geographical Names: Berkeley County/ Dorchester

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date: 9-18-1786  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 510 by 460  
Notes: A contract for the sale of 640 acres in the Orangeburg District on the north prong of the Edisto River between Peter Freneau (grantor) and John Diamond (grantee). *The contract is in bad condition with large tears along the folds and the bottom section is missing.  
Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)  
Parish: Orangeburg District  
Geographical Names: Edisto River  

Folder #: 109  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Butler, Hugh/ Ellery, Thomas/ Broughton, Thomas  
Title:  
Date: 1-16-1735  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 610 by 440  
Notes: An indenture stating the granting of 890 acres in St. James Santee Parish in Craven County on the Santee River to Hugh Butler by the then Lieutenant Governor Thomas Broughton.  
Types: E-None of the above. Contract for the sale of a plantation. (indenture)  
Parish: St. James Santee  
Geographical Names: Craven County/ Santee River  

Folder #: 110  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: N/A  
Title:  
Date: 8960  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm):  
Notes: A State Highway Department Condition Map of the State Highway System of South Carolina. Date completed was July 12,1924  
Types: F=Other  
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: N/A  

Folder #: 111  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Andrew, William/ Rutledge, Hugh/ Rutledge, William/ Bradsford, John  
Title:  
Date: 6-16-1791  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm):  
Notes: Plat of Laurel Hill Plantation in St. Paul’s Parish. Includes an explanation of the property and extensive notes on the property. Indicates the location of a cemetery and various fields. Cannot  
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
determine who the land belonged to due to the tape holding the plat together because it is covering information.

Types: B
Parish: St. Paul’s Parish, Colleton County
Geographical Names: Stono Swamp

Folder #: 112
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Chalmers, W. Gilbert/ LaRoche, James
Title:
Date: March 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of McLeods Plantation in Wadmalaw. Includes details on cleared, and wooded lands along with the neighboring property owners.
Types: A
Parish: Wadmalaw
Geographical Names: Bohicket Creek Marshes

Folder #: 113
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Nichols, Samuel/ Clifford, Benjamin/ Hutchinson, Thomas/ Fenwick, John (surveyor)
Title:
Date: 9/5/1774
Date of Copy: 8-29-1809
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of land containing 1390 acres, 400 of which belong to Samuel Nichols, the rest to Benjamin Clifford, Thomas Hutchinson eventually at the time of the plat acquiring it all. Plat is in very bad condition and is missing several pieces.
Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Colleton County/ Combahee Marshes

Folder #: 114
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ferguson/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Marlow, John/ Cannon, Daniel/ Marley, John
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of 7330 acres called the Saw Mill Lands on the Edisto River in St. Bartholomew's parish. Very little detail although the notes indicate the land is good for species of lumber.
Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Edisto River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 115
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ferguson, Thomas/ Montague, Charles/ Elliott, Charles
Title:
Date: May 1772
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plant and original land grant of 192 acres to Thomas Ferguson. Plat which accompanies the grant includes very little detail and is in very bad condition. It is in pieces.*
Types: A (and land grant)
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 116
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Herbert, John/ Lynch, Jonah/ Schenking, Barnard/ Mell, John/ Batten, Richard
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of 200 acres belonging to Major John Herbert along with adjoining properites. Plat includes very little detail, shows the drawing of a river, but does not name it. Only the property lines and names of owners are included.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 117
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Gibbes, John/ Kent, Hugh/ Fenwick, John
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of an area of land on Johns Island with notes on the property and when granted to John Gibbes, Hugh Kent, and John Fenwick among others.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #: 118
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bourdeaux, Nathaniel/ Smith, George/ Bowen, John/ Dupont, John
Title:
Date: February 1804
*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of Cow Jig Plantation on Fosters Creek in St. James Goose Creek owned by Nathaniel Bourdeaux totaling 740 acres.
Types: A
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Geographical Names: Fosters Creek/ Goose Creek

**Folder #: 119**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Jeny, Paul/ Brown, William/ Logan, George
Title:
Date: January 1754
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Plat of 1014 acres near Parkers Ferry belonging to Paul Jeny
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Parkers Ferry

**Folder #: 120**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Wragg, Joseph/ Izard, Ralph/
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm):
Notes: Delineation of land belonging to Joseph Wragg and Ralph Izard, Izard’s land being shaded yellow and Wraggs shaded red. The red is the only color that still shows.
Types: A
Parish: St. Philips
Geographical Names: Poroad Road

**OVERSIZED BOX A:**

**Folder #: 121**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Postell, Benjamin/ Skirving, James, Dr./ Bellinger, Edmund/ May, John/ Godfrey, William/ Webb, William/Clay, William/ Young, Peter
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 295

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Notes: Description of the property of the late Dr. James Skirving surveyed by order of the commissioners. Property contains 1111 acres. Surveyor divided the land into three tracts or plantations, N1, N2, and N3. Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Ashepoo/ Horse Shoe Creek/ Road to Jacksonborough/ Pocotaligo Creek/ Chachasey/ Road from Ashepoo

Folder #: 122
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ball, Elias/ Ford, Richard Bevis/ Manigault, Peter
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 410 by 335
Notes: property plan of 2000 acres north of Lands of Richard Bevis Ford. Includes three properties; (d) 500 to Elias Ball granted 1769 and certified March 1769, (e) 500 acres to Elias Ball granted June 5th, 1770 and plat certified March 26th, 1770, and (f) 1000 acres to Elias Ball granted March 1st, 1775 and certified July 13, 1774. Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names:

Folder #: 123
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ball, A.
Title:
Date: January 9, 1829
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 245
Notes: Copy of 1829 survey of land belonging to Ball, A. Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Cooper River to eastern side of west branch.

Folder #: 124
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Horry/ Purcell/ Thomas/ Howell, J.L.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: Plat of lands south of Huggin's or Daniel's Creek and North of South Santee. Includes multiple creeks, ferry, roadway, etc.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Ole Road on Ridge of Land, Huggins or Daniel's Creek, North and South Santee, Cooker Creek, Jack's Creek

**Folder #: 125**

Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bartholomew/ Postell, Benjamin/ Smith, William/ Giggleman/
Title: Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 290
Notes: Plat of lands west of Mr. Giggleman's land and east of Horseshoe Creek. Contains various tree detail
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Road to William Smith's Bridge, Horseshoe Creek

**Folder #: 126**

Surveyor:
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Mazyck "deceased", Alexander (owner) Douadcint, William/ Bear, Matthe, Gaillard, John (Butting and Bounding)
Title: Date: April 1792
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 240
Notes: Includes Settlement. Plat includes 1,017 acres of land. *document is in good conditions however hand writing is difficult to read at times and pencil has warn off in some areas.
Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee River/ Wambaw Creek/ Mazyck Creek

**Folder #: 127**

Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bryan, Joseph (land originally granted to) Simmons (owner)/ Cochran, James/ Merton, Joseph (Butting and Bounding properties) Bull, Steven
Title: Date: N/A
Date of Copy: November 1798
Size (cm): 330 by 280

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Oversized Box A: (cont.)

Notes: "Copy of two adjoining tracts of land on Tubedue Creek originally granted to Joseph Bryan - now belonging to William Simmons - November 1790 - St. Paul's Parish" Consists of 200 acres. Northeast site tract of land granted to Joseph Bryan "plat certified the 5 of August - 1697 -by Steven Bull Granted date the 8th of November 1699" Northwest side of land granted to Joseph Bryan "Plat certified the 25 August 1697 by Steven Bull land granted date the 18 May 1705" "The above two tract of 200 acres each are conveyed by the said Joseph Bryan unto William Archibald Stobo_Minister of the Joshell_the Release dated the 3d day of March 1707/1708" Grants in the hand of William Simmons - November 18 - 1790"

Types: A
Parish: St Paul's Parish
Geographical Names: Colleton County/ Toogoodoo Creek

Folder #: 128
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People's Names: Yates, J_(possible owner) Legare/ Stevens (Butting and Bounding properties)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 350
Notes: Tract of land with indication of house and plantings surrounded by the house as well as Church and three small structures in a line, as well as, the levey. Plat identifies Whahey Avenue. *Plat is in good condition.
Types: B
Parish: John's Island
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 129
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People's Names: Yates, J (owner) Gadsden, E/ Singleton, J/ Buckhaven_/ S__ai__ie/ Hamilton_, J (Butting and Bounding properties) Simmons, Lewis S. (surveyor)
Title: June 3, 1883
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 300 by 235
Notes: "Plat of a part of the J. Yates plantation situated on Johns Island SC Divided as follows" and the names and size of the properties are listed. Property lines are indicated by coordinates. Includes a pond in J. Hailton_ Tract *Plat is in good condition.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Johns Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #: 130
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Rikker, Jouce/ Porcher, Peter/ Loulie, William (Butting and Bounding)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 290 by 245
Notes: Plat consisting of 350 acres also includes indication of large settlement. *plat is in good condition however, it is very thin and difficult to read.
Types: B
Parish: Wadmalaw Island
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island/ Bear Bluff/ North Edisto (River)

Folder #: 131
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Colis (owner)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 230
Notes: "Colis Lands" plat consists of 682 acres there is no indication of butting and bounding properties or any names just measurements *plat is in good condition with large split down middle of document.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Ochetec [Okatie] Creek

Folder #: 132
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Anson (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 420
Notes: "Plan of Savage Island" Butting and Bounding property is Anson's Barony on May River Neck. Plat also includes the Acres of each surrounding island of Savage Island. Small indication of structure in Savage Island. *Plat is in good condition some of the ink is eating through the paper
Types: B
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Savage Island/ May River/ Bull Island/ Tea Kettle Creek/ Jackroe Island/ Polatosa Island/ Bark Island/ Jack's Island/ Hoop Pole Island/ Corn Island/ Boggard Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #: 133
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Crosby, Ben (possible owner)/Crosby, Henry / Black (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 325 by 230
Notes: Plat consisting of 748 acres. *plat is in good condition but thin and left bottom corner is torn off also the hand writing is difficult to read.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 134
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Sincke, David Lindw_/P.E.William S. Wirvries_, George (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 240 by 265
Notes: Property lines are indicated by coordinates.*document is in good condition but difficult to read and on thin paper. There is indication of a structure and clearings but no notes on rivers or any other geographical names
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 135
Surveyor: Knight, J. Hamilton
People’s Names: Brown, Frank (owner)/Knight, J. Hamilton (surveyor)/Ward Land/Bryant, Sampson/Furman, C. M./Donnelly, Daniel (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: 
Date: 1118
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 260 by 325
Notes: "Plat of a piece of land in St. James Goose Creek S.C. Belonging to Frank Brown said to contain 37 acres” Includes indication of three structures. The property is off of Fluds old Road. *Plat is in excellent condition and very easy to read on thick paper
Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)**

**Folder #: 136**
Surveyor: Barbot, D.
Title:
Date: 1949
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 240 by 305
Notes: "Plat of a farm of 5 acres situated in St. Andrew’s parish Charleston Co. SC. Surveyed at the request of F. C. McNeill" Property lines are indicated by coordinates. *plat is in excellent condition and very easy to read on thick paper
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s Parish
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #: 137**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Barnwell, Edward (owner)/ Graves, S. Colleton/ Hipps, George (Butting and Bounding Properties)/ Tolliend, John ("by" possibly surveyor)
Title:
Date: March 23, 1778
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 260
Notes: Plat consists of 1,176 acres, No indication of structures. *Plat is in excellent condition and very easy to read with no damage.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Colleton Neck/ Fording Island/ Oaketee [Okatie] River

**Folder #: 138**
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People’s Names: Wigfall, Joe/ Smalls, June/ Ford, August/ Bennet, Prince
Title:
Date: 2-6-1884
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 320 by 240
Notes: Plat of 326 acres divided into four tracts of land owned by Joe Wigfall, June Smalls, August Ford, and Prince Bennet. Very little detail included.
Types: A
Parish:
Geographical Names: Johns Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #: 139
Title: Date: 7-11-1769
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 410 by 330
Notes: Plat of land belonging to five individuals, some of it being highland, some is noted as swamp, little other detail included.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 140
Surveyor: People’s Names: White, E. B./ Latham/ Crafts/ C & S RR
Title: Date: 11-12-1856
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 340 by 450
Notes: Plat of land signed by E.B. White. Details include the notation of a bridge and lands owned by "C & SRR", and Crafts.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 141
Surveyor: People’s Names: Simons/ Schinerle, Gen John
Title: Date: N/A
Date of Copy: August 1844
Size (cm): 510 by 320
Notes: Plan of land along the Ashley River. Outline of three buildings, little other detail.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Ashley River

Folder #: 142
Surveyor: Johnson, J. B.
People’s Names: Lynch, Thomas/ Simmons, Maurice/ [Gydemi_/]/ Deas, David/ Johnson, Andrew
Title:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Date: 6-11-1770
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 250
Notes: Plat of land at Great Marsh situate North Side- being annexed to the deeds from Lynch to Simmons. Trees and creeks are noted.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Great Marsh/ Duck Creek

Folder #: 143
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Floyd, L.H./ Strickland, Mathew/ Chesnut, Robert
Title:
Date: 1842
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 380
Notes: Plat of 1047 acres belonging to L. H. Floyd. Mile Swamp is noted as are the trees on the property line.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Mile Swamp

Folder #: 144
People’s Names: Peck, F. H.
Title:
Date: 2862
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 240 by 310
Notes: Plat of 12 and a half acres on Johns Island belonging to Capt. F. H. Peck. Very little detail is included.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Johns Island

Folder #: 145
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph/ [Bremer], Solomon/ Lesesne, Isaac/
Title:
Date: May 1774
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 360 by 225

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Notes: Plan of 500 acres belonging to Joseph Purcell. Details include the types of trees on the line and several notes, including a sketch of a hand pointing to something with the initials TCR drawn on it.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #: 146
Surveyor: Gaillard, Charles Sr.
People’s Names: Warren, Samuel/ Wells, William H./ Gaillard, Charles Sr./ DuBose, Isaac/
Title: 
Date: September 23, 1807
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 275
Notes: Plan of 600 acres on the Santee River belonging to William H. Wells. There is little detail and there are some kind of fields marked off by the river.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Santee River, Red Bluff

Folder #: 147
Surveyor: Simons & Huger
People’s Names: [Rathburne], Joseph/ Sickle, C.
Title: 
Date: January 1890
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 260
Notes: Plat of a tract of 180 acres on Belvidere Plantation on the Santee River. Very little detail, fields, swamps and woods are noted.

Types: A
Parish: 
Geographical Names: Santee River/ Berkeley County/ Belvidere Plantation

Folder #: 148
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: [Hanan], E.
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 245
Notes: Plat of 735 acres belonging to E. [Hanan]. There is very little detail, only the property lines and the outlines of rivers and creeks.

Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: May River/ Charleston Creek/ Charleston Lake/ West River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #: 149
People’s Names: [Magnum], D. W./ Moore, D./ Pinckney, Capt Thomas/
Title:
Date: Sept 21, 1906
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 480 by 305
Notes: Plan of the land belonging to D. W. [Magnum]. There is little detail. *The plat is tearing on the edges and along the folds.
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Great Ocean Bay/ Little Ocean Bay/ 7 Mile Road

Folder #: 150
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Smith, John/ Grimball, John/ Drayton/
Title:
Date: 11-5-1792
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 280 by 450
Notes: Plat of 1600 acres of land near the Coosawatchie owned by John Smith. The plat is in bad condition. It is missing a piece and is tearing along the edges and on the folds. The ink is fading and is difficult to read.
Types: A
Parish: St. Lukes
Geographical Names: Coosawatchie River

Folder #: 151
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Kalcoffin, John/ [Tusker], John
Title:
Date: 1807
Date of Copy:
Size (cm): 370 by 270
Notes: Plat of 500 acres on the North Edisto. Very little detail, only the property lines and a small creek are noted.
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s Colleton
Geographical Names: North Edisto River

Folder #: 152
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bond, Jacob/ Boone, Joseph/ Prileau, Samuel/ Rycrofts, Richard

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title:
Date: December, 1732
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 240
Notes: Plat of 363 acres belonging to Joseph Boone near Palmer River. There is very little detail.
Types: A
Parish: St. Lukes/St. Johns Colleton
Geographical Names: Dawhoo or Palmer River/ Okihee Creek

Folder #: 153
Surveyor:
People’s Names: N/A
Title:
Date: April 30, 1828
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 240
Notes: Plan of Buck Hall in St. Johns Parish on the Cooper River. Includes outlines of the house, gardens, and driveway. Also includes the outline of the "Negro Settlement"
Types: B
Parish: St. Johns
Geographical Names: Cooper River/ Buck Hall/ Washington Plantation

Folder #: 154
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Richardson, F. D./ Wilson (surveyor)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 375
Notes: Plat of vacant lands in St. Stephen’s Parish by the Santee Canal. The lands belong to the estate of F. Richardson. The notes indicate that the lines shaded yellow are portions that still need to be divided, however, the color has since faded.
Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen’s Parish
Geographical Names: Santee Canal

Folder #: 155
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Meggett, W.C./ Wilson
Title:
Date: 1819
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 350 by 335

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Notes: A rough sketch of part of the southern coast of South Carolina and inland navigation by W. C. Meggett
Types: B
Parish: St. Johns
Geographical Names: Edisto Island/ Eding's Sea Bay/ Fenwick’s Calder Settlement/ Calders Creek/
Ashepoo River/ St. Helena Island/ St. Helena Sound/ Combahee River/ Coosaw River/ Fish Creek

Folder #: 156
Surveyor: Girardeau, John B,
People’s Names: Miles, William/ Holman, Thomas/ Rivers, John/ Miles, John/ Lance, Lambert/ Jones, Samuel/
Title:
Date: May 1762
Date of Copy; N/A
Size (cm): 320 by 305
Notes: Plat of a plantation of 525 acres in St. Stephen’s Parish. The trees are noted along the property line and there are several notes about the property.
Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen’s
Geographical Names: Champaign Creek

Folder #: 157
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Gaillard, B.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy; N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 250
Notes: Plat of Umbria Plantation. Very little detail, a lot of math written on the page.
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s
Geographical Names: Umbria Plantation

Folder #: 158
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Simmons, T. G./ Simons, T. C./ C & S RR
Title:
Date: May 14, 1898
Date of Copy; N/A
Size (cm): 225 by 420
Notes: Plat of an area of land possibly belonging to T.C. Simmons. A creek and marsh are noted along with Shell Road but there are few other details.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Crescent Farm/ Shell Road

Folder #: 159
Surveyor:
People’s Names: [Stanyarne], Benjamin/ Cattell, William/ Butler, Thomas/ Drayton, John/ Fitch, Jonathan
Title:
Date: 1-15-1745
Date of Copy: June 1885
Size (cm): 225 by 340
Notes: Explanation of a plat of 350 acres on the south side of the Ashley River. There is very little detail included although there are notes which trace the ownership of the property.
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Ashley River, Berkeley County

Folder #: 160
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Simmons, William/ Fenwick, Edward/ Bellinger, Edmund/ Elliott, Bernard/ Fenwick, Edward/ Simmons, William
Title:
Date: 1792
Date of Copy: 1796
Size (cm): 325 by 405
Notes: Plan of Fair Field Plantation. Very detailed, plantation is divided and labeled, sections include rice fields, high and flat lands, cleared and swamp lands.
Types: B
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Godfrey Savanna/ Fishpond Bridge/ Fair Field Plantation

Folder #: 161
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People’s Names: Commings, John/ Sardy, J.B./ Lee, Charles/
Title:
Date: June 1870
Date of Copy: Jan 3, 1885
Size (cm): 385 by 275
Notes: Plat of 160 acres which at the time belonged to Mr. John Commings, formerly owned by Charles Lee, 50 acres of which he kept for himself
Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Horse Shoe Causey

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #: 162
Surveyor: Richardson, John
People’s Names: Morgan, J.D./ Richardson, John (surveyor)

Title: Plat of land on Wrights Neck by the New River belonging to J. D. Morgan. Very little detail included

Date: December 1789
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 360 by 260

Notes: Plat of land on Wrights Neck by the New River belonging to J. D. Morgan. Very little detail included

Types: A
Parish: St. Luke

Folder #: 163
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Wagner, George/Tucker, Thomas/ Bocquet, Peter

Title: Plan of a 1,120 acre plantation on the Stono River recorded in Book W No. 6 page _. Plan includes outlines of the buildings and classifies the land as either woods or marsh.

Date: 12-3-1706
Date of Copy: 12-9-1799
Size (cm): 415 by 325

Notes: Plan of a 1,120 acre plantation on the Stono River recorded in Book W No. 6 page _. Plan includes outlines of the buildings and classifies the land as either woods or marsh.

Types: B
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #: 164
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Waring, Thomas

Title: Plat of a plantation on the Ashley River called The Laurels. Owned at the time by Thomas Waring. Very little detail.

Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 255 by 255

Notes: Plat of a plantation on the Ashley River called The Laurels. Owned at the time by Thomas Waring. Very little detail.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Ashley River/ Bacon's Bridge

Folder #: 165
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mellard, E./ Godfrey, Thomas/ Godfrey, Benjamin/ Mellard, William

Title: 

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)**

Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 485 by 380  
Notes: Plan of area of land belonging to Captain Mellard. ***difficult to decipher  
Types: A  
Parish: St. James  
Geographical Names: Gaillard Road

**Folder #166**  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Humphrey/ Townshend/ Legare/ Farr, John E./ Jenkins, Joseph/ Jenkins, Richard  
Title:  
Date: 1817  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 430 by 260  
Notes: Plat of a plantation on John's Island containing 438 acres and belonging to Captain Richard Jenkins.  
Types: A  
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: John's Island, Bohicket Creek

**Folder #167**  
Surveyor: Wood, Truman  
People’s Names: Wood, Truman (Surveyor)/ Sinclair, Peter (land owner)/ Lawrence, Savannah/ Dupree  
Title:  
Date: 3-27-1764  
Date of Copy: 6-18-1804  
Size (cm): 340 by 415  
Notes: 1000 acres of land belonging to Peter Sinclair in St. James - Santee. True copy taken from Record Book L6 VIII Page 260. Paper adhered to linen.  
Types: A  
Parish: St. James  
Geographical Names: Santee

**Folder #168**  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Mackey, Patrick/ Balley, Thomas  
Title:  
Date: Jan 1735/1736  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 420 by 270  
Notes: Plat of land belonging to Patrick Mackey west of Savannah River.  
Types: A  
Parish: N/A  
Geographical Names: Savannah River/ Hutchinson's Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #169
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Horry, Thomas/ Elliott, Benjamin
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 245
Notes: Plat of land north of the Stono river belonging to Benjamin Elliott and Thomas Horry consisting of 1218 acres - 683 high and 533 marsh. Very general.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #170
Surveyor: Norton, J
People’s Names: Daniels, C.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 260 by 245
Notes: Representation of a tract of land belonging to C. Daniels north of Savannah River
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter's Parish
Geographical Names: Savannah River

Folder #171
Surveyor: Mellard, Thomas J.
People’s Names: Freau, Thomas/ Mellard, Thomas/ Simons, Lewis/ Withers/ Johnston, Martha E.
Title:
Date: Feb 26, 1846
Date of Copy: 1883
Size (cm): 280 by 390
Notes: copy of plat as recorded in Vol. 54 Page 320. …"tract in a bay called Pigeon Bay head waters of Ashley River…"
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek, Pigeon Bay, Ashley River

Folder #172
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Cheney, Don/ Roberts, Ruben/ Blake, Daniel/ Thompson
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Size (cm): 420 by 270
Notes: tract of 400 acres of land situated in Beaufort District on Savannah River between the waters of Old River and Main Run of Savannah River. Also a tract of 1000 acres north west part of an island formed by Savannah River and Coleman's Lake
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter's Parish
Geographical Names: Coleman's Lake, Savannah River, Strong Branch, Old River, Main Run, Dead Lake

Folder #173
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Adams, Samuel/ Henry/ McKee, John
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 250 by 395
Notes: 236 acres of land belonging to John McKee on Goose Creek Road
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Bay Swamp, Goose Creek Road

Folder #174
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Crawford, B.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 250
Notes: 500 acres of land granted to B. Crawford in 1775 along Meile Swamp
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Beaufort District, Meile Swamp

Folder #175
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Weston, William/ Livingston, Henry
Title:
Date: May 12, 1781
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 320 by 250
Notes: 203 acres of land on Wadmelaw [Wadmalaw]
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wadmelaw Island [Wadmalaw], Wadmelaw [Wadmalaw] River, Beau Bluff

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #176
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hoskins, Zachariah/ Hoskins, Henrietta/ Bellingy, B.B (surveyor)
Title:
Date: April 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 240 by 290
Notes: "Plan of a tract of land belonging to Zachariah Hoskins…Beaufort district.
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter's Parish
Geographical Names: Beaufort District

Folder #177
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Edward, James/ Sermans/ Palmer, Thomas/ Glebe/ Cordes, Samuel
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 250
Notes: Tract of land in St. James Parish belonging to Samuel Cordes.
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee/ Branch of Wambaw Swamp

Folder #178
Surveyor: Doyley, Daniel
People’s Names: Griggs, John (property owner)/ Mitchell, Ephrain/ Page, William/ Wells, Matthew/
Nichols, Nathaniel/ Clifford, Benjamin/ Thompson, James
Title:
Date: 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 345 by 485
Notes: tract of land (1272 acres) belonging to John Griggs situated north of Combahee River and Charleston district
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Combahee River, Charleston District, Marsh Dam, Hunts Bluff

Folder #179
Surveyor: Goddard
People’s Names: Goddard (surveyor), Hogg, James (property owner)/ Hogg, John/ Hayward, Judge
Title:
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Size (cm): 420 by 255
Notes: Plat of Cherry Grove Plantation on Hogg's Neck belonging to James Hogg. Indicates settlement
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Heyward's Creek, Broad River, Cherry Grove, Salt marshes of Broad River

Folder #180
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Muster
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 250
Notes: lands at the Muster House by _____ Corner
Types: A
Parish: Prince William's Parish
Geographical Names: Road to Combahee Ferry, Road to Beaufort, Road to Point Landing, Road to Sheldon, Muster House, Garden's Corner

Folder #181
Surveyor: Dean, N.
People’s Names: Farr, Thomas (property owner)/ Mitchell, Ephraim/ Elliott, Thomas John/ Rutledge/ Screvin, James/ Cliffords/ Elliott, Jehu
Title:
Date: 11-24-1762
Date of Copy: 1786
Size (cm): 245 by 380
Notes: copy of 166 acres of land belonging to Thomas Farr in Cacaw [Caw Caw] on Stono Swamp. Situated on north branch of Stono River in Colleton County.
Types: A
Parish: St. Paul's Parish
Geographical Names: Stono Swamp, Cacaw [Caw Caw], Colleton, North Branch of Stono River

Folder #182
Surveyor: Diamond, John
People’s Names: Baynard, William/ Diamond, John
Title:
Date: June 1803
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 270 by 290
Notes: Estate of William Baynard, 272 acres of highland, includes outlines of highlands, marsh with scale
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Edisto Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #183
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: N/A 
Title: 
Date: N/A 
Date of Copy: N/A 
Size (cm): 430 by 265 
Notes: St. James Church, Glebe House Plat, very little notes 
Types: A 
Parish: St. James 
Geographical Names: N/A 

Folder #184
Surveyor: Thompson, James 
People’s Names: Colonel William Sanders, James Thompson, Robert Fishburne, John O. Sanders, Joseph Sanders, Eliza Cochran, Peak, John/ Col. Morris/ Thomson, Hugh 
Title: 
Date: October 22, 1792 
Date of Copy: N/A 
Size (cm): 335 by 395 each 
Notes: Estate of Colonel Sanders, laid together four plats into one general plat, labeled Pon Pon Plantation, includes deed from John O. Sanders, Eliza Cochran and Joseph A. Sanders to Robert Fishburne which was recorded in Office for Mesne Conveyance for Colleton 
Types: A 
Parish: St. Bartholomew 
Geographical Names: Round O/ Pon Pon Plantation 

Folder #185
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Mr. Heyman 
Title: 
Date: April 1862 
Date of Copy: N/A 
Size (cm): 375 by 455 
Notes: 3630 acre property outline with no mention of land type or any details 
Types: A 
Parish: Prince Williams 
Geographical Names: Coosawhatchie River 

Folder #186
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Mr. Jacob Minus, Mr. Rose 
Title: 
Date: N/A 

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)**

**Date of Copy:** N/A  
**Size (cm):** 380 by 230  
**Notes:** plantation located east of the Ashley River near Dorchester, adjacent to the lands of Barren hearth, plantation divided into smaller areas for Mr. Jacob Minus's heirs, shows location of village of Dorchester, shows different types of land like highlands,  
**Types:** A  
**Parish:** St. George  
**Geographical Names:** Ashley River, Dorchester

**Folder #187**
Surveyor:  
**People’s Names:** McCall, Hext/ Ladson, Thomas/ Rivers, John/ Mathews, John Raven/  
**Title:**  
**Date:** 1791  
**Date of Copy:** N/A  
**Size (cm):** 485 by 325  
**Notes:** 260 acre tract of land of Hext McCall from grant to Thomas Ladson for 300 acres with the plat being annexed to the grant certified January 29, 1716, denotes marsh, highlands and creeks, and shows scale  
**Types:** A  
**Parish:** N/A  
**Geographical Names:** John's Island, Stono River

**Folder #188**
Surveyor: Fenwick, John  
**People’s Names:** McCall, Hext, Peter Boquet/ Hanscome, Thomas/ Rivers, John/ Rivers, Charles  
**Title:**  
**Date:** March 1703  
**Date of Copy:** N/A  
**Size (cm):** 415 by 330  
**Notes:** plantation of Peter Boquet of 1410 acres adjacent to Kent McCall, detailed outline that shows local creeks, marshes, highlands, and swamps, states in notes that the bounds of the plantation are denoted in yellow,  
**Types:** A  
**Parish:** N/A  
**Geographical Names:** John's Island, Stono River

**Folder #189**
Surveyor: Pinckney, Robert  
**People’s Names:** Yates, Jeremiah/  
**Title:**  
**Date:** Nov 22, 1882  
**Date of Copy:** N/A  
**Size (cm):** 435 by 300

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Notes: Plantation of Jeremiah Yates, 213 acres, plat subdivided into different types showing the creeks, cotton fields, mixed woods, and islands like Broker Island
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island/ Back Pen

Folder #190
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hugh Wilson/ Thomas Legare/ Gibbes, Lewis
Title:
Date: June 1790
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: two plats of land; one belonging to Hugh Wilson and the other to Thomas Legare, both plantations adjacent to the Stono River, includes description of the land; high, flat, marsh
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island, Stono River

Folder #191
Surveyor: Simons, Lewis
People’s Names: Manigault, Nancy/ Sherman / Blake, Lewis/ Haines, Sandy
Title:
Date: 1881
Date of Copy: 1911
Size (cm): 330 by 295
Notes: Plat of 46 acres of land on John's Island according to a plat of Hickory Hill Plantation made by Mr. S. Lewis Simons in 1881. Surveyed and divided at the request of Jerry Blake March 1911
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island, Hickory Hill

Folder #192
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Thomas, Bradley/ Henry, Jacob
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 315
Notes: 1551 acres of land surveyed for Bradley Thomas in 1791. Situated in Horry District. True copy from book D, page 45 taken by T. Johnson
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Horry District

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #193
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Parker, William/ Coachman/ Adams, William/ Porcher, Joseph
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 430 by 285
Notes: A plan of a body of land situated on Wassamsaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp containing 985 acres consisting of four tracts. One having 139 acres, 514 acres, 133 acres, and 200 acres. Estate belonging to William Parker
Types: A
Parish: St. James Parish
Geographical Names: Goose Creek

Folder #194
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bryan, Hugh/ Rock, William/ Stanyarn, Joseph (property owner)
Title:
Date: 1732
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 270 by 425
Notes: land along northeast branch of Savannah River
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Savannah River

Folder #195
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Withers, James / Wickham, Nathaniel
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: "copy of a plat of a plantation or tract of land lying opposite Georgetown now belonging to James Withers. Copied from a a copy copy taken from the record book in Register office Charleston." Book LL p.262.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Sam Pit Creek, George Town

Folder #196
Surveyor:
People’s Names: J.L.P. / Smith
Title:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 405
Notes: "plat of J.L.P and Smith's Lands Back Savannah River"
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter's Parish
Geographical Names: Back Savannah River

Folder #197
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Pinckney, R./ Taylor, H./ Smith/ Hamilton
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 435 by 280
Notes: Beech Hill Plantation situated on Savannah Back River containing 1486 acres
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Beech Hill Plantation, Savannah Back River

Folder #198
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Hammocky/ Pinckney/ Dupois
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 425
Notes: plantation containing 1000 acres of land situated in the district of Beaufort on the Savannah River belonging to John and Seth Dupois
Types: A
Parish: St. Peters Parish
Geographical Names: Savannah River, Beaufort District, Swamp Fallen Bay,

Folder #199
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Horry, Elias/ Lewis, William/ Dupois/ Horry, Thomas
Title: 
Date: 1789
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 370 by 410
Notes: "This plan exhibits the shape and form of two tracts of land adjoining each other. A) originally granted to William Lewis for 500 acres but resurvey found to contain 510 acres and is now known by the name of Bells _____. B) granted to Thomas Horry for 95 a

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Types: A
Parish: Prince George
Geographical Names: Toby Creek, Wadbeam Creek?, Public Road to Santee Ferry, Little Toby Creek,

Folder #200
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph/ Butler, James / Morril, Robert /
Title:
Date:
Date of Copy:
Size (cm): 255 by 410
Notes: "400 acres laid out to John Williams (Free Negro) certified the 19th of April, 1757 by John Hunter? Recorded in book vol. 6, page 226." "This grant now belongs to James Butler" Located on mouth of Santee River
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee River, Baker’s Path/ Alligator Creek

Folder #201
Surveyor: Walker, Alexander
People’s Names: Hunter/ Ladson, Robert/ Sanders/ Bremar, Peter/ Beeth, Robert/ Farr, William Thomas/
Walker, Alexander (surveyor)
Title:
Date: 1771
Date of Copy:
Size (cm): 320 by 400
Notes: 1101 acres of land on the head of the Savannah River known as Round O’ Savannah
Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Geographical Names: Round O’ Savannah, Savannah River, Colleton County

Folder #202
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mellard, W. Henry (surveyor)/ Middleton, Izard/ Winters, Thomas H./ Saunders, William/ Browning/ Dawson/ Izard
Title:
Date: 1857
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 260 by 325
Notes: plat from a 1857 survey of 1093 acres of land for court case in Common Pleas
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: None

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX A: (cont.)

Folder #203
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Manigault/ Ladson/Moul, T./ Moultrie, William /
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 225 by 375
Notes: Plat of lands along Santee River in Georgetown.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Georgetown, Santee River

Folder #204
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bayly, John/ Bayly, Benjamin/ Elliott/ Sanders/ Beresford, Richard/ Lee, Stephen
Title:
Date: 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 360 by 330 each
Notes: Plan of a tract of land or plantation on the Round O’ Swamp Charleston District belonging to Benjamin Bayly containing 1799 acres. Includes settlement, barn, cart roads, creeks, fields, and explanation of written plan.
Types: B
Parish: St. Bartholomew
Geographical Names: Charleston District, Round O Swamp,

Folder #205
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Huger, Grace/ Huggin, Mark/ Ford/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Alston/ Laroche, Samuel/ Laroche, Thomas/ Chardon
Title:
Date: 1707
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 240
Notes: plat detailing 1721 acres along Mosquito Creek near North Santee River.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Mosquito Creek, Four Mile Creek a.k.a. Belin Creek, North Branch of North Santee River, Winyaw [Winyah] Bay or River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX B:

Folder #206
Surveyor: People’s Names: Godfrey, John (surveyor)/ Blake/ Wilson, James/ Gibbes, Robert/ Athens/ Robinson, William/ Radcliffe, Thomas/ Heyward, James/ Heyward, Nathaniel/ Gibbes, John
Title: Date: 1793
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 490 by 345
Notes: general plan of lands on Combahee River belonging to the estate of Blake. Several settlements indicated on plan.
Types: B
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Geographical Names: Combahee River, Cuckold’s Creek, Walnut Hill, Pleasant Hill, Road to Charleston, Public Road to Coosawatchie, Old Pine Hill, Hurricane, Crooked Hill, Hickory Hill

Folder #207
Surveyor: Diamond, John
People’s Names: Diamond, John (surveyor)/ Hayne, John/ Gough, Thomas/ Brownes, Thomas/ Fraser, Alexander/ Hayne, WilliamStuart, George
Title: Date: 1798
Date of Copy: 1883
Size (cm): 460 by 395
Notes: Plan of Sycamore Plantation belonging to John Hayne situated in the district of Charleston and containing 580 acres. Includes references.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Road to Parker's Ferry

Folder #208
Surveyor: Spell, Henry McF.
People’s Names: Spell/ Williams, Henry/ Williams, Abraham
Title: Date: 1840
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 260 by 245
Notes: plat of tract of land granted to Joseph Atkinson and called the Whole Bay.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Colleton District, Whole Bay, Augusta Road

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

Folder #209
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Baxby/Gordin (Butting and Bounding) Polu__ (surveyor) BACK OF PLAT Shaw, Thomas (surveyed for) Alexander, James (granted to in 1788)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: From a survey made in 1841 BACK OF PLAT: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 320 each
Notes: Property lines are indicated by coordinates. BACK OF PLAT: represents 906 acres *Plat is in excellent condition but difficult to read due to hand writing
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stace Road BACK OF PLAT: S_annys Bluff

Folder #210
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Adams, David (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 315 by 380
Notes: Plat is for Bugby Plantation. It also identifies Bugby Bridge Road. Includes "old Settlement" near David Adams property *in good condition but missing top right corner.
Types: B
Parish: St John's
Geographical Names: Wadmelaw [Wadmalaw] Island/ Johns Island/ Bear Bluff

Folder #211
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Portell, Maj. James and Thomas (owners) Singleton, Maj. John/ Smith, George Savage/Belin (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 370 by 300
Notes: ON BACK: "Granted to Peter Simons in 1772 for 207 acres" Plat of "Pontells and Belin's Land" Property lines are not indicated. There are no geographical notes indicating the location of the tract of land.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including Architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Folder #212**

Surveyor: N/A

Title: December 5, 1718 (only date on document)

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 375 by 310 each

Notes: Watermarked with a seal with a crown crest. The other water mark is a circle with a crown around the letters G and R surrounded by leaves and under the circular GR seal are the letters "F & T". Plat consists of two tracts of land (one on each side of the item)

Types: A

Parish: N/A

Geographical Names: Barony Coosawhatchee/ Yamasee [Yemasee]

**Folder #213**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Allston, William (grantor) Berlin, Peter/Huger, Isaac (grantee) Smith/Hutchmon, John (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Title: N/A

Date: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 355 by 230 each

Notes: Plat with background on how William Allston divided his land on what appears to be Cat Island (which had a fort) all the land transactions are as follows: William Allston sold lot A consisting of 2,470 acres to Peter Belin [Berlin] on August 16, 1786.

Types: A

Parish: N/A

Geographical Names: Cat Island

**Folder #214**

Surveyor:

People’s Names: Repton, Edward (owner) Edwards, John/Deapon, Edward (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Title: N/A

Date: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 420 by 250

Notes: Plat consists of two tracts of land both in Colleton County and southwest of the Ashepoo River. One consisting on 500 acres up the Ashepoo river where it turns into the Santee Creek. It is bounded by Edward Depon’s [Deapon] Land.

Types: A

Parish: St. Bartholomew’s

Geographical Names: Ashepoo River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

**Folder #215**

Surveyor: McEcheuhy (illegible)

People’s Names: McEcheuhy (illegible)

Title: N/A

Date: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 380 by 250 and 335 by 250

Notes: Plat does not have any notes or identification. There is also no butting and bounding information.*plat is in poor condition, it is missing a section of the plat and is in two sections

Types: A

Parish: St. Paul's Parish

Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #216**

Surveyor: Michel, John A.

People’s Names: Cuthbert, William H./ Blake, Charles/ William Henry Walter/ Heyward, Daniel Blake (property owners)/ Michel, John (Heyward's surveyor)/ Mellard, William H./ (Cuthbert's surveyor)

Title: June 6, 1861

Date of Copy: April 1861

Size (cm): 305 by 385

Notes: "Descriptive Sketch of the true dividing line between the Heyward's land (col. William H. Mellard Surveyor) and the Cuthbert's Land (John A. Michel Surveyor) situated in Prince Williams Parish near McPhersonville" ON THE BACK: "A Plan of the Line parting"

Types: A

Parish: Prince William

Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #217**

Surveyor: Mazyek, Alexander (belongs to estate of) Dupree, William/ Douxsaint, William/ Gaillard, John/ Mathus, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)

Title: Surveyed April 1792

Date: N/A

Date of Copy: N/A

Size (cm): 415 by 330

Notes: "Originally granted by the Lords Proprietor to Alexander _ For 500 acres by grant dates _ November 1709" Plantation consists of 1,007 acres includes key with breakdown of acres as well as identification of where the slaves lived (and identified as "Negros")

Types: B

Parish: St. James

Geographical Names: Wambaw Creek/ Santee

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

Folder #218
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Purcell (surveyor) Bull, Elias (owner) Mepkin/ Ellwood/ Tateberry Tract/ Madam Guercere (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: Surveyed June 26, 1714
Date of Copy: Resurveyed [maybe] 1786
Size (cm): 495 by 370
Notes: Plat consists of 2,285 acres. There is much detail in the water ways but not in the identification of water source. There are no buildings indicated on the plat or how the land was used.*plat is in good condition
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s
Geographical Names: Strawberry Community

Folder #219
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bee, John J./ Brown, L. F./ McLaughlin/ Nixon/ Armstrong/ Graham/ Dozier/ Webster/ McLaughlin/ Waring/ McCloud [McLeod] (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 410 by 400
Notes: Plat includes proposed site of dam, Atlantic Coast (Railway) Line, Saxons Crossing and state Road. Includes the measurements of large tract of land divided into multiple properties consisting of 123 to 8 acres. *plat is in excellent condition
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Cedar Hill/ Goose Creek/ Bower Corner

Folder #220
Surveyor: Guerard, W. B.
People’s Names: Carolina Phosphate Company
Title:
Date: 1880
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 250 by 290
Notes: Carolina Phosphate Company property lying on the south bend of the Stono River, 1.12 acres of high land, includes adjacent marsh and one square structure labeled "Mizz"
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island, Stono River, Cohen Creek

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

Folder #221
Surveyor: Simons and Holmes
People’s Names: Whaley, William
Title: March 15, 1892
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 505
Notes: plat of three pieces of land situated on John's Island, western portion of Cain Slash Plantation, the three pieces are labeled; Patty, Bull Williams, and Cato Green
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island

Folder #222
Surveyor: A M Skipper
People’s Names: A M Skipper
Title: Dec 1, 1851
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 360 by 435
Notes: plat of the Dor [Doar] Hall Plantation with surrounding areas, the plantation is outlined in red also denoting it is 2000 acres, shows lakes, marshes, and surrounding creeks, no indication of land type
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Georgetown River, Tibwin Creek

Folder #223
Surveyor: Mr. Bartholomew Gaillard, Thomas Broughton, Alexander Chataigner/ Mazyck, Alexander
People’s Names: Mr. Bartholomew Gaillard, Thomas Broughton, Alexander Chataigner/ Mazyck, Alexander
Title: Dec 5, 1791
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 250
Notes: 500 acre plot given to Alexander Chataigner from Gaillard. No actual description of the land. Grant dated November 24, 1709
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wambaw Creek [Wambaw]

Folder #224
Surveyor: Parker, Charles
People’s Names: Mr. Petitval, Henry Burden/ Dawson, John/ Hanscomb, Thomas/ Legare, James
Title:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

Date: June 1828
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 280 by 335
Notes: plantation of Mr. Petitval and the surrounding creeks, few descriptions
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island, Frosts Creek, The Hut

Folder #225
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mr. and Mrs. Heyward, William Gibbes/ Boone, John/ Patie, Mary/ Bennett, Thomas
Title:
Date: May 1806
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 365 by 320
Notes: plot of land belonging to the Heywards, showing various rivers, creeks, and inlets. No description of the land.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: James Island, Ashley River, New Town Creek, Dills Bluff, Avenue to Stiles, Avenue to Bennetts

Folder #226
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mr. Adams/ Sebring, Edward/ Geddes, John/ Wilkes, John/ Magwood, Simon/ Frost, Judge
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 375
Notes: Rough outline sketch of Tiger swamp and surrounding areas like Geddes Hall, no geographical features or land types labeled except two small islands.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Tiger Swamp, Liberty Hall

Folder #227
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mr. Thomas Bennett/ Stiles, Benjamin/ Hewyard, William
Title:
Date: September 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 370 by 325

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Oversized Box B: (cont.)

Notes: Plan for the tract of land on James Island on the Ashley River belonging to Thomas Bennet which shows the surrounding rivers and creeks. Includes outlines for gardens and fields. Shows marshes and the surrounding plantations.

Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: James Island, Ashley River

Folder #228
Surveyor: Guerard, W. B.
People’s Names: Ben Lucas
Title:
Date: 1886
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 250
Notes: 2 acre plot of land of Mr. Lucas near DuPonts Land, rough sketch with notes on the right side denoting land size

Types: A
Parish: St. Andrews
Geographical Names: Wappoo Road, Charleston Bridge Road

Folder #229
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mr. Thomas Broughton/ Colleton, Peter/ Trescoit, Edward/ Colleton, John/ Broughton, Alexander
Title: 0
Date: March 1787
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 335
Notes: plat of the Mulberry Plantation on the Cooper River, map represents the form and situation of the plantation on the Cooper River district being 300 acres together with part of 4423 acres granted to Peter Colleton in the year 1600

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Cooper River, Wappaollah [Wappoolah] Creek

Folder #230
Surveyor:
People’s Names: John Limbaker/ Cuthbert, James/ Gibbes, Mrs. Robert/ Harvey, Joseph/ Legare, Dr. Thomas
Title:
Date: Dec 24, 1833
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 355 by 425

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Plat for the land belonging to John Limbaker which shows surrounding lands of Joseph Heavy and Thomas Legare. A public road runs through the center of the plat. No land type descriptions.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: James Island

Folder #231
Surveyor: Ervin, William F.
People’s Names: Joseph Williams
Title:
Date: Feb 14 1865
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 405
Notes: Plantation of Joseph Williams, 1995 acres which shows branches of the Cooper river in the WiskinBoo Branch, Negro Branch, Fily Island Branch. Shows some land types and fields as well as parish line of St. Stephens and St. Johns.

Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen’s and St. John’s
Geographical Names: Cooper River, [Wiskinboo] Swamp, Public Road from Biggin Church

Folder #232
Surveyor: Gadsden, John
People’s Names: H. Murrell/ Silcox, D. S.
Title: 0
Date: Feb 4, 1876
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 415
Notes: Property of H. Murrell showing the Rice Hope Plantation and contains descriptions of the rice lands, swamp, high land, and total acres. Shows surrounding estates like that of Furman, etc.

Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek

Folder #233
Surveyor: Wilkins, William
People’s Names: John Moultrie/ Garden, William/ Izard, Mr.
Title:
Date: June 11, 1759
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 235
Notes: Plat of W. Garden's Lane at Goose Creek, shows Goose Creek, and the roads to Dorchester, Charles Town, and Bridge, shows some house like Mr. Izards, includes compass and scale

Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

**Folder #234**
Surveyor: Bardot, Louis J.
People’s Names: Rev. Daniel J. [Quigley]/ Fuller, Thomas/ Fenwick, Edward
Title: 
Date: February 6, 1879
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 350 by 390
Notes: Plan of Farm Field Plantation situated on the Charleston and Savannah Rail Road, near Stono River, the land was sold to Rev. Daniel, includes measurements but no land description
Types: A
Parish: St. Paul’s
Geographical Names: Savannah and Charleston RR

**Folder #235**
Surveyor: Guerard, W. B.
People’s Names: McKenn/ Cobsted/ Brothers/ Fitzer/ Fontainbleau (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: 0
Date: Nov 15, 1879
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 475
Notes: Tract of land named “Wood Stock” located between the XV and XVI Mill ports on the South Carolina Rail Road in St. James Parish Plat includes cemetery and Drilling location along S.C.R.R. Plat also includes Blue House Road.
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek/ Ingleside/ Otranto/ Blue House Road

**Folder #236**
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Debore/ Debose, Samuel (possible owner) Palener, Mahan (Butting and Bounding Property)
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 220
Notes: Santee Canal Co. Tract of land is butting and bounding to the Santee Canal Co. lands, Inml Debon, and Mahan Palener *Plat is difficult to read and it is on thin paper
Types: A
Parish: St. James Parish
Geographical Names: Santee/ Bull Town Bay

**Folder #237**
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Whaley, Jos (Butting and Bounding Properties)

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Oversized Box B: (cont.)

Title: 0
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 245
Notes: Includes some settlements and what appears to be a main unidentified road leading to Jos Whaley's house. There appears to be a settlement off the Creek with the label Dr. Chesholms. Mr's Creek. The area appears to be called Peters Point Tract.
Types: B
Parish: St. Johns
Geographical Names: Peters Point Tract/ Edisto Island

Folder #238
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Slan, Andrew/ Mrs. Drake (plat was given to Mrs. Drake by Slan) Drayton, Thomas/ Drayton, John/ Stunns/ Drake, Charles/ Mrs. Dom_y
Title: 1757
Date: 1757
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 250 by 250
Notes: "Head Water of the Ashley Andrew Slan to Mrs. Drake Slan's Bridge"
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew's
Geographical Names: Slan's Bridge/ Ashley River/ Humes Bridge off the Ashley River

Folder #239
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Williams, Paul (possible owner) Rentz, Peter W./ Shersidan, Hugh/ Rayson, Thomas/ Liston (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: March 1845
Date: March 1845
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 330
Notes: Plat contains multiple measurements but lacks any indication of buildings or structures of any kind. The only geographical notation is the Edisto River of which is only in the bottom right corner.
*Plat is in good condition with some wear.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Edisto River

Folder #240
Surveyor:
People’s Names: May, Pearl ("By"- possible surveyor or artist)
Title: May 1774
Date: May 1774

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX B: (cont.)

Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 415
Notes: "Tipperary and Proctors old House" "No. 4 of Anson's Barony 700 Acres." Includes indication of a Temporary (structure) as well as the "Old House" presumably Proctors. *plat is in excellent condition however it lacks planting identification.
Types: B
Parish: St Luke's
Geographical Names: Tea Kettle Creek or Tory Creek/ May River Neck/ Bluff Island/ Buggard Island/ Duckineng Island

Folder #241
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Anson / Bell, Sephen
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 280 by 415
Notes: Very general plat of islands and lands in near the Anson Barony and part of the May River.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke
Geographical Names: Lord Anson Barony, May River, Jacks Island, Bark Island, Bells Creek, Stephen Bells Island

Folder #242
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Anson / Scriven / Hart
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 400
Notes: Plat of Anson Barony line from May River to New River (Days Creek). Plan includes old and new buildings. ***fragile condition
Types: B
Parish: St. Luke’s
Geographical Names: Anson Barony, May River, New River, Days Creek, Mr. Hart's Building, Main Road

OVERSIZED BOX C:

Folder #243
Surveyor: Gadsden, John
People’s Names: Fishburne, Robert/ Gadsden/ Rutledge/ Mobray/ Blacklock
Title:
Date: 1875

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Types: A = simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B = property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D = property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Notes: Plat of John Mathews Land in Dorchester bordering Ashley River and Jacob's Creek. **very fragile.
Types: A
Parish: St. George’s
Geographical Names: Dorchester, Ashley River, Jacobs Creek, Old Mills Dam

Folder #247
Surveyor: Stowe, W. B. W. Jr.
People’s Names: Holmes, John
Title:
Date: Dec 1879
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 275 by 430
Notes: plat of 400 acres of land in Berkely belonging to estate of Houns north of western branch of Cooper River.
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s Parish
Geographical Names: Cooper River, Starry’s Sand, Aringer's Sand

Folder #248
Surveyor: Purcell, Joseph
People’s Names: Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)/ Ferguson, Thomas/ Ravenel/ Izard, Ralph/ Walter, Thomas/ Ravenel, James/ White, Blake Leay
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 235
Notes: Plan of White Oak, Mexico, and Bennet’s [Bennett] Bluff tracts. "500 acres originally granted to Thomas Ferguson June 20th, 1711 conveyed by said Ferguson to T. Ravenel April 6, 1726 and James Ravenel sold 340 acres to Ralph Izard Feb. 6th, 1772."
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: White Oak, Mexico, Bennet’s Bluff, Santee River,

Folder #249
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Rivers, Mary/ Black, Alex/ Bethume, Margarate [Margaret]/
Title:
Date: 1837
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 290
Notes: Henrico Plantation ***very fragile and difficult to decipher. Light writing.
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: Henrico Plantation, Ashley River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Folder #250
Surveyor: Johnson, J. B.
People’s Names: Williams, Harry/ Pawley, George/ Woodbery/ Sanders, Thomas
Title:
Date: May 1841
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 275 by 440
Notes: 624 acres of land belonging to Woodbery [Woodberry] Pee Dee in Britton Neck, Marion District
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Little Pee Dee River, Britton Neck, Marion district

Folder #251
Surveyor: Broughton, Thomas
People’s Names: Woodward, Richard/ Witten/
Title:
Date: February 1709
Date of Copy: May 1802
Size (cm): 420 by 260
Notes: Plat of 130 acres on Stone Island in Colleton County at the head of Keywah [Kiawah] Creek and to the west of Westbrook's Savana [Savannah] Creek. Very little detail included.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Stone Island/ Colleton County/ Keywah [Kiawah] Creek/ Savana [Savannah] Creek/

Folder #252
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Lambton, Richard
Title:
Date: June 27, 1758
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 235
Notes: Plat of 400 acres belonging to Richard Lambton in the Beaufort District on the Savannah River. Notes the area of marsh land and some of the trees on the property line.
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter’s
Geographical Names: Savannah River

Folder #253
Surveyor:
People’s Names: [Guenny], Samuel/ Barret, Elisha/ Bino, Stephen
Title:
Date: Jan 11,1819

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 120
Notes: Plat of 184 acres in St. Stephen’s Parish on the Santee River. There is very little detail included with only the swamp and river noted.
Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen’s
Geographical Names: Santee River

Folder #254
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Walter/ Ackerman, L./ Drayton, Jeff/ Glover, R/ Murchison
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 360 by 365
Notes: Plat of 710 acres on a river, the "Pon Pon or the Edisto". A few details included but nothing useful as to the origin or location of the land.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Jacksonboro Ferry/ Pon Pon or Edisto River

Folder #255
Surveyor: Diamond, John
People’s Names: Chisholm, Alexander/ Diamond, John (surveyor)
Title:
Date: August 1795
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 210
Notes: Plat of an island and low lands containing 80 acres in the Stono Inlet belonging to Alexander Chisholm. *Very little detail included and the plat is in bad condition. It is tearing along the edges and on the folds.
Types: A
Parish: St. John’s Colleton
Geographical Names: Stono Inlet/ Stono River/ Cole's Island/ Coffin Island

Folder #256
Surveyor: Buckner, J. B.
People’s Names: Buckner, J. B. (surveyor)/ [Waldbuger], John/ Peart
Title:
Date: February 1839
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 230

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Notes: Plat of land surveyed by J. B. Buckner. Shows the delineation of lands between Peart and [Waldburger] and where Rochester Road cuts through. Very little detail otherwise.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Rochester Road

Folder #257
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Guerard, Hannah/ Ball, John/ Broughton, Dr. Peter /Andrew/ Ball, Elias
Title:
Date: November 25, 1797
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 250
Notes: Plat of the lands of John Ball and Hannah Guerard in St. John’s Parish. There is a fair amount of geographical detail, although some of it is not labeled.
Types: A
Parish: St. John
Geographical Names: Wadboo

Folder #258
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Legare, Thomas/ Wilson, Hugh
Title:
Date: June 1790
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 225
Notes: Plat of two adjoining lands owned by Thomas Legare and Hugh Wilson. Rice fields and marsh lands are noted along with the various creeks and the Stono River, which is tinted blue (the property lines are in yellow). *The plat is in very bad condition.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Stone River/ Johns Island

Folder #259
Surveyor: Matthews, M.
People’s Names: Witherington, Peter/ Stanyarne, Thomas/ Stanyarne, James
Title:
Date: January 22, 1679
Date of Copy: January 1820
Size (cm): 385 by 315
Notes: Plat of 400 acres on the Stono River. Very little geographical detail but there are notes concerning the granting of the lands.
Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Stono River/ Wapoo [Wappoo] Creek/ Johns Island

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

**Folder #260**
Surveyor: Hume, W.
People’s Names: Gaillard, [Henry]/ Myers, Richard/ Middleton, Henry
Title:  
Date: June 22, 1874  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 410 by 300  
Notes: Plat of lands belonging to [Henry] Gaillard and Richard Myers. Very little detail included, just the property lines and names are included.
Types: A  
Parish: St. James Goose Creek  
Geographical Names: Springfield

**Folder #261**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: [Keckley]/ Burke, John/ Bullin, Thomas
Title:  
Date: June 1796  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 430 by 265  
Notes: Plat of 453 acres belonging to [Keckley]. Very little detail included.
Types: A  
Parish: St. James Goose Creek  
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #262**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Ellis, Edmund  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 425 by 155  
Notes: Plat of 1,391 acres on Hilton Head belonging to Edmund Ellis. Only details are the property lines and the notation of Tea Beach.
Types: A  
Parish: Hilton Head  
Geographical Names: Hilton Head/ Tea Beach

**Folder #263**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Tasquit, Paul/ Wilkerson, William/ Legare, David/ Matthews, John
Title:  
Date: 1710  
Date of Copy: February 1816

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Size (cm): 255 by 315
Notes: Plat of 786 acres of land on Johns Island belonging to Paul [Tasquiton] and William Wilkerson. Very little detail, only property lines and butting and bounding details included.

Types: A
Parish: Johns Island
Geographical Names: Keewa [Kiawah] River

Folder #264
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Woodrich, John/ Brisbane/ Price, Hopkin
Title: 
Date: 1764
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 255
Notes: Plat of land on the Ashley River belonging to Hopkin Price. A public road, the river, and creeks are noted on the plat, although the creeks are not named.

Types: A
Parish: St. George Dorchester
Geographical Names: Ashley River

Folder #265
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Calder, Henry/ Megget/ Barnwell
Title: 
Date: 1772
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 250
Notes: Plat of Indian Field Plantation owned by Henry Calder. The plat is in very bad condition. It is on a sheet of trace paper and the ink has eaten through the paper and created holes. The rest of the notes on the paper are written very lightly in pencil.

Types: A
Parish: Prince Williams
Geographical Names: Indian Field Plantation/ Kean's Neck

Folder #266
Surveyor: Drake, M.
People’s Names: Huger, Daniel
Title: 
Date: November 23,1734
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 435 by 285
Notes: Plat of Daniel Huger's 2,925 acres in Hell Hole Swamp. Little detail and a few notes on butting and bounding properties. Refers to Vol 3 pages 505 and 506.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Types: A
Parish: Craven County
Geographical Names: Hell Hole Swamp

Folder #267
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Franklin, James
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: 1867
Size (cm): 475 by 335
Notes: Plat of Tullifiny Plantation in the Beaufort District containing some 1760 acres. *Plat is in bad condition, the notes and lines are barely legible. There are several stains and it is tearing along the edges and along the folds.
Types: A
Parish: Prince William’s
Geographical Names: Beaufort District/ Tallifiny [Tullifinny] Plantation

Folder #268
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Warren, John B./ Elliott, Thomas
Title: 
Date: February 1754
Date of Copy: July 1869
Size (cm): 440 by 310
Notes: Plat of marsh land in Beaufort Country on the Coosaw River belonging to John B. Warren. Notes indicate Thomas Elliott was originally granted the land in 1754.
Types: A
Parish: Beaufort County
Geographical Names: Coosaw River/ Palmers Creek/ Big Creek/ Haulover/ Pine Island

Folder #269
Surveyor: Norton, J.
People’s Names: [Screven], John
Title: 
Date: February 1816
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 240 by 310
Notes: Plat of land divided into 14 labeled tracts with the acreage of each on the Savannah Back River and the Union Ferry Company Road owned by Major John Screven. There is very little detail included.
Types: A
Parish: St. Peter’s
Geographical Names: Savannah Back River/ Union Ferry Co. Road

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Folder #270
Surveyor: Stobo, William
People’s Names: Bullock, James/ Stobo, John
Title: Date: 1732
Date of Copy: 1849
Size (cm): 260 by 395
Notes: Plat of 134 acres in Colleton County belonging to James Bullock. Secretary of State certification that this plat corresponds to grant to James Bullock in Grant Book BB page 61.
Types: A
Parish: Colleton County
Geographical Names: Pon Pon River/ Will Town [Willtown] lots

Folder #271
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Guerare [Guerard], Benjamin G. (owner)
Title: Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 320
Notes: Includes identification of a road from the May River past two sites labeled Croppo House to a large settlement. There are not butting or bounding properties and the plat is in the style of the late 1700s. The plat also indicates a large rice field.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: River May/ Everys Bluff

Folder #272
Surveyor: 
People’s Names: Champney, John (owner)/ Air, Dr. James (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: Date: Survayed May 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 195 by 315 each
Notes: "Plan of Denny Plantation on Penny Creek Belonging to John Chimney in St. Paul’s Parish" Plat contains 369 acres Butting and Bounding to Chay-hole and The Afsistanee Plantations (also owned by John Champney) Plat includes identification from Bridge Drum
Types: B
Parish: St. Paul
Geographical Names: Penny Creek/ Loust Landing/ Pon Pon River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Folder #273
Surveyor:
People's Names: Gadsden, Christopher/ Wragg, Joseph/ Manigault, Gabriel/ Wragg, Thomas Joseph (see notes)/ Downs, William (surveyor)/ Wragg, Judith/ Broughton, William Thomas/ Gervars, John L. (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: 1778
Date of Copy: August 6, 1770 and May 22, 1776
Size (cm): 470 by 335
Notes: Original grant of land to Jonathan Amory (Dec. 8, 1698) for 2,300 acres and 600 acres to Joseph Blak_ (Dec. 13, 1698) "This plan is a copy taken from a plat annexed to a deed of Conveyance from _ Between Am. Gadsden wife of Christopher Gadsden."
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #274
Surveyor:
People's Names: Griggs, John (owner) Thompson/ Eveligh _, Samuel (Butting and Bounding Properties)/ Mitchell, Ephraim
Title:
Date: Surveyed May 17, 1786/ Dated August 3, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 235 by 375
Notes: Plat includes 980 acres belonging to John Griggs on the Combahee River *plat is in good condition except for damage where Combahee River is located on the plat.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Hunts Bluff/ Hatchinson Fes__on/ Combahee River

Folder #275
Surveyor:
Title:
Date: December 31, 1883
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 500 by 300
Notes: "Blacklock to Clement" "Plat of a Tract of land in St. Paul's Parish. Conveyed by E. J., M and H.R. Blacklock. Contain 330 acres Shaded Yellow the part shaded red belonging to other parties - This a plat referred to 31 Dec. 1883 Given to M. J. Clements."

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Types: A
Parish: St. Paul
Geographical Names: Middle B of Stono River/ Canal Bank/ Parker’s Ferry Road

Folder #276
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hipps, Geo/ Hasking__, Z./ Wish__, John/Elliott, Thomas/ Breman (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 350 by 240
Notes: "Wrights Neck" multiple tracts of land totaling 3,276 acres. *plat is in excellent condition but difficult to read handwriting
Types: A
Parish: St Peter
Geographical Names: Wrights Neck/ N__ River

Folder #277
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hall, Arthur/ Hale, Hinds, Harvy, Pinckney, Rodger (session of land owners of 300 acres)/ Trench, Alexander (owner one property)/ Farr, Thomas (owner of two tract of land) Welkinson, Christopher (owner of two tract of land) Meleshamp [Mellichamp], Thomas
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 225
Notes: "Mellichamp" Arthur Hall granted land Nov. 4, 1710 (then a chain of ownership) Alexander Trench granted 500 acres on Feb. 2, 1727. 650 acres granted to Thomas Farr August 6th 1735 now belonging to Saintto Mellichamp. Rodger Pinckney owner of 100 acres.
Types: A
Parish: St. Paul’s
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #278
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hutchinson, Charles (owner) Gain, Ben (owner)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 230

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Notes: Charles Hutchinson owns 1,290 acres granted to him February 1732. Ben Gain owns 1,000 acres granted to him in 1732 also. The plat appears to be two tracts of land but they are not connected. There is no indication of buildings or land.

Types: A
Parish: St. Luke's
Geographical Names: White River/ Col. Hasard's Black Creek

Folder #279
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ferguson, Thomas (owner) Roper, William (Butting and Bounding Property)/ Hinander, Proler, Samuel, Elliot, Benjamin (possible consecutive owners of Butting and Bounding Property)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 2 at 200 by 160 and 1 at 200 by 320
Notes: Plat includes 361 acres of land of which 300 is fit for rice cultivation. Plat lacks geographical names or structures. *Plat is in good condition but in three pieces.

Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew's
Geographical Names: Salkehatchi [Salkehatchie] River

Folder #280
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Shevens, W./ Col. Horses [Horres]/ Col. Horry/ (owner)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 420
Notes: "12,000 acres to W. Stephen, the 2nd Barony - in the _half_ of Col. Horsey - July 1736" 12,000 acres to W. _ The 4th Barony in Behalf of Col Horrey - June 1736" *Plat is in excellent condition but difficult to read handwriting

Types: A
Parish: St. Peter’s
Geographical Names: Savannah River/ Indian Field/ Indian Bluff/ Indian Hill

Folder #281
Surveyor:
People’s Names: N/A
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 310 by 270

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Notes: Plat is not very informative has multiple lines with no identification of how big the tracts of land are or who owns them. Plat contains District Line N56°E *plat is in good condition but torn on left side
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke's
Geographical Names: New road from Robertsville to Mathews Bluff/ Savannah River

Folder #282
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bate, William/ Logan, William/ Jacob, William/ Sand_y, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: Surveyed January 1778
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 325 by 395
Notes: Plat appears to be for some 1000 acres granted to Fergerson April 12, 1733. *plat is difficult to read but indenture on back is better ON THE BACK Indenture of William Cattell (of St. George Parish) to John Finwich (of St. Peters Parish) for one year.
Types: B
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s
Geographical Names: Round O

Folder #283
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Holmes, H.M./ Ball, Elias/ Vordes, John (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 260 and 245 by 140
Notes: "Washington Plantation" Includes parsonage as a butting and bounding property. *plat is difficult to read and on thin paper in two pieces.
Types: A
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Mepkin [Mepkin] Creek

Folder #284
Surveyor: Shuller, Alfred
People’s Names: Fullwood, Robert (original owner giving part to Jackson)/ Jackson, Samuel (new owner) Jackson, William/ Martin, Martin/ Mims, James/ Jackson, Elizabeth/ Jackson, Samuel _ (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: February 19, 1839
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 325 by 405

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Notes: "South Carolina Pursuant to the note from Court of Common Pleas to the directed I have admeasured and laid out unto Samuel Jackson a tract of land it being said out agreeable to the deed from A. Fullwood to Samuel Jackson for which I find to contain two …”

Types: B
Parish: St. James, Goose Creek
Geographical Names: Brina Branch/ Four Holes Swamp

Folder #285
Surveyor: Purcell J.
People’s Names: Ball, Elias/ Legeaw, Binneaw, Samuel/ Binneaw, Benjamin (Butting and Bounding Properties) Read (owner of plat and plantation) Purcell, J. (Surveyor)
Title: A Plan of Rice Hope Plantation on Cooper River -belonging now to Dr. Read - in St. Johns"  "A Plan of Rive Hope Plantation belonging to John Harleston Esq., containing in the whole 1041 Acres and a _ Land tract adjoining _ By James Child _ Common
Types: B
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Cooper River

Folder #286
Surveyor: Capen, Charles G./ Baily, Ben (possible owner) Wilson, Hugh/ Mrs. Reynolds/ Hat, Lord (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: A Plan of Rice Hope Plantation on Cooper River -belonging now to Dr. Read - in St. Johns"  "A Plan of Rive Hope Plantation belonging to John Harleston Esq., containing in the whole 1041 Acres and a _ Land tract adjoining _ By James Child _ Common
Types: B
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw River and St. Johns Parish

Folder #287
Surveyor: Glover, William/ Stanyarne/ Cannon, Daniel/ Blake, Daniel/ Ward, J./ Glover (properties indicated on plat)
Title: A Plan of Rice Hope Plantation on Cooper River -belonging now to Dr. Read - in St. Johns"  "A Plan of Rive Hope Plantation belonging to John Harleston Esq., containing in the whole 1041 Acres and a _ Land tract adjoining _ By James Child _ Common
Types: B
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw River and St. Johns Parish

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 320
Notes: "A Plan of 1300 acres of land on the north side of Edisto River lying near the sawmills in St. Bartholomew's Parish Charleston district and the state of South Carolina - belonging to Momas Roynson Esq. … " *plat is in excellent condition with no damage
Types: A
Parish: St. Bartholomew's
Geographical Names: St. Bartholomew's "near sawmill"

Folder #288
Surveyor: Simmons and Huger
People’s Names: Rose, A. B./ Green, Daniel (owners of property)
Title:
Date: September 3, 1889
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 270
Notes: "Plat of the dividing line between Dr. A.B. Rose and Daniel Green _ _ Situated in St. Andrew’s Parish Surveyed Sept. 3rd 1889 "Includes Swindershine Road and the indication of a structure near the C and S. R. R.” *plat is in excellent condition
Types: B
Parish: St. Andrew’s Parish
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #289
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Reyley/ Ryley, Bryan/ Ryley, Baman (owners) Cheveratt, Thomas/ Poull, John/ Elliott, Thomas/ Reyly, Bryan/ Peacomb, Joseph (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 320
Notes: " Copy of a plat of 1150 acres at spoon Savannah Stono. Granted to Bryan Ryley now belongs _ To heir of Baman Ryley" *in Colleton County plat certified the 9th of January 1732 grant dated the 11th of July 1733" Plat annexed to the original grant."
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #290
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Pinckney, Charles/ Rowand, Charles E./ Rutledge, Hugh/ Trael, Coltin (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 255 by 245
Notes: "Laurel Hill" includes location of multiple structures (appears to be the main house and its surrounding structures as well as a line of possible slave houses west of the larger structures. The plat also indicates a drain. E. C. Perroneau*plat is in exc
Types: B
Parish: St. Paul
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #291
Surveyor: White, Edwin
People’s Names: Irving, Dr. Amelins (owner) Simerick (Butting and Bounding Property)
Title: December 1871
Date: December 1871
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 430 by 295
Notes: Plat of a tract of land situated in Berkeley County Solea, the Property of Dr. Amelius Irving - Subdivided into Lots at his request Dec. 1871" Plat of land appears to be located between Midway Plantation. Also there is the indication of Santee Road.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #292
Surveyor: Cole, William Daniel (owner) Heywards, James/ Wiggs, Major
People’s Names: Cole, William Daniel (owner) Heywards, James/ Wiggs, Major
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 240
Notes: Includes the identification of "Savanna Road" also the indication of a Hogs Tavern off Savanna Road" as well as the indication of the House of Daniel Cole off the Ochetu Creek. *plat is in excellent condition but pencil is light and difficult to read.
Types: B
Parish: St. Luke's
Geographical Names: Oakette [Okatie] Creek

Folder #293
Surveyor: Gillard [Gaillard], Theodore (owner) Izard, Ralph/ Horry, Elias/ Serre, Noah (Butting and Bounding Properties)
People’s Names: Gillard [Gaillard], Theodore (owner) Izard, Ralph/ Horry, Elias/ Serre, Noah (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: N/A
Date: November 29, 1735

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)**

Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 375 by 250  
Notes: "Theodore Gaillard Two Hundred Acres situate on Wadbaccan Island in Santee River Bounding Northward on Lands laid out to Ralph Izard Esquire, to the Southward on Santee River to the Eastward on Lands of Elias Horry Esquire and to the West ward on Lands."

Types: A  
Parish: St. John's  
Geographical Names: Santee River, Wadbeccan Island

**Folder #294**  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names:  
Title:  
Date: Surveyed May 1838  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 390 by 330  
Notes: "Sketch of Swap and Lands Adjacent Tomuans_ Ferry St. Johns Parish" "Sketch of the Swamp and adjacent lands to Bonneau’s Ferry Track to Cooper River Surveyed May 1838 St. Johns" *plat does no contain any information such as names.

Types: A  
Parish: St. John's  
Geographical Names: Cooper River. Bonneau’s Ferry

**Folder #295**  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Motte, Isaac/ Werthany/ Exeter (Butting and Bounding Properties)  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 455 by 290  
Notes: Plats includes identification of land condition as well as the indication of structures. Little information is given that could link and specific area to the plantation site. *Plat is in excellent condition on thin paper.

Types: B  
Parish: St. John's  
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #296**  
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: N/A  
Title:  
Date: N/A  
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Size (cm): 480 by 280
Notes: Plat does not contain any geographical information or any butting and bounding properties. The plan does indicate a structure and what appears to be multiple water sources. *Plat is in good condition on thin paper.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #297
Surveyor: Gilmore, Dennis
People's Names: Shuler, John (owner) Gilmore, Dennis (surveyor) Darbey, Artemas (Dep. Surv'r Gen'l)/Snells, John/Smith, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: March 11, 1806
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 210 by 340
Notes: "State of South Carolina Pursuant to a warrant from Artemas B. Darbey Dep. Surv'r Gen'l dated 5 day of March 1806. I have caused to be admeasured and laid out, unto John Shuler; a Tract of Land containing seven hundred and seventy nine acres…"
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Wasamsaw [Wassamassaw] Swamp

Folder #298
Surveyor:
People's Names: Pringle, William Bull (owner) Gurrells (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title: 1849
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 255 by 240
Notes: Plat of land consisting of about 427 acres located off the North Santee River. There is no indications of structures on the plat. *plat is in good condition but handwriting is difficult to read.
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: North Santee

Folder #299
Surveyor:
People's Names: Gadsden, Edward
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 175 by 395

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
Notes: very general plat of about 200 acres of land in St. Andrew’s parish.

Types: B
Parish: St. Andrew’s
Geographical Names: None

Folder #300
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Magwood/ Wilkes/ Dupont/ Holmes, W./ Maxwell/ Ravenel/ Memminger/ Jenkins, Daniel/ Jenkins, Gabe/ Grant, Thomas/ Grant, Fortune/ Grant, Thomas/ Stafford/ Russell, J./ Bull
Title:
Date: June 1899
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 190
Notes: Plan of variety of properties belonging to several individuals. Area is situated near Savage and River Roads.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: River Road, Savage Road, Green Grove

Folder #301
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Wagner, George/ Graves, Thomas/ Branford, William/ Wilkins, William
Title:
Date: 1761
Date of Copy: 1799
Size (cm): 405 by 135
Notes: copy of a plat of land being exchanged between William Branford and Thomas Graves (deed dated July 24th, 1761). Situated north of Stono River 'now belonging to George Wagner.'

Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew's
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #302
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Archdale, John/ Bull, Stephen/ Butler, Thomas
Title:
Date: 1672
Date of Copy: 1806
Size (cm): 270 by 320
Notes: Plan of 450 acres of land granted to Thomas Butler on the North East side of the Ashley River, part of Clear Spring "Plat certified the 2nd May 1674 by Stephen Bull. Grant dated the 30th of January on the same plat is another certificate dated the 11 Dec.

Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew's Parish
Geographical Names: Ashley River, Clear Spring

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Folder #303
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Drayton, Thomas/ Fetch, Jonathan/ Wrixham, Jonus
Title:
Date: 1703
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 320
Notes: Copy of a plat of 470 acres granted to Thomas Drayton. Now laid out to Jonathon Fetch in Colleton County in the Northeast side of the Edisto River being part of a Savanna called Spoons Savanna
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Edisto River, Spoons Savanna,

Folder #304
Surveyor: Broughton, Thomas
People’s Names: Morton, Joseph/ Broughton, Thomas (surveyor general)/ Cochran, James/ Blake
Title:
Date: 1711
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 440 by 270
Notes: "Landgrave Joseph Morton's grant for 407 acres at the head of Toobedoo [Toogoodoo] Creek, bounded by lands of said Joseph Morton and James Cochran. Grant dated 20 December, 1710." Plantation containing 407 acres in Colleton County at the head of Too be Doo Creek.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Too be Dee [Toogoodoo] Creek, Walnut Hill

Folder #305
Surveyor: White, Edwin
People’s Names: Bull, Col. W. I./ Parker, William/ Magwood, Simon/ Stewart, J.C./ White, Edwin (surveyor)
Title:
Date: 1872
Date of Copy: 1883
Size (cm): 420 by 360
Notes: 785 acres of high land situated in St. Andrew’s Parish subdivided into 44 lots at the request of Stewart.
Types: A
Parish: St. Andrew’s Parish
Geographical Names: Magwood Landing, Road to public landing, River Road

Folder #306
Surveyor: Joyner, Samuel W.
People’s Names: Huff, Henry (property owner)/ Joyner, Samuel (surveyor)/ Poppenheim/ Mimms

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Title: Henry Huff’s Land known as the Brides Plantation. Contains 182 acres and situated in St. James, Goose Creek.

Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Brides Plantation, Goose Creek, Crowfield Plantation, Crowfield Road

Folder #307
Surveyor: Bailey, Thomas/ Bailey, C.
Title: Plat of land belonging to Thomas Bailey known as Oak Grove on Wadmalaw Island.
Notes: Plat of land belonging to Thomas Bailey known as Oak Grove on Wadmalaw Island.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Oak Grove, Wadmalaw Island / Leadenwaw [Leadenwah] Creek

Folder #308
Surveyor: Glebe/ Bennett/ Clark/ Laroch [LaRoche], Richard
Title: Plat of lands located on Wadmalaw Island in St. John’s Parish. A church and few buildings are indicated. Lands are situated south of Bear Bluff Road.
Types: B
Parish: St. John’s
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw, Bear Bluff Road

Folder #309
Surveyor: Seabrook, John/ Townsend/ Fickling, Thomas/ McCleod [McLeod], Donald
Title: Plat of land located to the West of Bohicket Creek and Flash Water River.
Notes: Plat of land located to the West of Bohicket Creek and Flash Water River.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes.
OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)

Types: B
Parish: St. John's Parish
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw, Flash Water River, Bohicket Creek,

**Folder #310**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: McCall/ Jones, A.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 265
Notes: Plantation near Exchange.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Exchange

**Folder #311**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Daniell, Robert/ Huggin, Joseph/ Bell, M./ McDowell, George/ Buchanan, James/ Bell, John
Title:
Date: Feb 1765
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 380 by 235 both sides
Notes: Plats relative to Daniel's land on the north side of the Santee River. Three plats.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Santee River

**Folder #312**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Johnson, J./ Phillips/ Johnson, Margaret
Title:
Date: 1844
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 405 by 250
Notes: 200 acres of land laid out to Margaret Johnson as her proportion of the estate.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: None

**Folder #313**
Surveyor: Hughes, L. F.
People’s Names: Bowens, C.J./ Kettles, Henry/ Pepples, H.H./ Ruth, Laura/ Johnson/ Peeples, Paul

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
**OVERSIZED BOX C: (cont.)**

**Title:**
**Date:** Dec-05
**Date of Copy:** N/A
**Size (cm):** 265 by 265
**Notes:** Plat on 340 acres of laid lying on Dry Gale Between Seminole Road and Mathews [Matthew’s] Bluff and belonging to Bowens, C.J.

**Types:** B
**Parish:** N/A
**Geographical Names:** Mathews [Matthew’s] Bluff, Seminole Road, Dry Gale, Hampton County

**OVERSIZED BOX D:**

**Folder #314**
**Surveyor:** Ouldfield
**People’s Names:** Hutchinson, John/ Smith, Thomas/ Lynch, Thomas/ Chandon/ Laroche/ Foifsin
**Title:**
**Date:** 1736
**Date of Copy:** N/A
**Size (cm):** 290 by 440
**Notes:** tract of land containing 2100 acres situated in what is commonly called Cat Island. From record book vol.3 page 507 1848. Grant is dated Aug.12, 1737.

**Types:** A
**Parish:** Prince George's Parish
**Geographical Names:** Winya [Winyah] Bay, Richland Company, Craven County, Cat Island

**Folder #315**
**Surveyor:** Jones, Thomas and Gilman, Andrew
**People’s Names:** Jones, Thomas (surveyor)/ Gilman, Andrew (surveyor)/ Brinson, Isaac R./ Read, James W./ Mitchum, Royall/ Murray, Alsimus
**Title:**
**Date:** 1850
**Date of Copy:** 1859
**Size (cm):** 280 by 430
**Notes:** tract of land containing 1380 acres situated in Charleston on branches from Wallie Bay, waters of Wadboo Swamp and Cooper River. Bounding by a line running S.E. by lands of James W. Read, south by Royall Mitchum's Land, N.E., N.W., and S.W.

**Types:** A
**Parish:** N/A
**Geographical Names:** Wallie Bay, Cooper River, Wadboo Swamp, Whiskinboo

**Folder #316**
**Surveyor:** Fenwick, John
**People’s Names:** Fenwick, John (surveyor)/ Greene/ St. John/ Stanyarn/ Legavis/ Neufville, Edward/ Arnold/ Godfrey, Elizabeth

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Title: 1777
Date: 1795
Date of Copy: 1736 for 100 acres of land on Johns Island being part of a tract of 640 acres granted by the lords proprietors to Eliza..”
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Bohicket Creek, Johns Island

Folder #317
Surveyor: People’s Names: St. John, James/ Greene, Anne/ Robertson, John/ Friar, John/ Gregor, Alexander/ Legare/ Holmes, Isaac/ Legare, James/ Stanyarn, William/ Reynolds, Michael/ Godfrey, Elizabeth/ Arnold, William
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 340
Notes: Plan of two plantations or bodies of land on John's Island one belonging to the estate of Mr. James St. John and the other to Mrs. Ann Greene's estate.” contains 1275 acres. Contains detailed explanation of plat, extensive notes, and very detailed plat.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Richfield, John's Island

Folder #318
Surveyor: People’s Names: Jenkin, B.R./ McDonald/ Young, Jack/ Flud, T.B.
Title: N/A
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 345 by 330 both sides
Notes: tract of land belonging to T.B. Flud. A second drawing is on the back. Contains interesting sketches/scrublings.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono River, John's Island, Ravenwood

Folder #319
Surveyor: People’s Names: Simons, S. Lewis (surveyor)/ Hayne/ Witsell/ McCant/ Glover/ Walter, Jack/ Burnett, Andrew

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Title:
Date: 1813
Date of Copy: 1882
Size (cm): 400 by 365
Notes: tract of land on west side of Pon Pon River butting and bounding to the east by lands of the estate of Jacob Walker, northwardly by Mrs. Andrew Burnet and south by Mrs. Glebes land and by the estate of M. Allues and westwardly by the estate of Dr. H.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Pon Pon River

Folder #320
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Middleton, Arthur/ Reynolds, Charles/ Johnson
Title:
Date: 1731
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 310
Notes: 675 acres of land laid out for Arthur Middleton 1731. Bordered on the south by Captain Charles Reynold. ***very fragile and difficult to decipher
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke’s
Geographical Names: Okete Creek [Okatie]

Folder #321
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Lesesne, Isaac/ Lesesne, Frederick/ Taylor, Archibald/ Boone, Thomas/ Vanderhorst, Major
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 440 by 365 both sides
Notes: Two-sided. Tract of land granted to Isaac Lesesne in 1733 now belonging to Frederick Lesesne situated on Parsons Swamp on the head water of Sampit.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Hoop-Pole Swamp, Boggy Swamp, Parsons Swamp, Sampit River

Folder #322
Surveyor: Simons, S. Lewis
People’s Names: Simons, S. Lewis (surveyor)/ Whaley, John/ Bennett, Prince/ Smalls, June
Title:
Date: 1884
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Size (cm): 370 by 360
Notes: Plan of a plantation situated on John's Island containing 326 acres divided between Prince Bennett, August ____, June Smalls, and Jac. Wigfall
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: John's Island

Folder #323
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Townsend, John/ Wescott
Title:
Date: 1884
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 245 by 345
Notes: Plat of a tract of land situated on Edisto Island. Containing 63 acres and bounded by a tract bought by John Roberson from I. Wescott.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Edisto Island

Folder #324
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hains, C.
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 375 by 250
Notes: tract of land known as Welboo Plantation [Wadboo] belonging to C. Hains
Types: A
Parish: St. Stephen
Geographical Names: Welboo [Wadboo] Plantation, Savanna Creek, Santee River, Webbo [Wadboo] Creek

Folder #325
Surveyor:
People’s Names: None
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 315 by 435
Notes: Part of a plat of land in Colleton County. Very fragile. Missing half of the plat. A dwelling house and barn are shown.
Types: B
Parish: St. Bartholomew’s Parish
Geographical Names: Fault Catcher Road

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

**Folder #326**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: None
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: part of a swamp and north an island (Cat Island) belonging to Charles Brown containing 611 acres.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Cat Island

**Folder #327**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Farr, Thomas/ Smith, Joseph/ Prioleau/ Young, Francis/ Blake/ Hayne, John/ Malechamps [Mellichamp]
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 400 by 310
Notes: general plan of the lands now belonging to Thomas Farr at Stono. Compiled from original papers
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono

**Folder #328**
Surveyor:
People’s Names:
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 240
Notes: tract of land belonging to Aukland Plant
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Aukland Plant, Lynches Causeway

**Folder #329**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Humes
Title: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Size (cm): 400 by 330
Notes: Copy of plat of lands on Santee belonging to Humes and Shoolbreds
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: North Santee, South Santee

Folder #330
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Lynch, Esther/ Gadsden
Title:
Date: 1833
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 395 by 330
Notes: plan of a tract of uncleared swampland situated on Duck Island containing 380 acres belonging to Esther Lynch.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: North Santee, George Town [Georgetown] district, Duck Island

Folder #331
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Foster, Cap. J. T. (owner) Klarayul, Robert (surveyor)
Title:
Date: May 22, 1857
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 340 both sides
Notes: Pursuant to a warrant to the director to me from I. A. Duffus Esq. Dep. Sur'r. Gen'l. Sector for Charleston District bear in date the forth day of May A.D. 1857 That have out an measured for Cap J. T. Foster Captain of the Stumer DeKalb a tract of pine.
Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee River/ Pulon Creek

Folder #332
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hardwick/ William (surveyor) Aster/_hmtock (owners)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 240
Notes: "William Hardwick's Survey of the lands in dispute between Mep. Aster and _hmtock near George town"
Types: A
Parish: Georgetown
Geographical Names: Black River, Pee Dee River, Waccamaw River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Folder #333
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hume, John (owner) Parcell, William (surveyor) Shoolbred, William (other property owner)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 480 by 345
Notes: Plan of Richfield Plantation belonging to John Hume Esq.’s Situated between north and South Santee River- AB represents A line made by William Parcel or a division line between William Hume and William Shoolbred instead of the line CD."
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Santee River/ Pleasant Creek, Sin Mile Creek

Folder #334
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Herman, Peter/ Colleton, James/Greenland, William (Butting and Bounding properties Remsay/ Durent/ Whit_herick/ White/ Wells/ Greenland/ M_ooree/ Tumme_tore/ Heriman, William/ Green, John/ Cartig_/ Ravenel, Rene/ Whiti_am/ Trapier, Paul/Trouvilliard, William (properti
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 415
Notes: Most properties on the plat list the area of the tract. Also some note the date of when the tract was granted. *plat is in excellent condition but lacks geographical markers.
Types: A
Parish: St John’s
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #335
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Fitzsimons, P. Gaillard (owner) White (and) Ramsay (surveyors) Melchell, J./ Melchell, T.F. (owners)
Title:
Date: April 1, 1869
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 320 by 415
Notes: Lots of land divided into five lots and only two have sold at the point this plat was made. Plat consists of 2,300+ acres. *plat is in excellent condition
Types: A
Parish: St John’s
Geographical Names: Cral Swamp/ Long Rice Dam

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)**

**Folder #336**
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Colleton, John (owner) Porcher, Isaac (Dept’y Surveyor)/ Bremar, Peter (Pro. Surv’r Gen’l)
Title:
Date: January 28, 1737
Date of Copy: October 19, 1786
Size (cm): 235 by 370
Notes: "Pursuant to a Pucipt from James St. John Esq.’s his Majesties Surveyor General bearing date the 24th day of August 1736. Where I have admeasured and laid out unto John Colleton Esquire a Plantation or Tract of Land containing One hundred and twenty six…”
Types: A
Parish: Craven County
Geographical Names: Santee River

**Folder #337**
Surveyor:
Title:
Date: January 24, 1765
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 250 by 380
Notes: "At the request of William Eberson Executors of Benjamin Splatt deceased Edward Splatt, David Maybank, Hugh Swinton and Andrew Maybank, I have admeasured two Plantation or Tracts Land lying conhquone and adjoining each other and making one Plantation…”
Types: A
Parish: St Paul
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #338**
Surveyor: Vignoles, Charles
People’s Names: Clark, Elizabeth (owner) Murry, Major (requested plat) Parker, Rutledge, C (surveyor) Hurry/ Whaley, Benjamin/ Seabrook, William/ Clark, William (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Jenkins, John/ Jenkins, Dr. E.C. D.
Title:
Date: March 12, 1821
Date of Copy: April 23, 1859
Size (cm): 360 by 250
Notes: "Hart's and Seabrook’s A Plantation of Edisto Island belonging to Mrs. Elizabeth Clark containing 304 acres” Includes Mrs. Mikell’s Road dead ending in to a "Public Road" of which a "Club House" and Episcopal Church is located.

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Types: B
Parish: Edisto Island
Geographical Names: Edisto Island/ Captain William Seabrook road/ Mrs. Mikell's Road/ Vinegar Hill

Folder #339
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Ravenel, James/ Ravenel, D./ Porcher, Philip/ Moultrie, William (properties on plat)
Title:
Date: 1768?
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 325
Notes: Includes about 6,451 acres plat also includes the location of larger structures date is above north arrow. *plat is in good condition but has water damage.
Types: B
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: F. E. Agusan Swamp/ Biggin Swamp/ Fountain Swamp

Folder #340
Surveyor:
People’s Names: N/A
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 435 by 335
Notes: Saw Mill located off of East Bay Street (possibly 208 East Bay Street address) and Society Street. Also includes Wentworth Street, Marshel Street, and Concord Street (with bridge location over Concord Street). Includes map of the buildings surrounding the Mill.
Types: C
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Cooper River/ Concord Street/ Society Street

Folder #341
Surveyor: Broughton, Thomas
People’s Names: Hally, Joseph (owner) Kenneway, John/ Didcott, Joseph/ Andrew, John (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: April 16, 1803
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 335 by 345
Notes: "By virtue of warrant under the hand and seal of the Honb’e Robert Gibbes Esquire Gov to be directed bearing date August the ___ day 1711 I have caused to be measured and laid out unto Joseph Hally a plantation containing four hundred and ten acres of land…”
Types: A
Parish: St. John's
Geographical Names: Edisto River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Folder #342
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Fufsell, Stephen (first owner)/ Greene, Jonas (first owner) Wrights/ Walker/ Monhes (Butting and Bounding Properties)
Title:
Date: Paper Watermark dated 1809
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 415
Notes: "539 Acres situated on the South side of Youaha Creek - bounding to Marsh on said Creek, to the South of Small's Creek, and on all other sides on __" 539 acres granted to Stephen Russell December 1731" "2,000 acres to Jonas Green Survey 1731/2"
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Youaha Creek/ Small's Creek/ Day's Creek

Folder #343
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Shory, Mr. Smith (Butting and Bounding Properties) Sinkler, Robert/ Kinlock, James (owners of land)
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 425 by 265
Notes: 600 acres form Robert Sinkler april 1733 and 9,150 acres of Swamp for Hon. James Kinloch May 1732. *plat is in excellent condition.
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke's
Geographical Names: River of May/ Black River/ Hilton Head Land

Folder #344
Surveyor: Clark, Thomas
People’s Names: Mitchell, Ephraim (Surveyor General) Clark, Thomas (District Surveyor) Maull, David (owner)
Title:
Date: March 13, 1786
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 235 by 380
Notes: “Pursuant to a warrant from Ephraim Mitchell Surveyor Generl I have admeasured and laid out unto David Maull a Plantation or Tract of land Containing Three Hundred acres of Land situate in Charleston District on inland Swamp and Edisto River and hath such…”
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Edisto River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Folder #345
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Chataigner, Alexander (originally granted to) Mazyck, Alexander (property currently in the estate of) Chataigner, William (Butting and Bounding Properties) Izard, William (has original land grant) Johnson, Nathaniel (signed grant) Broughton, Thomas
Title:
Date: Plat certified August 8, 1709 Grant dated November 9, 1709
Date of Copy: December 5, 1791
Size (cm): 340 by 285
Notes: "Copy of a plat annexed to the original grant to Alexander Chataigner for 500 acres at Wambaw Swamp Sea - now belonging to the estate of Alexander Mazyck Esq. Tract of land located in Craven County "…Westward on said William Chataigner's land Eastward.
Types: A
Parish: Craven County
Geographical Names: Wambaw Swamp

Folder #346
Surveyor: Screven
Title:
Date: Certified the February 4, 1740
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: "Copy of a plan of 610 acres or there about on the North side of Stono River 110 acres being part of a larger tract granted George Nights 100 granted to Samuel Jones, 51 Acres granted to Dorothy Jones, 61 acres granted to William Bull, 103 acres granted…"
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono River

Folder #347
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mith, Benjamin/ Mazyck, Stephen/ Prioleau, Samuel/ Holmes, J. B. Smith, Benjamin (Butting and Bounding Property) / Dupoint, Horry
Title:
Date: Surveyed May 1802 paper is watermarked 1816
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 495 by 395
Notes: "Sketch of Mazyck Plantation" Plat is difficult to read due to poor handwritting *plat is in good condition on thin paper.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Goose Creek/ Foster’s Creek

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

**Folder #348**
Surveyor: Fenwick
People’s Names: Fenwick, William (owner)
Title:  
Date: May 12, 1773
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 400
Notes: Plat is a copy by Fenwick of his plantation includes identification of land use as well as the location of the house off the May River (no indication of slave houses) *Plat is in poor condition and is in two pieces.
Types: B
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: f. E. Agusan Swamp/ Biggin Swamp/ Fountain Swamp

**Folder #349**
Surveyor: Pinckney, Robert (possible)
People’s Names: Adames (owner) Pinckney, Robert Q. / Bailey, Henry/ Bailey, Benjamin (Butting and Bounding)
Title:  
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 435 by 215
Notes: Plat contains 109 75/100 acres belonging to Adames, __ Plat does not contain planting indicaiton of how property was used although it is beautiful in its depection of land. *plat is in good condition.
Types: A
Parish:  
Geographical Names: Wadmalaw Island, Colleton

**Folder #350**
Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Cannon, Daniel (owner) Smith, Mary/ Smith, Joseph/ Smith, Benjamin (original owners of left most land) Hunt, Benjamin/ Hunt, Joseph (original owners of middle left land) Hunt, Robert (original owner of right most land)
Title:  
Date: June 1800
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 315
Notes: Plantation off Goose Creek Road all tracts of land are left in the last wills and testiments to Daniel Cannon
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek Road

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
Oversized Box D: (cont.)

Folder #351
Surveyor: Ramsay
People’s Names: Stoney, Gaillard P./ Sandford/ Barker, S. W./ Foster, Charles/ Ramsay, White (surveyor)/ Poyas, James
Title:
Date: 11-15-1858
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 385 by 440
Notes: Plat of land on Black Tom Bay in the Charleston District. Included are the location of a few ponds, Black Tom Bay, and trees on the property line. The plat is also rendered in green. *The plat is falling apart with tears along the folds and edges.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Black Tom Bay

Folder #352
Surveyor: Diamond
People’s Names: Broughton, Alexander/ Broughton, John/ Broughton, Thomas/ Diamond (surveyor)
Title:
Date: 1787
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 330 by 415
Notes: Plat of land near Black Tom Bay. Very little detail but includes the location of the bay, various trees on the property line, and the butting and bounding properties.
Types: A
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Geographical Names: Black Tom Bay

Folder #353
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Fickley, Francis
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 230 by 380
Notes: Plat of land belonging to Francis Finckley. Includes area of salt marshes, fresh water and old rice fields. Done in pencil and handwriting is difficult to decipher. *The plat is drawn on a sheet of trace paper and is tearing along the folds.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: [Wadmalaw] River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Folder #354
Surveyor: Broughton, Thomas
People’s Names: Morton, Joseph/ Craven, Charles/ Cochran, James
Title:
Date: February 1714/5
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 220 by 270
Notes: Plat of 444 acres granted to Joseph Morton in Colleton County on Toobedoo [Toogoodoo] River/Creek. Very little detail included. Recorded Secretary of States Office Memorial Book A Vol 1 Part 1 Page 304.
Types: A
Parish: Colleton County
Geographical Names: Toobedoo [Toogoodoo] River

Folder #355
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Alston, John/ Cusack/ Alston, William/ Smith/ Cragus, John
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 325 by 330
Notes: Area of land near Wiskinboo divided into tracts belonging to John Alston/ William Alston, and surrounded by Smiths Barony..
Types: A
Parish: St Stephens
Geographical Names: Wiskinboo at Walleye/ Smith's Barony

Folder #356
Surveyor: Gaillard, D
People’s Names: Mixon/ Thomas, Thomas H./ McCay, Charles
Title:
Date: 1822
Date of Copy: 1851
Size (cm): 420 by 270
Notes: Plat of land belonging to Mixon and Thomas in St. Stephen’s Parish. Includes the location of a settlement with the outlines of buildings.
Types: B
Parish: St Stephen’s
Geographical Names: Wadbo[Webdo] Swamp

Folder #357
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Prioleau, Samuel/ Smith, George/ Brown, James/ Villeponteaux, Peter
Title:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
**Oversized Box D: (cont.)**

Date: 1792  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 405 by 330 each side  
Notes: Abstract of deeds for a tract of land on Back River which belongs to the estate of Samuel Prioleau. No property map included.  
Types: E-other  
Parish:  
Geographical Names: Back River, Berkeley County

**Folder #358**

Surveyor: Dean, N.  
People’s Names: Marion, Peter/Ladson, Francis  
Title:  
Date: December 1736  
Date of Copy: October 1829  
Size (cm): 385 by 315  
Notes: Plat of 1500 acres granted to Peter Marion located on Indian Field Swamp on the Pon Pon River. Very little detail although a few of the trees on the property lines are included.  
Types: A  
Parish: Berkley County  
Geographical Names: Indian Field Swamp/ Pon Pon River

**Folder #359**

Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Middleton, William/ Bradwell, Nanthaniel/ Wragg, Wiliam/ Cattell, William/Middleton, Arthur  
Title:  
Date: 1873  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 485 by 370  
Notes: Plat of Jerry Hall Plantation on the Ashley River belonging to Wiliam Middleton.  
Types: A  
Parish: St. Andrew’s  
Geographical Names: N/A

**Folder #360**

Surveyor:  
People’s Names: Horry, Harriot/ Purcell, Joseph (surveyor)  
Title:  
Date: April 1799  
Date of Copy: N/A  
Size (cm): 400 by 490

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes*
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Notes: Plat of land on the south side of Foster’s Creek totaling 925 acres belonging to Harriot Horry. Very little detail, done in pencil and difficult to read.
Types: A
Parish: St. James Goose Creek
Geographical Names: Fosters Creek/ Goose Creek/ Bella Vista

Folder #361
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Pringle, Bull/ Pinckney, Eliza
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 370 by 465
Notes: Plat of land, very difficult to read. Butting and bounding properties belong to Pringle and Eliza Pinckney.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #362
Surveyor:
People’s Names: [Goble], John/ Walkers, Henry/ Youngs, James/ Stanyarne, John
Title:
Date: April 1706
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 315 by 380
Notes: Plat of 400 acres on Wadmalaw Island and Bohicket Creek belonging to John [Goble].
Types: A
Parish:
Geographical Names: Bohicket Creek/ Wadmalaw Island

Folder #363
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Hodgson/ Colleton, Peter
Title:
Date: June 1732
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 130
Types: A
Parish: St. Luke’s
Geographical Names: May River

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Folder #364
Surveyor:
People’s Names: James Hunyan, Thomas Elliot/ Stanyarne, Archibald/ Farr, Thomas/ Elliott, John/ Bellinger, William/ Clifford/ Fairchild
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 325 by 405
Notes: General Plan of land at Stono Laurel Hill, shows lands for several different people with no type of land identification, includes acres for the individual property.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Stono River, Laurel Hill

Folder #365
Surveyor:
People’s Names: John Wells,  Mr. Matthew
Title:
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 420 by 385
Notes: General property outline of Mr. Matthew including amount of acres, shows locations of Jeremy Creek.
Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Santee

Folder #366
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Mr. Carson, William Kingsborough
Title:
Date: 1799
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 415 by 330
Notes: Plans of a tract land sold by Mr. Carson to William Kingsborough, part of Bugby Plantation situated on Wadmalaw Island, Charleston District.
Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Charleston District, Bohicket Creek, Wadmalaw Island, Bears Bluff

Folder #367
Surveyor:
People’s Names: Bery Smith
Title:

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Date: March 1755
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 495 by 280
Notes: Plat of Huwhall Plantation situated in St. James near Goose Creek belonging to Bery Smith, shows building outlines of a small settlement.
Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek/ Foster’s Creek

Folder #368
Surveyor: Perry, Est. E
People’s Names: Perry, Est. E
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 265 by 420
Notes: vague outline of a property with no notations or names.
Types: A
Parish: St. Paul’s
Geographical Names: N/A

Folder #369
Surveyor: Hume, William
People’s Names: Mr. Kilvey/ N E R R
Title: 
Date: Feb 1850
Date of Copy: 1905 May
Size (cm): 460 by 285
Notes: plat of a tract of land situated in St. James near Goose Creek, Charleston County, one hundred and forty acres piece of land with tree markings and notations of old rice fields and roads. Road to Moncks Corner.
Types: B
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Goose Creek

Folder #370
Surveyor: William J. Sineath
People’s Names: William J. Sineath
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 245 by 315

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
OVERSIZED BOX D: (cont.)

Notes: A Plan of a tract of land situated in the parish of St. James near Goose Creek in the Charleston District on State Road, North Eastern Railroad and Goose Creek Waters of Cooper River, shows 182 acres of highlands and 32 acres of marsh land.

Types: A
Parish: St. James
Geographical Names: Cooper River, North Eastern Rail Road [NERR]

Folder #371
Surveyor:
People’s Names: James Younger
Title: 
Date: May 1796
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 390 by 235
Notes: 840 acres for Captain James Younger lying at Mipshew [Mepshew] Bluff on the Westside of Coutbaw land and the east side of Mipshew land, general outline of the property with minimal notation. Grant dated the 7th day of August 1700 signed by Joseph West.

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Meadway [Medway] River

Folder #372
Surveyor:
People’s Names: William Jement
Title: 
Date: N/A
Date of Copy: N/A
Size (cm): 300 by 365
Notes: general outline of the estate of William J. subdivided into 12 smaller plots of roughly 11 acres

Types: A
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Goose Creek

Folder #373
Surveyor:
People’s Names: John Carter, A C L Railway Co./ Williams, Joe/ Brown
Title:
Date: 1883
Date of Copy: 3-May-11
Size (cm): 345 by 295
Notes: Plat of half acre of land on what is known as The Ford Tract about Seven Miles from Charleston S.C. being a part of lot No. 5, includes railway and a representation of a building. Surveyed for Ben Hasell.

Types: B

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes
Parish: N/A
Geographical Names: Charleston District

*Types: A= simply property boundaries with no notation about buildings; B= property boundary with some very cursory notations on architecture; C= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including placement of multiple buildings and some building plans; D= property boundary with extensive notations on architecture, including architectural elevations or other vignettes